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Preface

This documentation describes themessages and codes produced byAdabas TransactionManager.
Messages may be either displayed on the operator console or written to a local (DDMSG) file.

This documentation is organized into the following topics:

Describes the possible formats of Adabas Transaction Manager
messages.

Message Format and SeverityCodes

Describes the Adabas Transacation Manager (ATM*) messages.ATM* - Adabas Transaction
Manager Messages

Describes the Adabas Transaction Manager error codes.Adabas TransactionManager Error
Codes

Describes the Adabas nucleus response codes and their associated
subcodes. Adabas Transaction Manager primarily produces response

Nucleus Response Codes

codes and subcodes for the following for response codes: 9, 48, 240,
241, 242, and 243. The response code and its subcodes are returned in
the rightmost two bytes of the Additions 2 field of the Adabas control
block.

Describes Adabas user abnormal end (abend) codes. Adabas
Transaction Manager primarily issues abend 29.

User Abend Codes

v
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1 About this Documentation

■ Document Conventions ...................................................................................................................... 2
■ Online Information and Support ........................................................................................................... 2
■ Data Protection ................................................................................................................................. 3
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Document Conventions

DescriptionConvention

Identifies elements on a screen.Bold

Identifies service names and locations in the format folder.subfolder.service,
APIs, Java classes, methods, properties.

Monospace font

Identifies:Italic

Variables for which you must supply values specific to your own situation or
environment.
New terms the first time they occur in the text.
References to other documentation sources.

Identifies:Monospace font

Text you must type in.
Messages displayed by the system.
Program code.

Indicates a set of choices from which you must choose one. Type only the information
inside the curly braces. Do not type the { } symbols.

{ }

Separates two mutually exclusive choices in a syntax line. Type one of these choices.
Do not type the | symbol.

|

Indicates one or more options. Type only the information inside the square brackets.
Do not type the [ ] symbols.

[ ]

Indicates that you can type multiple options of the same type. Type only the
information. Do not type the ellipsis (...).

...

Online Information and Support

Software AG Documentation Website

You can find documentation on the Software AG Documentation website at https://documenta-
tion.softwareag.com.

Software AG Empower Product Support Website

If you do not yet have an account for Empower, send an email to empower@softwareag.comwith
your name, company, and company email address and request an account.

Once you have an account, you can open Support Incidents online via the eService section of
Empower at https://empower.softwareag.com/.

Adabas Transaction Manager Messages and Codes2
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You can find product information on the Software AG Empower Product Support website at ht-
tps://empower.softwareag.com.

To submit feature/enhancement requests, get information about product availability, and download
products, go to Products.

To get information about fixes and to read early warnings, technical papers, and knowledge base
articles, go to the Knowledge Center.

If you have any questions, you can find a local or toll-free number for your country in our Global
Support Contact Directory at https://empower.softwareag.com/public_directory.aspx and give
us a call.

Software AG Tech Community

You can find documentation and other technical information on the SoftwareAGTechCommunity
website at https://techcommunity.softwareag.com. You can:

■ Access product documentation, if you have Tech Community credentials. If you do not, you
will need to register and specify "Documentation" as an area of interest.

■ Access articles, code samples, demos, and tutorials.
■ Use the online discussion forums, moderated by Software AG professionals, to ask questions,
discuss best practices, and learn how other customers are using Software AG technology.

■ Link to external websites that discuss open standards and web technology.

Data Protection

SoftwareAGproducts provide functionalitywith respect to processing of personal data according
to the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Where applicable, appropriate steps are
documented in the respective administration documentation.
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2 Message Format and Severity Codes

Two slightly different message formats may be used for Adabas Transaction Manager messages.
The majority of messages have the following format:

ATMnnn ss message-text [additional information]

In this format, nnn is the message number, ss is the severity code (in hexadecimal), message-text
is the text of themessage, and [additional information] is wheremessage content varies accord-
ing to variable information placed into the message.

The other possible message format is:

ATMnnn ss xxxxx MESSAGE TEXT [additional information]

In this format, the additional information xxxxx identifies theAdabas SystemCoordinator daemon
node (in the Adabas network).

Message Severity Codes

The following table explains the general meaning of each severity level:

DescriptionSeverity Codes

Software AG use00

Information only04

Echo and confirmation08

Warnings10

Operator communication failure14

Important shutdown messages18

Initialization failure reasons20

ABEND notification and information24
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DescriptionSeverity Codes

Special, unsuppressable messagesFF
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3 ATM* - Adabas Transaction Manager Messages

NO TEXTATM000_FF

One of the following occurred:Explanation

■ an unexpected error
■ an error created intentionally by zap.

If the error was unexpected, contact your Software AG support representative.Action

ADABAS VERSION NOT SUPPORTED BY ATMATM001_20

The Adabas Transaction Manager cannot be used with this version of Adabas.Explanation

Use a version of Adabas that ATM supports.Action

ATMDATABASE OP FAILED, RSP/SUBCODE {rsp/subcode}ATM002_20

The ATM recovery database failed to open for the reason indicated.Explanation

Correct the cause of the response code and restart the ATM transaction manager.Action

UNABLE TO LOAD {module-name}ATM003_20

The named module could not be loaded.Explanation

Ensure that the module is in a library from which it can be loaded dynamically.Action

7



Error reading TM controls; RSP/SUB: {rsp/sub}ATM005_20

An unexpected response code was encountered during reading of the TM controls
from the configuration file.

Explanation

If the cause of the error is not clear from the description of the response code, report
the details to your Software AG support representative.

Action

COR GROUP ALREADY HASMANAGER: {manager}ATM007_20

The ATMmanager indicated in the message is already active locally in the local COR
group. It is not possible to have more than one ATM transaction manager associated

Explanation

with the same COR group and executing in the same location (that is, under the same
Adabas ID table, or Adabas SVC).

Do not attempt to run more than one ATM transaction manager under the same ID
table and associated with the same COR group.

Action

GENERAL GETMAIN FAILEDATM010_20

ATM was unable to acquire enough storage to initialize.Explanation

Increase the amount of memory available to the job and restart it.Action

UNABLE TO ACQUIRE STORAGE FOR {area-name}ATM012_20

ATM was unable to acquire enough storage for the area named.Explanation

Increase the amount of memory available to the job and restart it.Action

INITIALIZATION ERROR. FUNCTION/RF: {function/rf}ATM013_20

An error occurred during the initialization of an interface to an external transaction
coordinator.

Explanation

Check the documentation for the external transaction coordinator being used to
determine the meaning of the return code (value rf). If the cause of the problem is

Action

still not apparent, contact your Software AG support representative, noting the values
of function and rf.

RRMS LOGNAME CHECK FAILEDATM014_20

This message relates to the initialization of the ATM interface with RRMS. The ATM
node ID has changed since ATM was last used with this RRMS system.

Explanation

The node ID of the Adabas System Coordinator daemon within which the ATM
transaction manager is running as a service must not be changed while there are

Action

global transactions in progress. If you have changed the Node ID and are sure that
therewere no incomplete global transactions, you can override this initialization error
using the parameter TMRESTART=FORCE.

Adabas Transaction Manager Messages and Codes8
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RRMS LOGNAME INCONSISTENCY OVERRIDDENATM015_10

This message relates to the initialization of the ATM interface with RRMS. The node
ID of the Adabas System Coordinator daemon within which the ATM transaction

Explanation

manager is running as a service has changed sinceATMwas last usedwith this RRMS
system.However, the inconsistencywas ignored because of the setting of the parameter
TMRESTART.

None. This message is for information only.Action

RRMS HAS LOST HARDENED RESTART DATAATM016_20

This message relates to the initialization of the ATM interface with RRMS. Because
RRMS has lost some restart data, integrity cannot be guaranteed for incomplete
transactions that were under the control of RRMS.

Explanation

If it is not possible to recover the RRMS restart data, you can use the parameter
TMRESTART to force the ATM transaction manager to initialize. Details of any

Action

incomplete transactions are then transferred to the STJ file and can be examined using
the SYSATM application.

FAILED TO OPEN ATMLOG. RC/RF:{rc/rf}ATM017_20

The ATM transaction manager was unable to open the ATMLOG1 or ATMLOG2
dataset.

Explanation

Check the definition of the ATMLOG1/2 datasets. If the cause of the error is not
apparent, report the problem to your Software AG support representative, noting the
values of rc and rf.

Action

Unexpected behavior for node {dbid}ATM018_20

The node (dbid) is expected to be an Adabas System Coordinator daemon within
which an ATM transaction manager is running as a service, but its behavior is not
consistent with this.

Explanation

Check the indicated node.Action

RRS IS NOT ACTIVE; ATMWILL WAIT AND RETRYATM019_20

Thismessage relates to the initialization of theATM interfacewith RRMS. Initialization
cannot complete because the RRS component of RRMS is not available.

Explanation

Report the problem to your systemsprogramming staff. TheATM transactionmanager
cannot initialize until RRS is active again.

Action
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RRS EXITS HAVE BEEN SETATM020_04

If the ATM transactionmanager is started with the parameter TMSYNCMGR=RRMS, this
message is issued when the ATM RRMS interface has been initialized.

Explanation

RRS RESTART FINISHEDATM021_08

If the ATM transactionmanager is started with the parameter TMSYNCMGR=RRMS, this
message is issuedwhenATM transactionmanager finishes telling RRS how to handle
any transactions that previously failed to complete.

Explanation

ISN: {isn}ATM023_04

This message is preceded by message ATM025 or ATM033. It indicates the ISN
associated with the error.

Explanation

Refer to the explanation of the previously issued message.Action

ERROR DURING DB RESTART; ID/ERR: {dbid/error-code}ATM024_10

The error (error-code) occurred during restart processing for the database (dbid).Explanation

Refer to the descriptions of the possible error codes. If the cause of the error is not
clear, report the details to your Software AG support representative, noting the values
of the variables.

Action

ERROR IN ATM RESTART; ID/RSP/SUB/CMD: {dbid/rsp/sub/cmd}ATM025_10

An unexpected response code (rsp) was encountered during restart processing for
theATMtransactionmanager (dbid). The response code, subcode (sub), and command

Explanation

code (cmd) are provided. An ATM023 message may follow, providing an associated
ISN.

If the cause of the error is not clear from the description of the response code, report
the details to your Software AG support representative, noting the values of the
variables.

Action

ERROR DURING ATM RESTART; ID/ERR: {dbid/error-code}ATM026_10

The error (error-code) occurred during restart processing for the partner ATM
transaction manager (dbid).

Explanation

Refer to the descriptions of the possible error codes. If the cause of the error is not
clear, report the details to your Software AG support representative, noting the values
for the variables.

Action
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ATM RESTART. MAX PARTNERS EXCEEDED. USER {userid}ATM027_10

The maximum number of partner ATM transaction managers indicated by the
parameter TMNODES is not sufficient to perform restart processing for incomplete
transactions.

Explanation

The error occurred while ATMwas attempting restart processing for the user whose
Client ID is userid. This message is followed by an ATM087 message providing the
user’s 28-byte Communication ID.

The transactionmanager continues to execute, but cannot complete restart processing
for transactions affected by the error.

Set the TMNODES parameter and restart the ATM transaction manager.Action

DB RESTART. MAX TARGETS EXCEEDED. USER {userid}ATM028_10

ATM is unable to perform restart processing for an incomplete transaction because
the number of databases involved in the transaction exceeds the maximum possible.

Explanation

The error was detected while ATM was attempting restart processing for the user
whoseClient ID isuserid. Thismessage is followedby anATM087message providing
the user’s 28-byte Communication ID.

The transactionmanager continues to execute, but cannot complete restart processing
for transactions affected by the error.

Contact your Software AG support representative.Action

PARTNER/DB RESTART ABORTED; ID/ERR: {dbid/error-code}ATM029_10

The error indicated occurred during restart processing associated with the database
or ATM identified by dbid.

Explanation

The transactionmanager continues to execute, but cannot complete restart processing
for transactions affected by this error.

Refer to the descriptions of the possible error codes. If the cause of the error is not
apparent, report the details to your Software AG support representative, noting the
error code.

Action

ERROR DURING TRAN RESTART; ID/ERR//COMMID: {dbid/error-code}ATM030_10

The error indicated occurred during restart processing for an incomplete transaction.
The database associated with the error is identified by dbid.

Explanation

The message is followed by an ATM032 message giving the Client ID of the
transaction’s owner, and anATM087message giving the user’s 28-byteCommunication
ID.

Refer to the descriptions of the possible error codes. If the cause of the error is not
apparent, report the details to your Software AG support representative, noting the
error code.

Action
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ERROR DURING BRANCH RESYNC; ID/ERR//COMMID: {dbid/error-code}ATM031_10

The error indicated occurred while ATM was attempting to synchronize restart for
an incomplete transaction branch with a partner ATM transaction manager. The
partner transaction manager associated with the error is identified by dbid.

Explanation

The message will be followed by an ATM032 message giving the Client ID of the
transaction’s owner, and anATM087message giving the user’s 28-byteCommunication
ID.

Refer to the descriptions of the possible error codes. If the cause of the error is not
apparent, report the details to your Software AG support representative, noting the
error code.

Action

RESTART ERROR FOR USER {userid}ATM032_10

This message refers to a previous error message and gives the Client ID of the user
associated with the previous error.

Explanation

Refer to details for the preceding message.Action

ERROR DURING DB RESTART; ID/RSP/SUB/CMD: {dbid/rsp/sub/cmd}ATM033_10

Anunexpected response codewas encountered during restart processing for database
dbid. The response code, subcode, and command code are provided. An ATM023
message may follow, providing an associated ISN.

Explanation

If the cause of the error is not clear from the description of the response code, report
the details to your Software AG support representative, noting the value of the
variables.

Action

Register failure for {xxxxx}: DB/rsp/sub/RC: {dbid/rsp/sub/cmd}ATM034_10

An unexpected condition was encountered when the transactionmanager attempted
to register an eventwith the SYSCOdaemon. The type of event is identified by xxxxx.

Explanation

Please contact your Software AG support representative, noting the values of the
variables given in the message.

Action

Transaction Manager initialization startedATM036_08

This message appears during the initialization of an ATM transaction manager, and
indicates that initialization of the transaction manager’s environment has started.

Explanation

None. This message is for information only.Action
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COR GROUP/DAEMON: {group/jobname}ATM037_08

This message is issued by an ATM transaction manager at the end of its initialization
process. It identifies the Adabas System Coordinator group that the transaction
manager is associated with, and the job name of it’s COR daemon.

Explanation

None. This message is for information only.Action

FURTHER RESTART ERRORMESSAGESWILL BE SUPPRESSEDATM038_00

This message is issued during ATM restart when the transaction manager has issued
100 error messages. It indicates that any further errors encountered during the restart
process will be suppressed.

Explanation

None. This message is for information only.Action

TRANSACTION RESTART NOT POSSIBLE FOR DB {dbid}ATM039_04

Thismessage is preceded bymessageATM025. It indicates that serious errors prevent
the transaction manager from restarting affected transactions.

Explanation

Correct the error reported in theATM025message; then restart the database indicated
in the message.

Action

TRANSACTION RESTART DEFERRED FOR INACTIVE DB {dbid}ATM040_00

This message might be issued during an transaction manager's restart processing.
Incomplete transactions exist that involve the database indicated. It is not possible
for the transaction manager to resolve them because the database is not available.

Explanation

This message is for information only. Restart processing for such transactions occurs
when the indicated database is restarted.

Action

TRANSACTION RESTART DEFERRED FOR INACTIVE NODE {dbid}ATM041_00

This message might be issued during an transaction manager's restart processing.
Incomplete transactions exist that involve the partner transaction manager indicated

Explanation

by dbid. It is not possible for the TM to resolve them because the partner TM is not
active.

This message is for information only. Restart processing for such transactions occurs
when the indicated TM is restarted.

Action

NUMBER OF WARNINGMESSAGES SUPPRESSED: {count}ATM042_10

Thismessage is issued by anATM transactionmanager at the end of restart processing
if the number of error messages during restart processing exceeded 100.

Explanation

This message is for information only.Action
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TRANSACTIONS COMPLETED DURING RESTART: {count}ATM043_04

Thismessage is issued by anATM transactionmanager at the end of restart processing.
It indicates the number of previously incomplete transactions that were completed
(by completing the commit process) during ATM restart processing.

Explanation

This message is for information only.Action

TRANSACTIONS BACKED OUT DURING RESTART: {count}ATM044_04

Thismessage is issued by anATM transactionmanager at the end of restart processing.
It indicates the number of previously incomplete transactions that were backed out
during ATM restart processing.

Explanation

This message is for information only.Action

TRANS/BRANCHES PENDING AFTER RESTART: {count}ATM045_04

Thismessage is issued by anATM transactionmanager at the end of restart processing.
It indicates the number of incomplete transactions or transaction branches that could

Explanation

not be completed or backed out during ATM restart processing, and so remain
incomplete. These transactions remain incomplete until they can be completed or
fully backed out.

Note: Thismessage is issued before the transactionmanager attempts to resynchronize
incomplete transactions that are controlled by the CICS syncpointmanager or by RRS.

This message is for information only.Action

TRANS/BRANCHES TRANSFERRED TO STJ: {count}ATM046_04

Thismessage is issued by anATM transactionmanager at the end of restart processing.
It indicates the number of incomplete transactions or transaction branches that could

Explanation

not be completed or backed out during the daemon recovery restart processing, and
that were removed and recorded in the suspect transaction journal file in the
transaction manager's recovery file. The number indicated should be zero unless the
TMRESTART parameter indicates a forced restart.

This message is for information only.Action

ATM INITIALIZATION FAILED, error descriptionATM047_20

A serious error prevented the transaction manager from initializing. Where possible
an error description is provided to identify the cause of the error, otherwise “RC/RF”
error codes are displayed.

Explanation

If the reason for the failure is not clear please contact your Software AG support
representative.

Action
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INITIALIZED, V{vers}, SESSION {sess}ATM048_08

This message marks the successful completion of an ATM transaction manager's
initialization processing. The version, release, and maintenance level of ATM are

Explanation

displayed, followed by the session number (sess) for this execution of the transaction
manager.

This message is for information only.Action

ERRORS READING RECOVERY RECORDS: {count}ATM049_04

Thismessage appears at the end of the transactionmanager's initialization processing
if any errors were encountered reading recovery records.

Explanation

The message is for information only. For information about the errors encountered,
refer to the error messages that precede this message.

Action

‘SIGN-OFF’ FAILED, RESPONSE CODE {rsp}ATM050_20

Thismessage can appear during the closedownprocess of a nucleus that was running
with DTP=RM. It indicates that the nucleus called the local ATM transaction manager
to notify it of the closedown, but the command failed with response code rsp.

Explanation

Nucleus termination will continue. Any incomplete global transactions will be
resynchronized when the nucleus next communicates with the ATM transaction
manager.

Action

‘SIGN-OFF’ FAILED, ERROR CODE {error-code}ATM051_20

Thismessage can appear during the closedownprocess of a nucleus that was running
with DTP=RM. It indicates that the nucleus called the local ATM transaction manager
to notify it of the closedown, but ATM returned the error-code error-code.

Explanation

Check the meaning of the given error code, to see if ATM needs any corrective action.
Nucleus termination will continue. Any incomplete global transactions will be
resynchronized when the nucleus next communicates with the transaction manager.

Action

PROTOCOL ERROR. ATM NOT INITIALIZED.ATM052_20

Thismessage is issued if anATM transactionmanager receives an operator command
before it has completed its initialization processing.

Explanation

Wait, and re-issue the command later.Action
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HANDSHAKE ERROR; ID/RSP/SUB/CMD: {dbid/rsp/sub/cmd}ATM054_20

An error occurred while the transaction manager was trying to handshake with the
partner transactionmanager identified by dbid. The errorwas an unexpectedAdabas
response code (rsp). The subcode (sub) and command code (cmd) are provided.

Explanation

If the cause of the error is not clear from the description of the response code, report
the details to your Software AG support representative, noting the values of the
variables.

Action

HANDSHAKE ERROR; ERR/QERR: {error-code/queue-error}ATM055_20

An error occurred while the transaction manager was attempting to handshake with
a partner transactionmanager. The error code and, if applicable, a queuemanagement
error are provided.

Explanation

Refer to the descriptions of the possible error codes. If the cause of the error is not
apparent, report the details to your Software AG support representative, noting the
error code.

Action

NO FREE SLOTS IN {queue-area}ATM057_10

The indicated queue area is full.Explanation

Increase the relevant parameter and restart the Transaction Manager. If the indicated
queue area has no associated runtime parameter, the error was most likely caused by

Action

shortage of memory. In this case, increase the amount of memory available to the
Transaction Manager and restart it.

MIXED TRANSACTION STATUS/RESULT REPORTED BY ATM {dbid}ATM058_10

The transactionmanagerwas attempting restart processing for incomplete transactions
involving the partner transaction manager dbid, which was restarting. The partner

Explanation

transaction manager reported an inconsistent transaction status (partly committed,
partly backed out). Subsequent messages identify the owner of the transaction.

Likely causes include the following:

■ Some Adabas nucleus heuristically terminated its part of a global transaction.
■ Some ATM transaction manager was started with TMRESTART={FORCE |
FORCEALL}.

■ A transaction branch was forcibly terminated on request from an online services
user or operator.

■ Some database was restored to a status that is inconsistent with the status of other
databases in the network.

■ Pending restart information in some database was discarded (for example, by
formatting Work or by starting with ADARUN IGNDTP=YES).
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In some of the above cases, details of the transaction (branch) might be found in an
ATM transaction manager's suspect transaction journal (STJ) file. Otherwise, use
Online Services or application-specific checks to determine the status of the transaction.

Action

MIXED TRANSACTION STATUS/RESULT; DBID {dbid}ATM059_10

ATM was attempting restart processing for incomplete transactions involving the
indicated database dbid, which was restarting. The transaction manager detected an

Explanation

inconsistent transaction status (partly committed, partly backed out). Refer tomessage
ATM058 for likely causes.

Use Online Services or application-specific checks to determine the status of the
transaction.

Action

CONFLICTING TRANSACTION STATUS REPORTED BY ATM/DB {dbid}ATM060_10

ATM was attempting restart processing for incomplete transactions involving the
partnerATM transactionmanager or database indicated bydbid, whichwas restarting.

Explanation

The ATM transaction manager detected an inconsistent or unknown transaction
identifier (XID). Subsequent messages provide further information.

Use Online Services or application-specific checks to determine the status of the
transaction.

Action

MIXED TRANSACTION STATUS FOR USER {userid}ATM061_10

This message indicates the Client ID of the owner of the transaction associated with
a previous ATM058 or ATM059 message.

Explanation

Refer to the explanation of the preceding message.Action

CONFLICTING TRANSACTION STATUS FOR USER {userid}ATM062_10

This message indicates the Client ID of the owner of the transaction associated with
a previous ATM060 message.

Explanation

Refer to the explanation of the preceding message.Action

ERROR UPDATING PRR; RSP/SUB/CMD: {rsp/sub/cmd}ATM063_10

TheATM transactionmanager received anunexpected response codewhile attempting
to update a recovery record in its recovery file. The message gives the response code
(rsp), subcode (sub), and command code (cmd).

Explanation

If the cause of the error is not clear from the description of the response code, report
the details to your Software AG support representative, noting the values of the
variables.

Action
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ERROR UPDATING PRR; ERR: {error-code}ATM064_10

TheATM transactionmanager encountered the indicated error codewhile attempting
to update a recovery record in its recovery file.

Explanation

Refer to the descriptions of the possible error codes. If the cause of the error is not
apparent, report the details to your Software AG support representative, noting the
error code.

Action

UNSUPPORTED FUNCTIONATM067_10

The transaction manager received a function call that is not valid.Explanation

Contact your Software AG support representative.Action

QUIESCING TRANSACTIONS FOR DB {dbid}ATM068_04

The transaction manager is attempting to complete (commit or back out) all active
global transactions that involve the indicated database in response to

Explanation

■ a request from an Online Services user; or
■ an ADAEND command issued to the indicated database.

This message is for information only.Action

TRANSACTIONS CANNOT BE QUIESCED. DB/ERR: {dbid/err}ATM069_10

The indicated error occurred while the transaction manager was trying to quiesce
transactions involving database dbid. As a result, ATM was unable to complete one
or more transactions.

Explanation

Refer to the descriptions of the possible error codes. If the appropriate action is not
clear, contact your Software AG support representative.

Action

LOCAL TRAN(S) STILL IN DOUBT ON DB {dbid}ATM070_10

ATM attempted to complete (commit or back out) all active global transactions that
involve the indicated database, but at the end of the process, at least one transaction
or transaction branch involving the database remained active.

Explanation

This message may be preceded or followed by messages requiring action. If so, refer
to the explanations of those messages.

Action
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FOLLOWING TMS IN ERROR: {id-list}ATM071_10

While the ATM transaction manager was attempting to quiesce transactions on a
database, it asked one or more partner managers to do the same, but one or more of

Explanation

them returned an unexpected error. The message lists up to four partner transaction
managers that failed to carry out its request.

Use Online Services to check the status of the indicated ATM nodes and, if necessary,
to quiesce each transaction manager’s transactions for the required database.

Action

HEURISTIC TERMINATIONSMAY RESULTATM072_10

This message is preceded by message ATM068 and one or more of the messages
ATM069, ATM070, and ATM071.

Explanation

The database indicated inmessageATM068 received an ADAEND command and asked
ATM to quiesce its global transactions. At the end of the process, at least one
transaction or transaction branch involving the database remained active.

Any such transaction or transaction branch is heuristically terminated when its TT
time limit expires, which could result in mixed completion of the related global
transactions.

This message warns of the impending loss of global transaction integrity for those
global transactions that are still active.

Action

Use Online Services to identify the transactions that could not be quiesced.

Any transaction that remains active when its TT time limit expires is heuristically
committed. To prevent this, if appropriate, use Online Services to forcibly back out
any such transaction.

DB ACTIVITY NOT QUIESCED. CHECK ATMMANAGER {nodeid}ATM073_10

A DTP=RM nucleus that received an ADAEND command requested the transaction
manager with the indicated Node ID to quiesce its global transactions. The request
failed.

Explanation

Check that the indicated transaction manager is active, and check for error messages
issued by it. UseOnline Services to ask the transactionmanager to quiesce transactions
on the database.

Action

RRMS REPORTED ERROR. FNC/RF/COMMID: {fnc/rf/comm-id}ATM074_10

Aproblemwas encounteredwith a transaction that is (or should be) under the control
of RRMS. The RRMS function in error and its return code (values fnc and rf) are

Explanation

provided, together with the 28-byte Communications ID of the user who owns the
transaction.

Check the RRMS documentation to determine the meaning of the return code (value
“rf”). If the cause of the problem is still not apparent, contact your Software AG
support representative, noting the values of “fnc” and “rf”.

Action
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RRMS REPORTED EXIT MANAGER UNAVAILABLEATM075_10

ATM is interfacing to RRMS and has been notified that one of the RRMS exitmanagers
has become unavailable. ATM continues to interface to RRMS once the exit manager
has restarted.

Explanation

Report the problem to your systems programming staff.Action

RRMS REPORTED EXITS UNSET. REASON: {rrrr}ATM076_10

ATM is interfacing to RRMS and has been notified that its exits have become
unavailable.

Explanation

Check the console log for other messages that may indicate the cause of the problem.
Check the RRMS documentation to determine the meaning of the reason code (value

Action

rrrr). If possible, correct the problem and restart ATM. If the cause of the problem
is not apparent, contact your Software AG support representative, noting the value
of rrrr.

RRS EXIT FAILED. X: {xx} R: {rr} AB: {aaaaaaaa} ABR: {nnnnnnnn}ATM077_10

ATM is interfacing to RRMS and an error has occurred in one of its exit routines. The
message details the exit number (xx), failure reason (rr), ABEND code (aaaaaaaa)
and reason code (nnnnnnnn).

Explanation

If the cause of the problem is not apparent from the details of the message, contact
your Software AG support representative, noting all the values given in the message.

Action

EXTERNALLY-OWNED TRANSACTION INCOMPLETE. DB/TC: {ddddd/cccc}ATM078_10

A database is trying to shut down in response to an ADAEND command; the ATM
transaction manager has been asked to quiesce any transactions that involve the

Explanation

database, but has been unable to complete the process because at least one of those
incomplete transactions is under the control of an external transaction coordinator.
The databasewill not shut down until all global transactions are completed or backed
out. The message identifies the database that is being shut down (value ddddd) and
the external transaction coordinator (value cccc).

Use the facilities of the external transaction coordinator to force the completion or
removal of the incomplete transactions. The transactions can be identified by the
Online Services application.

Action

‘STOP ALL USERS’ REQUESTED BY USER {userid}ATM080_08

An Online Services user issued a "stop all transactions" request. The userid is the
last 8 bytes of the user’s Communication ID.

Explanation

This message is for information and audit purposes only.Action
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‘FORCE STOP ALL USERS’ REQUESTED BY USER {userid}ATM081_08

An Online Services user issued a "force stop all transactions" request. The userid is
the last 8 bytes of the client session’s Communication ID.

Explanation

This message is for information and audit purposes only.Action

SELECTIVEMASS STOP USERS REQUESTED BY USER {userid}ATM082_08

An Online Services user issued a selective mass “stop transactions” request. The
userid is the last 8 bytes of the user’s Communication ID.

Explanation

This message is for information and audit purposes only.Action

FORCED SELECTIVEMASS STOP USERS REQUESTED BY USER {userid}ATM083_08

An Online Services user issued a "forced selective mass stop transactions" request.
The userid is the last 8 bytes of the user’s Communication ID.

Explanation

This message is for information and audit purposes only.Action

TRANSACTION BRANCH FORCIBLY COMPLETED. COMMID: {commid}ATM084_10

In response to a "forced stop transactions" request from anOnline Services user, ATM
forced completion of the local branch of the transaction belonging to the client whose

Explanation

ID appears in the following ATM087 message. If the transaction had previously been
prepared, ATM committed the branch; otherwise, ATM backed out the branch.

This message is for information and audit purposes only.Action

TRANSACTIONDETAILS TRANSFERREDTO JOURNAL. COMMID: {commid}ATM085_10

In response to a "forced stop transactions" request from an Online Services user, the
ATM transaction manager purged the transaction (branch) belonging to the client

Explanation

whose ID appears in the followingATM087message.Details of the transaction (branch)
can be found in the ATM suspect transaction journal file.

This message is for information and audit purposes only.Action

RECOVERY RECORD DELETED FOR COMMID: {commid}ATM086_10

In response to a request from an Online Services user, the ATM transaction manager
purged from its recovery file, recovery information relating to the client whose ID
appears in the following ATM087 message.

Explanation

This message is for information and audit purposes only.Action
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{commid}ATM087_10

Thismessage relates to themessage(s) immediately preceding it, and gives the 28-byte
Communication ID (commid) of the client session associatedwith the earliermessage(s).

Explanation

Refer to the explanation of preceding message(s).Action

ERROR TRANSFERRING TO STJATM088_10

This message might be issued during forced restart of an ATM transaction manager,
and indicates that a transaction that could not be completed could not be moved to

Explanation

the suspect transaction journal file. Subsequent messages provide more details of the
error.

Refer to explanation of following message(s).Action

DATA TRANSFERRED TO STJ FOR USER {userid}ATM089_10

This message might be issued during forced restart of an ATM transaction manager,
and indicates that a transaction that could not be completed has been moved to the
suspect transaction journal file. The userid is the Client ID of the transaction’s owner.

Explanation

This message is for information and audit purposes only.Action

FORCED PRR DELETION REQUESTED BY USER {userid}ATM090_04

The specified user forcibly deleted a recovery record from the ATM transaction
manager's recovery file using the Online Services application. The userid is the last
8 bytes of the user’s Communication ID.

Explanation

The message is for information and audit purposes only.Action

PRR DELETION FOR COMMID:ATM091_04

A recovery record was deleted from the ATM transaction manager's recovery file
using the Online Services application. The Communication ID of the associated user
is reported in an ATM087 message immediately after the ATM091 message.

Explanation

The message is for information only.Action

URID: {urid}ATM092_10

Thismessages relates to theATM136message that immediately precedes it. It identifies
the URID of the CICS unit of work that the ATM136 message relates to.

Explanation

Refer to the explanation of the ATM136 message.Action
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COMMANDNOT RECOGNIZEDATM095_08

An invalid operator command was entered.Explanation

Issue the command correctly.Action

ATM CLOSEDOWN REQUESTEDATM099_08

The operator entered the command ATM END.Explanation

This message is for information only.Action

ATM IMMEDIATE CLOSEDOWN REQUESTEDATM100_08

The operator entered the command ATM HALT.Explanation

This message is for information only.Action

ATM CLOSEDOWN PROCESS STARTEDATM101_08

The transaction manager is in the process of closing down.Explanation

This message is for information only.Action

DB CLOSEDOWN ERROR; ID/RSP/SUB/RC: {dbid/rsp/subcode/rc}ATM102_10

An ADAEND commandwas entered for the database dbid, but the transactionmanager
encountered an unexpected condition during the close-down sequence. Either a
response code and subcodewill be given (rsp/subcode), or an ATM error code (rc).

Explanation

Refer to the description of the Adabas response code or the ATM error code. If the
appropriate action is not clear, contact your Software AG support representative.

Action

TM END PENDING, INCOMPLETE TRANSACTIONS REMAINATM103_08

An ATM END operator command was issued but the transaction manager is unable to
close down immediately because of incomplete global transactions. Under these

Explanation

circumstances, ATM103 messages are issued for the first five of these incomplete
transactions, each message displaying the client’s job-name, job-number and last 8
bytes of the communication ID. These messages are repeated at 60 second intervals
until the transactions are completed and close down occurs.

Wait for the incomplete transactions to be resolved, or use the ATM HALT command
to cause the transaction manager to terminate immediately, leaving the incomplete
transactions to be resolved the next time it is activated.

Action
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MEMORY SHORTAGE; ADAEND PROTOCOLMIGHT BE AFFECTEDATM104_10

This messages can appear when a DTP=RM database is started. It indicates that certain
memory areas could not be acquired. Database processing should not be affected by

Explanation

this condition.However, there is a possibility that the closedownprotocol that happens
when ADAEND is issued to the databasewill not proceed as normal; this could increase
the risk of heuristically terminated transactions.

Make more memory available to the database job and restart it.Action

ATM closedown process endedATM105_08

The transaction manager has finished its closedown process.Explanation

This message is for information only.Action

Adabas RM {dbid} connection, type Peer TM {nodeid} connectionATM106_04

This message is issued by a transaction manager approximately five minutes after
start-up and hourly thereafter. It displays a list of known databases (dbid) and peer

Explanation

transaction managers (nodeid). A DTP=RM database is identified by the characters
“RM” and the connection type may be one of the following:

Local – the database is within the scope of the System Coordinator group name and
is local to this transaction manager.

Remote – the database is within the scope of the SystemCoordinator group name and
is remote to this transaction manager

External - the database is notwithin the scope of the SystemCoordinator group name.

This message is for information only.Action

SESSION STATISTICS:ATM110_04

This message is issued during transaction manager termination. Statistical messages
follow.

Explanation

This message is for information only.Action

STATISTICS HAVE BEEN RESETATM119_04

This message is issued when the transaction manager's statistics are reset to zero, in
response to an ATM RSTAT operator commandor an equivalent request fromanOnline
Services user.

Explanation

This message is for information only.Action
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DB {dbid} waiting for Transaction Manager connectionATM120_04

Thismessage is issued by a DTP=RMdatabase that is initializing. The nucleus is required
to connect to the local Transaction Manager for distributed transaction processing

Explanation

which has not yet occurred, initialization continues but participation in distributed
transactions is not yet possible.

Note: In the case of a DTP=RM nucleus which is part of an Adabas Parallel Services
cluster or an Adabas Cluster Services cluster, the message gives the ID of the nucleus,
not the database number of the cluster, and begins, NC dbid waiting for ….

This message is for information only, connection will occur automatically when the
TM is ready.

Action

DB {dbid} ATM82 (and above) - TM now runs in CORDaemon, DB {dbid} Normal
termination of this node is scheduled

ATM121_10

Thismessage is issuedwhen a database is startedwith ADARUN DTP=TM. Thismethod
of identifying a Transaction Manager is no longer applicable, it is only required for
previous releases of ATM. The database will terminate normally.

Explanation

Review the installation procedure for the correctway to install the TransactionManager
so that is runs in the Adabas System Coordinator daemon.

Action

DTP {operation} FAILED, DB/TM/RSP/SUB/RC: {dbid/tmid/rsp/sub/rc }ATM122_20

Thismessage can be issued by a database for which the ADARUNparameter DTP=RM
was specified, or by the ATM transaction manager. It can appear during an attempt

Explanation

to sign a database on to a transactionmanager for distributed transaction processing,
or to sign the database off, as indicated by operation. “Sign-on” can happen during
initialization of a transaction manager or when the database is started. “Sign-off”
happens when the database is terminated. The message indicates that an unexpected
condition was detected. It includes the dbid of the database, the node ID (tmid) of
the transactionmanager, andmight also contain a response code (rsp), subcode (sub)
and return code (rc) for the error.

If this message indicates sign-on and is followed by an ATM124 message from the
database identified in the message detail, this indicates that the error condition was

Action

transient, and that the DTP sign-on has now taken place. If there is no ATM124
message, and if the cause of the error is not clear from the description of the response
code, subcode and return code, report the details to your Software AG support
representative, noting the values of the variables in the message. If the message
indicates sign-off, it is given for information only.
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DB {dbid} connected with Transaction Manager node {nodeid}ATM124_04

This message is issued by a DTP=RM database or, a DTP=RM nucleus which is part of
anAdabas Cluster Services or Adabas Parallel Services cluster, when it has connected
with a Transaction Manager (nodeid).

Explanation

Under normal circumstances this message will be preceded by an ATM129 message.

Note: In the case of a DTP=RM nucleus which is part of an Adabas Cluster Services or
Adabas Parallel Services cluster, the message gives the ID of the nucleus, not the
database number of the cluster, and begins, Nc dbid connected with ….

This message is for information only.Action

ATMNOT ACTIVE. ADAEND CANNOT COMPLETE.ATM125_10

An ADAEND command was entered for database dbid, but the normal process of
quiescing open transactions could not occur because the transaction manager was
not active. The database does not close down.

Explanation

Activate the transaction manager and use the Online Services application to quiesce
any open transactions on the database. When you are sure that all global transactions

Action

involving the database have been completed or backed out, you can close down the
database with a HALT command.

Caution: If you issue a HALT commandwhile there are incomplete global transactions,
the integrity of those transactions can no longer be guaranteed.

RM disconnected — no unresolved transactions: {dbid}ATM126_04

TheATM transactionmanager issues thismessagewhen a DTP=RMdatabase identified
by dbid terminates with no outstanding transactions involving the database. If the

Explanation

terminating database is part of anAdabas Parallel Services or Adabas Cluster Services
cluster, the value dbidmight have the form Nuc nnnnn, where nnnnn is the ID of
the terminating nucleus.

This message is for information only.Action

RM disconnected — unprepared transactions remaining: {dbid}ATM127_04

TheATM transactionmanager issues thismessagewhen a DTP=RMdatabase identified
by dbid terminateswith outstanding unprepared transactions involving the database.

Explanation

If the terminating database is part of an Adabas Parallel Services or Adabas Cluster
Services cluster, the value dbidmight have the form Nuc nnnnn, where nnnnn is the
ID of the terminating nucleus.

This message is for information only.Action
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RM disconnected — prepared transactions remaining: {dbid}ATM128_04

The ATM transaction manager issues this message when a DTP=RM database (dbid)
terminates with outstanding prepared transactions involving the database. If the

Explanation

terminating database is part of anAdabas Parallel Services or Adabas Cluster Services
cluster, the value dbidmight have the form Nuc nnnnn, where nnnnn is the ID of
the terminating nucleus.

In the case of a normal database, restart the database with DTP=RM. If the message
identifies a nucleus within an Adabas Parallel Services or Adabas Cluster Services

Action

cluster, and there is another nucleus in the cluster which is still executing, no action
is necessary; otherwise, restart a member of the cluster, with DTP=RM.

Caution: If the database is started with DTP=NO, data integrity cannot be guaranteed.

DB {dbid} connecting with Transaction Manager node {nodeid}ATM129_04

This message is issued by a DTP=RM database or, a DTP=RM nucleus which is part of
an Adabas Cluster Services or Adabas Parallel Services cluster, when it is connecting
with a Transaction Manager (nodeid).

Explanation

Under normal circumstances this message will be followed by an ATM124 message.

Note: In the case of a DTP=RM nucleus which is part of an Adabas Cluster Services or
Adabas Parallel Services cluster, the message gives the ID of the nucleus, not the
database number of the cluster, and begins, Nc dbid connecting with ….

This message is for information only.Action

ATM PROXY INITIALIZATION FAILEDATM130_20

This message can be issued by a job or TP system for which the client runtime control
ATM=ON has been specified. It indicates a fatal error which prevented the ATM client
proxy from initializing.

Explanation

Check for earliermessageswhichmight indicate the reason for the failure. If the cause
of the error is not clear, contact your Software AG support representative.

Action

RMI RESYNC ERROR. SYS/RC/RC2 {sys/rc/rc2}ATM131_10

An error occurred during the synchronization process that takes place during ATM
or CICS restart when the CICS Resource Manager Interface is in use. The message

Explanation

provides the System ID of the CICS system (value sys), a CICS or ATM error code
(value rc), and possibly a secondary return code or Adabas response code (value
rc2).

Refer to the descriptions of the possible error codes. If possible, correct the error and
restart the ATM transaction manager; otherwise report the details to your Software
AG support representative.

Action
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RMI RESYNC ERROR. SYS/CD/RSP {sys/cd/rsp}ATM132_10

An error occurred during the synchronization process that takes place during ATM
or CICS restart when the CICS Resource Manager Interface is in use. The message

Explanation

provides the System ID of the CICS system (value sys), a CICS command or function
name (value cd), and CICS response code (value rsp).

Refer to the CICS documentation for an explanation of the error condition. If possible,
correct the error and restart CICS; otherwise report the details to your Software AG
support representative.

Action

RMI SYNCPOINT ERROR. URID {urid}ATM133_10

An error occurred during syncpoint processing of a transaction that was under the
control of the CICS syncpoint manager. The CICS Unit-of-Recovery ID (value urid)
belonging to the transaction is displayed.

Explanation

This message is followed by message ATM134, which gives more information about
the error.

Action

RMI SYNCPOINT ERROR. SYS/RC/RSP {sys/rc/rsp}ATM134_10

Thismessage followsmessageATM133 and provides details of an error that occurred
during syncpoint processing under the control of the CICS syncpoint manager. The

Explanation

message provides the System ID of the CICS system (value sys), an ATM error code
(value rc), and, depending on the ATM error code, a CICS or Adabas response code
(value rsp).

Refer to the relevant documentation for an explanation of the error condition. If the
cause is not then apparent, report the details to your Software AG support
representative.

Action

RMI RESYNC ERROR. APP/CD/RSP {app/cd/rsp}ATM135_10

An error occurred during the synchronization process that takes place during ATM
or CICS restart when the CICS Resource Manager Interface is in use. The message

Explanation

provides the Application ID of the CICS system (value app), a CICS command or
function name (value cd), and an error code (value rsp). If the error code begins with
the character “R”, the remaining digits are an ATM error code; otherwise the value
of rsp is a CICS response code.

Refer to ATM error codes or to the CICS documentation, as appropriate, for an
explanation of the error condition. If possible, correct the error and restart CICS and,

Action

if necessary, the ATM transaction manager; otherwise report the details to your
Software AG support representative.
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RMI RESYNC ERROR. APP/RC {app/rc}ATM136_10

An error occurred during the synchronization process that takes place during ATM
or CICS restart when the CICS Resource Manager Interface is in use. The message

Explanation

provides the Application ID of the CICS system (value app) and an ATM error code
(value rc). This message may be followed by an ATM092 message indicating the
URID of the CICS unit of work for which the error occurred.

Refer to the descriptions of the possible error codes. If possible, correct the error and
restart the ATM transaction manager; otherwise report the details to your Software
AG support representative.

Action

EXCI COMMAREA COULD NOT BE ADDRESSEDATM137_10

An internal error occurred during the synchronization process that takes place during
ATM restart when the CICS Resource Manager Interface is in use.

Explanation

Report the error to your Software AG support representative. You may bypass the
problem by restarting your CICS systems after the ATM transaction manager has
initialized.

Action

RMI RESYNC ISSUED. SYS {sys}ATM138_10

This message can appear during restart of an ATM transaction manager or a CICS
system in an environment in which some transactions are controlled by the CICS

Explanation

SyncpointManager. It indicates that resynchronization processingwill be carried out
for incomplete transactions controlled by the CICS system with the System ID sys.

This message is for information only.Action

RMI resync complete. Sys {sys}ATM139_10

This message appears in an environment in which some transactions are controlled
by the CICS Syncpoint Manager. The message follows restart of an ATM transaction

Explanation

manager or a CICS system and indicates that the synchronization process has executed
for incomplete transactions controlled by the CICS system with the System ID sys.

This message does not necessarily indicate that every incomplete transaction was
resolved satisfactorily. Check the console log for othermessageswhichmight indicate
a problem.

Action

ATM PROXY DETECTED {cmd} DB {dbid} RSP {rsp} AD2 Xadditions-2ATM140_10

Thismessage is issued by theATMclient proxy for the first ATM-related error incurred
by each client session. The message can include a command code, Database ID,

Explanation

response code and Additions-2 data, providing further information about the error.
Thismessage is followedbyATM087messageswhich give the 28-byteCommunication
ID of the client session, first in character form, and then in hexadecimal.

Check the meaning of the indicated response code and Additions-2 data. If the cause
of the error is not apparent, contact your Software AG support representative, noting
all the values given in the message.

Action
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DTP DISABLED FOR THIS JOB BY RUNTIME CONTROLATM141_04

This message is issued by the ATM client proxy. It indicates that client sessions
executingwithin this job have been exempted fromdistributed transaction processing
by the setting of a client runtime control.

Explanation

This message is for information only.Action

SYSTEM COORDINATOR GROUP NAME NOT SPECIFIEDATM144_08

This message can be issued by a client job. It indicates that the ATM client runtime
controls in effect for this job do not include the name of anAdabas SystemCoordinator
Group. ATM processing will not be activated for the job.

Explanation

Use the Online Services application to specify the name of the System Coordinator
Group in which the job will execute.

Action

SYSCO DAEMON ERROR; ID/RSP/SUB/FNC/SBF/ERR: {id/rsp/sub/fnc/sbf/err}ATM160_10

This message can appear during restart of an ATM transaction manager. It indicates
that a call to an Adabas System Coordinator daemon returned an unexpected result.

Explanation

The message will include at least some of the following: the Node ID (id) of the
Adabas System Coordinator daemon, the response code (rsp) and subcode (sub)
returned by the Adabas System Coordinator daemon, the function and subfunction
codes of the call (fnc and sbf), and an error code (err).

If the cause of the error is not apparent from the description and content of themessage,
contact your Software AG support representative.

Action

ERROR DELETING PER; RSP/SUB/CMD: {rsp/sub/cmd}ATM163_04

Thismessage indicates that an error occurredwhile deleting a Persistent Error Record.
The message contains the following diagnostic information: a response code and
subcode (rsp and sub) and a command code (cmd).

Explanation

If the cause of the error is not apparent from the description and content of themessage,
contact your Software AG support representative.

Action

ERROR DELETING PER; ERR: {err}ATM164_04

Thismessage indicates that an error occurredwhile deleting a Persistent Error Record.
The message contains an ATM error code (err).

Explanation

If the cause of the error is not apparent from the description and content of themessage,
contact your Software AG support representative.

Action
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MTR PROCESSING ERROR; ID/ERR/RSP/SUB/CMD: {id/err/rsp/sub/cmd}ATM167_10

Thismessage indicates that an error occurredwhile processing amigrated transaction
record in an Adabas Cluster Services or Parallel Services environment. The message

Explanation

will contain at least some of the following diagnostic information: a database orNode
ID (id), an error code (err), a response code and subcode (rsp and sub) and a
command code (cmd). The user’s transaction is backed out, and a pending response
code 9 (ADARSP009), subcode 77 is set.

If the cause of the error is not apparent from the description and content of themessage,
contact your Software AG support representative.

Action

CLIENTMIGRATED, BUT NOMTR FILE DEFINEDATM168_10

This message indicates that a client session that had an open transaction has been
migrated fromone node to anotherwithin a cluster (for example, CICSplex), butATM

Explanation

cannot handle this session’s transaction safely because noMigrated TransactionRecord
(MTR) file has been defined. The transaction is backed out, and a pending response
code 9 (ADARSP009), subcode 77 is set.

Define and create anMTRfile, and restart theATM transactionmanagers and clustered
application environments in the COR group.

Action

MTR FILE IS NOT DEFINEDATM169_10

This is a warning message, and it can appear during initialization of an ATM
transaction manager. It indicates that no Migrated Transaction Record (MTR) file

Explanation

definition was found. An MTR file is required if you use application environments
inwhich a client session that is not at global transaction status can bemigrated around
a cluster (for example, CICSplex,withATMclient runtime controlTransactionModel
set to DYNAMIC).

If your application environments are such that noMTR file is needed, you can ignore
this message, or suppress it by making a dummyMTR file definition using SYSCOR.

Action

Otherwise, define and create an MTR file, and restart the ATM transaction managers
and clustered application environments in the COR group.

TM tmid STARTING TRANSACTION FLUSHATM171_08

This message can be issued by a DTP=RM database when the database has received an
ADAEND command. It indicates that the TransactionManager with the given ID (tmid)

Explanation

is attempting to terminate any incomplete global transactions that have changed the
database, so that the database can terminate cleanly. Thismessage should be followed
by either an ATM172 or an ATM173 message, indicating whether or not all relevant
transactions were terminated.

This message is for information only.Action
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TM tmid DID NOT COMPLETE TRANSACTION FLUSHATM172_10

Thismessagemight be issued by a DTP=RMdatabase aftermessageATM171. It indicates
that the Transaction Manager with the given ID (tmid) was not able to terminate all

Explanation

global transactions that have changed the database. This might mean that a superior
TM or external transaction co-ordinator has not indicated what the outcome of a
transaction should be.

Use the Online Services application to identify the offending transactions. If possible,
resolve any such transaction through the co-ordinator that controls the root of the

Action

transaction. If this is not possible, you might choose to use SYSATM’s “stop” facility
to force resolution of a transaction, if you are sure that this will not result in loss of
transactional integrity.

TM tmid COMPLETED TRANSACTION FLUSHATM173_08

Thismessagemight be issued by a DTP=RMdatabase aftermessageATM171. It indicates
that the Transaction Manager with the given ID (tmid) successfully terminated all
incomplete global transactions that had changed the database.

Explanation

This message is for information only.Action

NO TM ACTIVEATM174_10

This message can be issued by a DTP=RM database when the database has received an
ADAEND command. It indicates that there are incomplete, prepared transactions in the

Explanation

database, but the Transaction Manager that owns these transactions is not currently
active. TheADAENDprocess cannot complete until the incomplete transactions have
been resolved.

Restart the inactive Transaction Manager.Action

Transaction Manager waiting for TM agent node: {nodeid}ATM177_08

Thismessage is issuedwhen a transactionmanager has restarted following a previous
abnormal termination after which a peer transaction manager was established as its

Explanation

agent. This transactionmanager has notified the agent (nodeid) of its restart butmust
wait for the agent to relinquish its agent role.

This message is for information only.Action

Agent processing relinquished for node: {nodeid}ATM178_08

This message is issued when a transaction manager has relinquished its agent role at
the request of a peer transaction manager (nodeid) which is restarting.

Explanation

This message is for information only.Action
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Agent initialization successful for node: {nodeid}ATM179_08

Thismessage is issuedwhen a transactionmanager successfully initializes as an agent
for a peer transaction manager (nodeid) which has terminated abnormally.

Explanation

This message is for information only.Action

Error during the opening of the recovery file: {error-code}ATM180_20

This message is issued when a transaction manager is started and there is a problem
opening the recovery file.

Explanation

Check the recovery file has been correctly defined according to the installation
documentation. If the cause of the error is not apparent, report the details to your
Software AG representative.

Action

Agent initialization started for node: {nodeid}ATM181_08

This message is issuedwhen a transactionmanager begins initializing as an agent for
a peer transaction manager (nodeid) which has terminated abnormally.

Explanation

This message is for information only.Action

Agent initialization unsuccessful for node: {nodeid}ATM182_20

This message is issued when a transaction manager unsuccessfully initializes as an
agent for a peer transaction manager (nodeid) which has terminated abnormally.
Preceding messages provide further information.

Explanation

This message is for information only. Other active peer transaction managers may
also attempt agent initialization but, if none are successful, normal recovery processing
will occur when the abnormally terminated transaction manager restarts.

Action

TMRFI allocation failed: {entity /error_code}ATM184_10

This message is issued if a failure occurredwhen the TransactionManager attempted
to allocate an additional number of blocks from the TMRFI file. If the failure is due
to the TMRFI file being full, the error_code is replaced by the text “File full”.

Explanation

Refer to ATM186 for an explanation of the entity name.

In the event that a “File full” condition is reported, use the entity name in themessage
to identify which type of record was being processed at the time and use SYSATM

Action

Recovery File Functions to browse the corresponding records currently stored in the
TMRFI file and, where possible, purge those that are no longer applicable.

For any other error condition please contact your Software AG support representative
providing the job log of the ATM transaction manager and a copy of the TMRFI file
as close to the time of failure as possible.
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TMRFI allocation successful: {entity /blocks_allocated}ATM185_04

This message is issued when the Transaction Manager successfully allocates an
additional number of blocks (blocks_allocated) from the TMRFI file. Refer to

Explanation

ATM186 for an explanation of the entity name. Thismessage is always accompanied
by message ATM187.

This message is for information only.Action

TMRFI statistics / {Text}ATM186_04

These messages are displayed at Transaction Manager start-up, shut-down or when
an ATM DSTAT operator command is issued, and show general information about
the size and usage of the TMRFI file.

Explanation

The TMRFI file manages different record types. These record types are also referred
to as entities and consist of the following types:

■ Recovery records (PRR)
■ Suspect transaction records (STJ)
■ System migration records (MTR)
■ Pending response records (PER)
■ ET data records (EDR)

These messages display the number of blocks currently reserved for use by these
entities. No parameters are required to be set ormaintained in relation to these entities
and any additional blocks required will be allocated automatically on demand,
accompanied by an ATM185 message acknowledging successful allocation, and an
ATM187 message reporting the remaining number of free blocks.

The number of free blocks reported by theATM186 andATM187messages can provide
an early indication of the TMRFI file becoming full.

All the other information provided is relevant only to Software AG in the event of
problems associated with the use of the TMRFI file.

This message is for information only.Action

TMRFI remaining free blocks: {nnnnnnnn}ATM187_04

This message displays the number of free blocks remaining in the TMRFI file. It
accompanies message ATM185 when the Transaction Manager successfully allocates
an additional number of blocks from the TMRFI.

Explanation

This message is for information only. The number of free blocks in the TMRFI file is
also displayed in message ATM186 at Transaction Manager start-up, shut-down or

Action

when an ATM DSTAT operator command is issued. The number of free blocks
displayed can provide an early indication of the TMRFI becoming full.
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RM connection pending: {dbid} Nuc {nucid}ATM188_04

This message is issued by the TransactionManager as a result of one of the following
events:

Explanation

■ a local DTP=RM database is active
■ a local DTP=RM nucleus which is part of an Adabas Parallel Services cluster is active
■ a local or remote DTP=RM nucleuswhich is part of anAdabas Cluster Services cluster
is active

This can occur (a) if the Transaction Manager is already active and such a database
or nucleus is started, or (b) such a database or nucleus is already active and the
Transaction Manager is started.

Under normal circumstances this message will be followed by an ATM190 message
indicating successful connection.

Note: The message gives the database number (dbid) and, in the case of a DTP=RM
nucleus which is part of an Adabas Cluster Services or an Adabas Parallel Services
cluster, the ID of the nucleus (nucid).

This message is for information only.Action

RM disconnection pending: {dbid} Nuc {nucid}ATM189_04

This message is issued by the TransactionManager as a result of one of the following
events:

Explanation

■ a local DTP=RM database is no longer active
■ a local DTP=RM nucleus which is part of an Adabas Parallel Services cluster is no
longer active

■ a local or remote DTP=RM nucleuswhich is part of anAdabas Parallel Services cluster
is no longer active

This occurs when the Transaction Manager is active and such a database or nucleus
is stopped. Under normal circumstances thismessagewill be followed by anATM126,
ATM127, or ATM128 message indicating successful disconnection.

Note: The message gives the database number (dbid) and, in the case of a DTP=RM
nucleus which is part of an Adabas Cluster Services or an Adabas Parallel Services
cluster, the ID of the nucleus (nucid).

This message is for information only.Action
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RM connected: {dbid} Nuc {nucid}ATM190_04

This message is issued by the Transaction Manager as a result of successfully
connecting to one of the following:

Explanation

■ a local DTP=RM database
■ a local DTP=RM nucleus which is part of an Adabas Parallel Services cluster
■ a local or remote DTP=RM nucleuswhich is part of anAdabas Cluster Services cluster

This can occur (a) if the Transaction Manager is already active and such a database
or nucleus is started, or (b) such a database or nucleus is already active and the
Transaction Manager is started. Under normal circumstances this message will be
preceded by an ATM188 message indicating pending connection.

Note: The message gives the database number (dbid) and, in the case of a DTP=RM
nucleus which is part of an Adabas Cluster Services or an Adabas Parallel Services
cluster, the ID of the nucleus (nucid).

This message is for information only.Action

DB {dbid} 2PC enabled with Transaction Manager node {nodeid}(L)ATM191_04

This message is issued by a DTP=RM database or, a DTP=RM nucleus which is part of
anAdabas Cluster Services or Adabas Parallel Services cluster, when it has connected
with its local (L) Transaction Manager (nodeid).

Explanation

Under normal circumstances this message will be preceded by ATM129 andATM124
messages.

Note: In the case of a DTP=RM nucleus which is part of an Adabas Cluster Services or
Adabas Parallel Services cluster, the message gives the ID of the nucleus, not the
database number of the cluster, and begins, Nc nucid 2PC enabled ….

This message is for information only.Action

DB {dbid} 2PC enabled with Transaction Manager node {nodeid}(R)ATM192_04

This message is issued by a DTP=RM database or, a DTP=RM nucleus which is part of
anAdabas Cluster Services or Adabas Parallel Services cluster, when it has connected
with a remote (R) Transaction Manager (nodeid).

Explanation

Under normal circumstances this message will be preceded by ATM129 andATM124
messages.

Note: In the case of a DTP=RM nucleus which is part of an Adabas Cluster Services or
Adabas Parallel Services cluster, the message gives the ID of the nucleus, not the
database number of the cluster, and begins, Nc nucid 2PC enabled ….

This message is for information only.Action
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4 Adabas Transaction Manager Error Codes

Although many of the following error codes are handled internally, some may appear in console
messages or in the Additions 2 field of Adabas control blocks. If the required action is not clear
from the explanations of the console messages or error codes, contact your Software AG technical
support representative for advice.

error 012

Status conflict - transaction is in prepare phase.Explanation

error 016

Status conflict - transaction is in backout phase .Explanation

error 020

Queue management error - item not found.Explanation

error 024

Invalid service call.Explanation

error 028

Insufficient memory for a new global transaction queue entry.Explanation
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error 032

Insufficient memory for a new entry in the target database list.Explanation

error 036

Attempt to add a duplicate global transaction queue element.Explanation

error 044

Invalid global transaction queue element address.Explanation

error 048

Syncpoint request did not come from CICS RMI.Explanation

error 052

Status conflict - target is in prepare phase.Explanation

error 056

Status conflict - target is in backout phase.Explanation

error 060

Queue management error.Explanation

error 064

Unexpected Adabas response code.Explanation

error 068

No target was updated.Explanation

error 072

No transaction is open.Explanation
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error 076

Transaction (branch) backed out.Explanation

error 080

Transaction (branch) partially backed out.Explanation

error 084

Local or remote ATM transaction manager not available.Explanation

error 086

Backout was attempted because the global transaction time limit was exceeded.Explanation

error 088

The ATM transaction manager did not receive the request.Explanation

error 092

Target not prepared.Explanation

error 096

Incorrect positioning data in service call.Explanation

error 104

Invalid service call type.Explanation

error 108

ETID missing or invalid.Explanation

error 112

Function not implemented.Explanation
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error 116

More than one target DB record found.Explanation

error 120

Transactions on the target database are being quiesced.Explanation

error 124

Transactions on the target database were not fully quiesced.Explanation

error 128

Heuristic completion (commit or back out) by either ATM or a DTP=RM database may
have caused inconsistent ET data.

Explanation

error 132

Transaction status conflict.Explanation

error 136

Unable to complete existing transaction.Explanation

error 140

ATM session number mismatch during RMI synchronization.Explanation

error 144

Handshake information buffer overflow.Explanation

error 148

ATM restart processing aborted by operator.Explanation

error 152

Error reading ET data.Explanation
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error 156

Client is already active.Explanation

error 160

Insufficient memory for a new Adabas buffer area.Explanation

error 164

All required target databases and ATMs are unavailable.Explanation

error 168

Duplicate transaction coordinator record in PRR file.Explanation

error 172

Transaction (branch) not prepared.Explanation

error 176

Invalid status for NONDTP override.Explanation

error 180

Committed, outcome pending.Explanation

error 184

Transaction is in commit phase.Explanation

error 188

A target database is not signed on for distributed transaction processing.Explanation

error 192

A target is in commit phase.Explanation
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error 196

Client proxy parameter error in V1 call forwarding.Explanation

error 200

Syncpoint request did not come from RRS.Explanation

error 204

Non-zero response set in ACB.Explanation

error 208

Handshake collision between two ATM transaction managers.Explanation

error 212

Partner ATM failed to prepare.Explanation

error 216

Partner ATM failed to commit.Explanation

error 220

Partner ATM failed to back out.Explanation

error 224

Mixed transaction completion.Explanation

error 228

An RRMS error occurred.Explanation

error 232

RRMS gave an invalid exit number.Explanation
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error 236

A CICS/RMI syncpoint operation failed.Explanation

error 240

The RMI is not enabled.Explanation

error 244

Command type invalid for wrapping.Explanation

error 248

Client ID already exists in the global transaction queue.Explanation

error 252

No free DRQ slots - TMDRQ parameter is too small.Explanation

error 256

Command not handled - send to local ATM transaction manager.Explanation

error 260

A CICS command issued by the synchronization manager failed.Explanation

error 264

TRUE work area is not valid.Explanation

error 268

TRUE has not fully initialized.Explanation

error 272

A local database returned response code 148 (ADARSP148).Explanation
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error 276

Mode override not valid in session’s current status.Explanation

error 280

A session attempted to use more than 191 databases at once.Explanation

error 284

Incomplete handshake information element.Explanation

error 288

The transaction manager is running in “local only “ mode (TMNODES=0).Explanation

error 292

Database ID already in the target list.Explanation

error 296

The target DB list index is full - TMTARGETSG parameter is too small.Explanation

error 300

The partner ATM node table is full - inadequate TMNODES parameter.Explanation

error 304

Insufficient memory.Explanation

error 308

No dynamic Client IDs available - TMDYNTCIDS parameter is too small.Explanation

error 312

Adabas buffer area too small.Explanation
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error 316

Invalid dynamic Client ID detected.Explanation

error 320

Command not valid - transaction branch open.Explanation

error 324

Client not known to local ATM transaction manager.Explanation

error 328

Client not known to partner ATM transaction manager.Explanation

error 332

Conflicting activity for transaction.Explanation

error 336

Request should be sent to root ATM transaction manager.Explanation

error 340

A session attempted to use more than 191 ATM transaction managers in the same
transaction.

Explanation

error 344

‘Forget branch’ failed.Explanation

error 348

Transaction ID conflict.Explanation

error 352

Record buffer too small.Explanation
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error 356

Maximumnumber of opendatabases exceeded. Increase the appropriate client runtime
control.

Explanation

error 360

Transaction has been committed.Explanation

error 364

Transaction has been prepared.Explanation

error 368

Unsolicited syncpoint not allowed.Explanation

error 372

Bad return code from ADASVC.Explanation

error 376

Invalid Database ID.Explanation

error 380

A CICS command failed during an RMI syncpoint operation.Explanation

error 384

XID mismatch was detected during an RMI syncpoint operation.Explanation

error 388

RMI reported “should not be in doubt”.Explanation

error 392

RMI reported the transaction “lost to cold start”.Explanation
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error 396

Attempt to change two DTP=ET databases in a single transaction.Explanation

error 400

Transaction’s status on a DTP=ET database is not known.Explanation

error 404

A DTP=ET database failed to commit.Explanation

error 408

A DTP=ET database cannot be changed by a transaction that is controlled by an
external coordinator.

Explanation

error 412

Version mismatch; use ATM components of same version everywhere.Explanation

error 416

RQE overflow; DB list truncated.Explanation

error 420

An IMS TM ROLLBACK function failed; reason code in Additions-2.Explanation

error 424

Invalid request for Unsolicited Syncpoint Participant status.Explanation

error 428

DB has conflicting local/remote information.Explanation

error 432

Null Communications ID detected.Explanation
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error 436

Multiple ET data records detected.Explanation

error 440

Multiple migrated transaction records were found.Explanation

error 444

The RRMS stubs have not been linked to ATMKRN in the application environment.Explanation

error 448

The client runtime control Adabas distributed transaction support is set to
Yes but the Adabas CICS LGBLSET parameter RMI= is set to No. For CICS clients to
successfully use RMI, both these must be set to Yes.

Explanation

error 452

An unexpected return code was given by a SYSCO daemon .Explanation

error 456

An unexpected and unnecessary call was received from a SYSCO daemon .Explanation

error 460

An error occurred during the client proxy's check for DTP=RM. .Explanation

error 468

There is a non-zero response code pending for the session. .Explanation

error 472

An unexpected condition was returned by the Adabas System Coordinator’s router
interface. .

Explanation
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error 476

During a sequence of ET commands, the first of which supplied ET data, ET data was
supplied on a session that used a different ETID. .

Explanation

error 480

A request from the CICS RMI attempted to act on a transaction that was not owned
by the CICS RMI. .

Explanation

error 484

An ATM transaction manager detected an invalid service call to itself. .Explanation

error 488

An invalid communication-ID was supplied. .Explanation

error 492

An invalid communication-ID was detected in the transaction manager's queue. .Explanation

error 496

The last completed distributed transaction (either committed or undone) was not
carried out fully by the application. The application is not compliant with distributed

Explanation

transaction processing requirements in this area. Distributed programming requires
that all modified databases are either all committed (ET) or all undone (BT), otherwise
the application will incur integrity problems if Adabas Transaction Manager is
removed or disabled.

error 500

Therewas a duplicate attempt to sign a DTP=RMdatabase on to a TransactionManager
for Distributed Transaction Processing.

Explanation

error 504

There was an attempt to sign a DTP=RM database on to a remote TransactionManager
for Distributed Transaction Processing.

Explanation
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error 508

There was an invalid attempt to remove a database from a global transaction.Explanation

error 512

Transaction status is not knownbecause a status-check request to the local TM returned
a bad response code. .

Explanation

error 513

Transaction status is not knownbecause a status-check request to the local TM returned
error 88. .

Explanation

error 514

Transaction status is not knownbecause a status-check request to the local TM returned
error 412.

Explanation

error 515

Transaction status is not knownbecause a status-check request to the local TM returned
error 488.

Explanation

error 516

Transaction status is not knownbecause a status-check request to the local TM returned
error 60.

Explanation

error 517

Transaction status is not known because an Adabas buffer area could not be acquired
for a status-check operation. .

Explanation

error 520

In a DTR environment, a client session has migrated to another system, but no MTR
file is in use. .

Explanation

error 524

A session could not be switched to serial ET/BTmode, because the local TM was
already involved in the current transaction. .

Explanation
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error 528

The client proxy failed to provide a return code for a CICS RMI syncpoint operation.
.

Explanation

error 536

An unknown TM node ID was detected while processing DTR migration. .Explanation

error 540

The “F” command option on a BT command could not be honored, because a
distributed transaction was in process. .

Explanation

error 544

The client session tried to change a database that’s executing outside the scope of the
client session’s System Coordinator group, but this is disallowed by the Coordinate
Adabas DBs Outside the Group runtime control. .

Explanation

error 588

A conflict with shared hold status option “H” has been detected. The client session
is using this option in a conflicting manner during an ET or BT sequence after a

Explanation

two-phase commit process has been performed. The transaction outcome is unaffected
but records may no longer be in shared hold status. The use of this option should be
reviewed. .

error 596

The client runtime control “Adabas transaction dynamics” is set to “TP” in order to
preventAdabas transactions persisting across TPmessage-pairs and this error indicates
such a transaction has been backed out.

Explanation

This error is not applicable to client environments whose Adabas transactions are
able to interoperatewith other open vendor transactions (client runtime control “Open
distributed transaction support = Yes”).
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5 Adabas Response Codes

After each Adabas command is processed, a response code is returned in bytes 11 and 12 of the
ACB or in the ACBX. Some response codes also return a subcode in the rightmost two bytes of
the ACB's Additions 2 field (offset 45-48) or in the ACBX's Error Subcode (ACBXERRC) field
(offset 115-116). This section describes those response codes and subcodes.

Note: Proprietary functions of Adabas may also return response codes and subcodes, some
of which are not described here. Refer to the documentation for those functions for more
information.

Response code 0 indicates that theAdabas commandwas processed successfully; any other response
code is returned as a result of an error during command processing.

All Adabas commands resulting in a response code other than 0 (ADARSP000), 1 (ADARSP001),
and 145 (ADARSP145) restore all Adabas control block fields except the response code field (see
the Adabas Command Reference documentation) to the contents the fields held at the beginning
of command execution.

For internal errors, contact your Adabas technical support representative.

Response 0

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The command was executed successfully.Explanation
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Response 1

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

Depending on the subcode in the rightmost two bytes of the ACB's Additions 2 field
or the ACBX's Error Subcode (ACBXERRC) field, one of the following has occurred:

MeaningSubcode

An online SAVE operation cannot be executed without the nucleus' PLOG.1

The selected record is not allowed.2

S2 command did not have enough space.3

S2/S9 internal program error.4

System was not in save status at the end of an online ADASAV.5

Note: When one of the subcodes 2-4 is present, the cause could be an Sx command
using security-by-value that found at least one ISN.

Open Systems

An ISN list could not be sorted as a result of an excessive number of resulting ISNs,
or because during a non-descriptor search a value larger than the corresponding field
length in the FDTwas found, or because the ISNquantity returneddoes not correspond
with the actual number of records found.

For an S9 command, this response indicates that there is no space available for
additional temporary working space. For an S2 command, this response is only a
warning and the S2 becomes an S1.

Themethod of resolving the error varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Action

Mainframe Systems

Increase the ADARUN LS parameter value.

Open Systems

Provide sufficient disk space for temporary working space or adapt the FDT to the
real field length.
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Response 2

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

This response code can only occur with a BT, ET or RI command. The BT, ET or RI
command executes successfully. One of the following has occurred, depending on
the subcode:

MeaningSubcode

Adabas attempted to hold an ISN already being held by another user.1

The number of ISNs as specified in the ISN buffer was too large compared
to the ISN buffer length (ET or BT command with the M option).

2

ISN is not on hold duringmultifetch ET/BT. ET/BT has successfully executed
the ISNs so far released. The remaining ISNs are still on hold.

4

An RI command with ISN=0 could not release from hold status all records
held by the user, as requested, because one or more records had been

5

updated earlier in the same transaction. Updated records cannot be released
from hold status prior to transaction end. All records that had not been
updated have been released from hold status.

Open Systems

The required function has not been executed completely. For an OP command with
command option 2 = E or for an RE command, the specified record buffer length was
shorter than the length of the ET data read. The record buffer has been truncated.

For anA1//N1/N2 command, a descriptor valuewith the TR option is larger than 1144
bytes. In this case, only the first 1144 bytes are stored in the index. Search operations
for truncated values may be inexact since only the first 1144 bytes are evaluated. The
first 2 bytes of theAdditions 2 field contain the number of descriptor values truncated,
the third and fourth bytes contain the field name of the descriptor value that is
truncated.

For an S1/S2/S4/S9 command, the resulting ISN listmay not represent the exact result:
this is because the search values and the values in the database were truncated after
1144 bytes during the search operation of an S1/S2/S4 command and during the sort
operation of an S2/S9 command.

Subcode 5 is set if a RI command with ISN=0 could not release from hold status all
records held by the user, as requested, because one ormore records had been updated
earlier in the same transaction. Updated records cannot be released from hold status
prior to transaction end. All records that had not been updated have been released
from hold status.

Themethod of resolving the error varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Action
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Open Systems

For an OP or RE command, increase the record buffer length or ignore the warning.

For an S1/S2/S4/S9 command, either perform a post-selection using the complete field
values, perform your own sort operation using the complete field values, or ignore
the warning.

Response 3

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

One of the following has occurred:Explanation

■ An end-of-file or end-of-list condition was detected.
■ A program tried to read or change a multiclient file's record using either a blank
or incorrect-length owner ID, or an owner ID that is not allowed for the record.

The following are some possible subcodes:

MeaningSubcode

An end-of-file or end-of-list condition was detected (L3/L6 on a
non-expanded file).

1

End of LOB value reached. An attempt was made to read a LOB value
segment that begins after the end of the value. This response code/subcode
is given to an L1/L4 command with Command Option 2 set to L if the ISN
Lower Limit value is greater than or equal to the length of the LOB value
being read.

4

A program tried to read or change a multiclient file's record using either a
blank or incorrect-length owner ID, or an owner ID that is not allowed for
the record.

66

Adabas Vista has determined that no data is available to satisfy this
command due to one of the following reasons:

249

■ A partitioned file end-of-file or end-of-list condition was detected.
■ None of the partitions were available/online and all of them have the file
parameter Critical set to NO.

Action:No action is required.
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Response 4

Mainframe systemsOrigin

The internal Adabas TRS storage directory is full.Explanation

Free some of the active queries.Action

Response 7

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

A complex search command was rejected because it was estimated that it would
exceed the maximum search time TLSCMD.

Explanation

Response 8

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The current user's command was interrupted to prevent a Work overflow because of
a pending backout operation.

Explanation

The value specified for the LP parameter might have to be increased.Action

Response 9

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

A subcode indicating the specific cause and action for this response code appears in
the low-order (rightmost) two bytes of the ACB's Additions 2 field or in the ACBX's
Error Subcode (ACBXERRC) field. The following are the subcodes and theirmeanings:

MeaningSubcode

The user was backed out because the hold queue was full

Action: Set the number of hold queue elements (ADARUN NH parameter)
higher, or tune the application to issue more frequent ET commands.

1

The transaction time limit (TT) has been exceeded, and the transaction was
backed out.

Action: Correct the cause of the timeout, then restart the transaction.

2

One of the following is the case:3

■ The transaction non-activity time limit (TNAE, TNAX, or TNAA) has
been exceeded.

■ The user was stopped by the STOPF or STOPI operator, or an Adabas
Online System command.
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MeaningSubcode

■ A security violation response code has been returned for an ET-logic user.
Information about response codes for security violations is provided in
the Adabas Security documentation.

■ When a new user issues an OP cmd with the same user ID (in ADD1) as
an earlier user did and the earlier user was inactive for more than 60
seconds, the new user can, by issuing a second OP cmd again (the first
OP cmd will get response code 9, subcode 64), take over the user ID of
the earlier user. When the earlier user becomes active again, this subcode
can be received.

Action: Correct the cause of the timeout, then restart the transaction.

The user was backed out because a pending Work area overflow occurred
during the user's transaction. Adabas decides to back out a transactionwhen

15

its start on Work is approximately 1/4th of ADARUN parameter LP away
from the current position on Work.

Action:Either reduce the transaction length (number of updates) or duration
(time between transaction start and end) to lessen the data protection area
requirement, or increase the data protection area on Work (ADARUN
parameter LP).

At the end of an online recovery process that was initiated after the failure
of a peer nucleus in an Adabas cluster, the nucleus was unable to reacquire
the ETID specified by the user in the Additions 1 field of the OP command.

Action: (In the application program:) Redo the OP commandwith the ETID
specified in the Additions 1 field to reacquire the user ID. Contact your
Software AG technical support representative.

17

The user's active transactionwas interrupted and backed out because a peer
nucleus in an Adabas cluster terminated abnormally.

Action: (In the application program:) Rerun the transaction.

18

The user's active command was interrupted and stopped because a peer
nucleus in an Adabas cluster terminated abnormally. If the interrupted
command was using a command ID (CID), the command ID is deleted.

Action: (In the application program:) Clean up and reacquire the current
context pertaining to Adabas command IDs; rerun the transaction.

19

The Adabas cluster nucleus assigned to the user terminated while the user
had an open transaction. The transaction has been or will be backed out.

Action: (In the application program:) If the user was defined with a user ID
(ETID) in the Additions 1 field of the OP command, redo the OP command

20

to reacquire the ETID; clean up and reacquire the current context pertaining
to Adabas command IDs; rerun the transaction.

The user's active command was waiting for an ISN in hold status when the
user was backed out and closed due to a timeout or a STOP command.

21
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MeaningSubcode

The user's active command was waiting for free space in the work pool
when the user was backed out and closed due to a timeout or a STOP
command.

22

The user's command was routed to a different cluster nucleus than the one
used by previous commands. The user's open transaction has been backed
out. It is also possible that the user had already been timed out earlier.

Action: Restart the transaction and any open read sequences.

23

The user's command was routed to a different cluster nucleus than the one
used by previous commands. The user had owned EXUor EXF control over

24

one or more files or had started the Adabas session with an OP command
with R-option. As a consequence of creating a new session for the user with
the new nucleus, the EXU/EXF control or file list specified in the OP
command are no longer in effect.

Action: Restart the Adabas session with a new OP command.

The user's command was routed to a different cluster nucleus than the one
used by previous commands. The user had started the Adabas sessionwith

25

an OP commandwith ETID. As a consequence of creating a new session for
the user with the new nucleus, the user is no longer associated with that
ETID.

Action: Restart the Adabas session with a new OP command.

The user's command was routed to a different cluster nucleus than the one
used by previous commands. Some cluster nucleus terminated abnormally
while the new nucleus was creating a new session for the user.

Action: Restart the Adabas session with a new OP command.

26

AnOP (open) commandwas issuedwithout a user/ET ID,which is required
for this type of application or environment.

Action:Correct the program to specify a user/ET ID, and rerun the program.

62

An OP command was given for an ET user not in ET status. The user is
backed out with an Adabas-generated BT command, and the operation is
closed.

Action: Repeat the OP call.

63

An OP command was issued with an 8-byte ET ID that already exists.64

An Adabas session with OPENRQ=YES was active and the user issued an
Adabas command without having issued an OP command.

Action: Ensure that all users issue an OP command as the first Adabas
command.

66

Insufficient Work part 1 space for open command with ETID definition
when trying to read the user profile.

67
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MeaningSubcode

The user queue element has been deleted. Most likely the command was
thrown back due to ISN contention or space shortage. The space shortage

68

is normally workpool space; if this is the case, the LWP parameter setting
should be increased.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

The client session had an externally-controlled transaction, the outcome of
which was “in doubt”. ATM forcibly resolved the “in doubt” transaction.

73

There is a possibility that ATM’s resolution of the transaction might be
inconsistent with the intended outcome.

Check that the outcome of the session’s Adabas changes, in its previous
transaction, was consistent with its changes to non-Adabas resources.

Check the external transaction coordinator for reasons why the original
transaction might have been left in the “in doubt” state. If the external
coordinator indicates that the transactionwas completed, and if the relevant
system logs give no indication of the cause of the problem, contact your
Software AG support representative.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

The client’s database session has lost its ETID. If a transaction was in
progress, ATM attempted to back it out from all affected databases and
release all held records.

74

Issue a new OP command to the database.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

Either a commit operation involving an external transaction coordinator
failed, or resynchronizationwith an external transaction coordinator caused

75

the transaction to be backed out. In the first case, ATM attempted to back
out the transaction.

For the first case, check the external transaction coordinator for the reason.
Check for errormessages fromATM transactionmanagers or theATMclient
proxy of the failing job.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

An error occurred while an ATM transaction manager was attempting to
rebuild the transaction hierarchy of a client session that has migrated from

76

another ATM transaction manager’s domain as a result of dynamic
transaction routing. ATM attempted to back out the transaction.

Check the status of the transaction using Online Services. Check for error
messages from ATM transaction manager or the ATM client proxy of the
failing user.
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MeaningSubcode

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

This message indicates that the client session had an open transaction and
has been migrated from one node to another within a cluster (Sysplex), but

77

ATM could not handle the transaction safely because no Migrated
Transaction Record (MTR) file had been defined. The transaction was
therefore backed out.

Define and create an MTR file, and restart the ATM transaction managers
and clustered application environments in the COR group.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

It was not possible to commit the client session’s transaction because of a
pending ET syncpoint on a target database. This could be because of a

78

concurrent online save operation, database termination, or a SYNCC operator
command. Backout of the incomplete transaction was attempted.

Restart the transactionwhen the pending ET syncpoint has been completed.

Used by Adabas System Coordinator to signal the (optional) terminal
timeout. Refer to the description of Generate RSP009/79 in the Adabas
System Coordinator Parameters documentation for more information.

79

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

The client session was not at ET status in the target database. Backout of the
incomplete transaction was attempted.

80

Restart the transaction.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

Amemory shortage in theATM transactionmanager's address space caused
the current global transaction to be backed out.

81

Increase the amount of memory available to the ATM transaction manager,
restart it, then restart the transaction.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

A memory shortage occurred in the ATM transaction manager's address
space, and ATM attempted to back out the current global transaction.

82

Increase the amount of memory available to the ATM transaction manager,
restart it, then restart the transaction.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

An error occurred during a commit or backout operation for a global
transaction. ATM attempted to back the transaction out.

83

If the cause of the error is not apparent from consolemessages, contact your
Software AG technical support representative.
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MeaningSubcode

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

ATM reported conflicting use of an ETID. For an RE command, this subcode
can be returned if the client is known to ATM but has no ETID.

84

The client should issue a CL command to each open database; then re-open.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

The global transaction time limit (TMGTT) has been exceeded, and an attempt
has been made to back out the global transaction.

85

Correct the cause of the timeout, then restart the transaction.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

The global transaction time limit (TMGTT) has been exceeded, and the global
transaction has been backed out.

86

Correct the cause of the timeout, then restart the transaction.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

The ATM client proxy detected either an inconsistency between its view of
the client session’s status and the ATM transaction manager’s view, or that

90

the transactionmanager had restarted. It attempted to back out on all target
databases.

Close the client’s sessions and start them again.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

Transactions on a target database were being quiesced, or an administrator
issued a "stop" request for the session's transaction via ATMOnline Services

91

or operator command, or therewas a pending ET syncpoint on the database.
Backout of the incomplete transaction was attempted.

Restart the transaction when all required target databases are available.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

Transactions on a target database were being quiesced, or an administrator
issued a stop request for the user via ATM Online Services or operator

92

command, or there was a pending ET syncpoint on the database. The
incomplete transaction was backed out.

Restart the transaction when all required target databases are available.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

An error occurred while ATM was attempting either to start a new global
transaction or to bring a new database into a transaction. The client proxy
backed out changes from all databases.

93
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MeaningSubcode

The next command issued returns details of the error that caused the
backout. Check the meaning of the response code and act accordingly.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

An error occurred while ATM was attempting either to start a new global
transaction or to bring a new database into a transaction. The client proxy
attempted to back out changes from all databases.

94

The next command issued returns details of the error that caused the
backout. Check the meaning of the response code and act accordingly.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

The client session’s transaction was controlled by an external transaction
coordinator, which reported that the transaction has been backed out.

95

Restart the transaction.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

The client session’s transaction was controlled by an external transaction
coordinator, which reported “backed out, outcome pending” for the

96

transaction. Thismeans that backout has begun for the transaction, andwill
be completed when all the resource managers involved in it are able to
comply with the backout request.

Restart the transaction.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

The CICS Resource Manager Interface is in use, and the ATM client proxy
detected that the client session’s Task Interface Element (TIE) was being
used by another session.

97

This can occur if all of the following are true:

■ Natural is being used, in such a way that two Adabas sessions are
maintained for each client;

■ The client control Transaction Model is set to MESSAGE;
■ Natural parameters are set such that Natural might not generate OP
commands for all database sessions.

You can make sure that Natural generates OP commands by using a
non-blank ETID, or by means of Natural’s DBOPEN parameter.

The condition can also occur if all of the following are true:

■ Natural is being used, in such a way that two Adabas sessions are
maintained for each client;

■ TheAdabas SystemCoordinator has timed outNatural’s “system” session.
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MeaningSubcode

In this case, a new Natural LOGONmight clear the condition. Otherwise
terminate the session and start a new session.

If the error persists, contact your Software AG support representative.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

The client sessionwas executing in serial mode, and requested that changes
be committed. Some of the changeswere committed, and somewere backed
out.

98

Examine the results of the transaction. If necessary, correct the result by
manual intervention.

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

The client session incurred a security response code; ATM backed out the
user’s changes.

99

If security permissions are not adequate, correct them and rerun the
transaction.

In Adabas Vista, all transaction activity by the client has been backed out
for one of the following reasons:

249

■ The client is usingmultiple (different) ETIDswhich have collided against
a particular database.

Action:Review the client’s use of ETIDswith respect to the current translation
rules and/or partitioned files.

Open Systems

This response is caused by one of the following:

■ The last user transaction has been backed out by Adabas (ET logic users only) or
an exclusive control user (non-ET user) or an access-only user exceeded the
Non-Activity Time Limit;

■ The user session was abnormally terminated by the operator and the user issued
a command;

■ The protection log area (= WORK container) was too small and an internal BT was
executed.

The ADDITIONS 2 field in the control block contains additional information:
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ExplanationThird and fourth
bytes

First two
bytes

Transaction timeoutTT0

Non-activity timeoutTN1

STOP userST2

WORK overflowLP3

SecuritySE5

DeadlockDL6

Open transactionOP8

Open requiredOR9

Replication recording failedRR10

One of the internal Adabas commands issued for
replication recording got an unexpected response code,
for example 77. This response code is included in the
control block in the field ACBXSUBR (only if you use
the ACBX interface) and displayed in an RPLIRSP
message in the nucleus log.

First Third+
two fourth
bytes bytes

------- -------
Transaction timeout : 0 TT
Non-activity timeout: 1 TN
STOP user : 2 ST
WORK overflow : 3 LP
Security : 5 SE
Deadlock : 6 DL
Open transaction : 8 OP
Open required : 9 OR

The information in the first two bytes is represented as an integer, and the third and
fourth bytes are alphanumeric.

Themethod of resolving the error varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Action

Mainframe Systems

User actions are described in the subcode list in the explanation.

Open Systems

Check the appropriate reason. If the Adabas nucleus was started without the option
OPEN_REQUIRED, and the reason for response 9 was a non-activity timeout or a
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STOP user, users who started their sessions with an OP commandmust re-issue their
OP command under the following circumstances:

■ if they set a User ID
■ if they specified restricted file lists
■ if they had user-specific timeout values
■ if they were not ET users.

If too many transactions are backed out because of a Work overflow, the size of the
Work container should be increased.

Response 10

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Too many occurrences for a periodic group.Explanation

Response 16

Open systems onlyOrigin

An error occurred in anMC call during subcommand processing. The error code and
additional information can be found in the control block of the subcommand. The

Explanation

first 2 bytes of the Additions 2 field contain the number of the subcommand in binary
format. The third and fourth bytes of the Additions 2 field contain the offset of the
subcommand's control block in the MC call's record buffer in binary format. All
subcommands before the one that failed were executed.

Correct the failed subcommand if necessary and re-issue the subcommands beginning
with the one that had failed.

Action

Response 17

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

A subcode indicating the specific cause and action for this response code appears in
the low-order (rightmost) two bytes of the ACB's Additions 2 field or in the ACBX's
Error Subcode (ACBXERRC) field. The following are the subcodes and theirmeanings:

Explanation

MeaningSubcode

The program tried to access system file 1 or 2, and no OP command was
issued.

Action: Restructure the program to begin with an OP command.

1

The program tried to access systemfile 1 or 2, and the user is not authorized.

Action: Change the program to avoid the access.

2
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MeaningSubcode

One of the following occurred:4

■ The specified file number is invalid. The file number might be equal to
"0" or greater than the maximum allowed.

■ When running with ADARUN DTP=RM or DTP=TM, an attempt was
made by a non-Adabas Transaction Manager user to access/update an
Adabas Transaction Manager system file.

The file is either not loaded, or has been locked by another user for
privileged use.

Onmainframe systems, for ADAORDandADAINVutility operations, the
write phase has started and use of the file is now blocked for the type of
operation you requested.

5

Onmainframe systems, an E1 (delete record) commandwas givenwithout
specifying a valid file number.

On open systems, the file to be created already exists.

6

The program tried to perform an LF command on system file 1 or 2.7

Onmainframe systems, the program tried to access a file that was not listed
in the file list of an open (OP) executed with the R option.

On open systems, an ETuserwith a restricted file list andACC=file number
attempted to issue a UPD command, or a user with a restricted file list
attempted to touch a file that is not in the file list

8

The file that the program attempted to access is completely locked. This
may occur because of a LOCKUoperation or because themaximumnumber
of logical file extents that can fit into the FCB has been reached.

Action: If the file was locked using a LOCKU operation and keeping the
lock in place is no longer warranted, use the UNLOCKU operation to free

9

the lock. If the file is locked because the maximum number of file extents
has been reached, use ADAORD to reorder the file into fewer extents, then
use UNLOCKU to free the lock. Note that in the latter case, if you DELETE
or REFRESH the file, Adabas also frees the lock.

The program attempted to access a file which is lockedwith exclusive EXU
status.

10

An LF command (read FDT) was run on a file that is not loaded; neither
the FCB nor the FDT exists.

11

File has been locked with LOCKF.12

A file is password-protected and the password was specified, but the
corresponding security file is missing (not loaded).

13

A commandwas issued against a LOB file. Commands involving LB fields
should be directed against the associated base file, not the LOB file.

14

A file is being loaded so its information is temporarily unavailable.15
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MeaningSubcode

On mainframe systems, an attempt was made to perform an update (e.g.
A1, E1, N1/2) against a file loaded with the attribute
RPLUPDATEONLY=YES or READONLY=YES.

On open systems, the file was locked by ADAOPR.

16

An attempt was made to perform an update (e.g. A1, E1, N1/2) against a
file loaded with the attribute READONLY=YES.

17

File has been locked with ALOCKF.18

Onmainframe systems, therewas not enough space for encoding elements
(ECSE).

On open systems, a two-byte file number was used against a lower version
database that does not support large file numbers.

21

On mainframe systems, the required ECS objects needed for conversion
between user and system data representation could not be loaded.

On open systems, the file control block (FCB) is invalid (corrupted).

22

ECS object could not be located. The following objects must be available
in the encoding objects library: File Alpha, File Wide EDD, User Alpha,

23

User Wide EDD, and the PTOs for the combinations between file/user
alpha/wide encodings.

Action: Check that the required EDD and PTO objects are available.

ECS function get_attribute() failed.

Action: The function's return code is logged with the nucleus message
ADAN7A.

24

One of the following occurred: - A required encoding attributewasmissing
in an ECS object (encoding type, class, and flags) - The default space

25

character lengthwas > 4 - Default space table allocation failed - If DBCS-only
plane exists, wide space characterwas undefined, or the length > 4, orwide
space table allocation failed

An Adabas Review communication error has occurred. Contact your
Software AG support representative.

29

A non-Adabas target was called.52

The file's FTD is corrupted.

Action: To resolve the problem, repair the file by running a
restore/regenerate from a consistent state.

99

While attempting to satisfy a partitioned file command, Adabas Vista
detected the unavailability of an FDT – this is invalid for one of the
following reasons:

249
(0x00F9)

■ None of the partitions were available/online and at least one of them has
the file parameter Critical set to YES.
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MeaningSubcode

■ None of the partitions were available/online and all of them have the file
parameter Critical set to NO and the command can not be satisfied
with a “no data” response such as RSP003.

An error occurred when Adabas Vista (open systems) tried to access a file
that was not listed in the file list of an OP command executed with the R
option.

Action:Ensure at least one of the file partitions is available/online or review
the program logic.

Response 18

Mainframe and open systems.Origin

Invalid file number usage. The file number was modified between successive L2/L5
calls or between successive Lx and Sx calls.

Explanation

Correct the file number.Action

Response 19

Mainframe and open systems.Origin

An attempt was made to update a file which is either already open for read access or
can only be opened for read access. The leftmost two bytes of ACB's Additions 2 field
or the ACBX's File Number (ACBXFNR) field may contain the file number.

Explanation

Do not attempt to update a file with read-only access.Action

Response 20

Mainframe and open systems.Origin

One of the following invalid values was used for a command ID value:Explanation

■ Binary zeros
■ Blanks
■ The high-order byte contains the hexadecimal value "FF", but there is no automatic
command ID generation

■ The three high-order bytes contain the ASCII string "SYN".

Correct the command ID and avoid using any of these invalid command ID values.Action
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Response 21

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

An invalid command ID value was detected. One of the following explanations or
subcodes is provided:

Explanation

MeaningSubcode

The command ID valuewas not found in the sequential command table.
This is not an initial call and there was no previous initial call, or the
command ID was deleted or lost in a timeout or recovery action.

1

The command ID value specified for the L3/L6 commandwas assigned
to another Lx command.

3

The command ID value specified for the L9 command was assigned to
another Lx command.

5

Unexpected last file in chain.6

The command ID value specified was assigned to a different file.7

The command ID value specified for the Sx command is for a sorted
ISN list; the ISN list was not in ISN sequence.

8

An application running with PREFETCH=YES or PREFETCH=OLD
attempted to dynamically reverse the read direction of an L3/L6/L9
command. This is not allowed.

9

The master file number is not the same as it was in the initial call for
this command ID.

10

ACB(X)Add1 altered after initial call.12

S9 ISN list already sorted13

Not a chained file as expected.14

Not an L2 sequence as expected.15

Chained file transformed ISNs not permitted.16

CID does not exist for chained file.17

File was not master file as expected.18

Special L3 started on a valid file number and subsequent L3 issuedwith
the API option.

19

Chained file ISNs not transformed.20

Special L3 system area not as expected. System area changed.21

The command ID value specified was assigned to a different file and
FBL is not equal to zero.

22

Incorrect CID for sort function.23

An invalid command ID value was detected by Adabas Vista (open
systems):

249 (0x00F9)

■ The command ID value specified with the N option of an L1/L4
command was not found.
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MeaningSubcode

■ The command ID value specified with the N option of an L1/L4
command does not correspond to an ISN list.

■ One or both of the ISN lists referred to in the ADDITIONS 1 field of
an S8 command do not exist.

Action: Review the program logic.

Correct the command ID.Action

Response 22

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The command or command option is invalid. A subcode indicating the specific cause
and action for this response code appears in the low-order (rightmost) two bytes of
the ACB's Additions 2 field or in the ACBX's Error Subcode (ACBXERRC) field.

Explanation

When using the LNCSTUB module on mainframe systems, this response code may
indicate problems with the initial call (IC) to the Adabas CICS command-level link
component. If the Adabas control block shows a command code of "IC", the link
routine being used may not be at the proper release level or may not be the
command-level version.

The following are the subcodes and their meanings:

MeaningSubcode

The nucleus detected an invalid command code.1

This command cannot be issued by an ACC (access only) user; and update
command cannot be issued by an access-only user.

2

This command cannot be performed on a read-only nucleus; an update
command cannot be issued for a read-only database session.

3

This privileged command was issued without a previous OP (open)
command.

4

The command is not valid for a nonprivileged user.5

The command was rejected by user exit 11.6

Incorrect command options were specified for a privileged command.7

The command is invalid for an ET user in preliminary ET status. First
complete the transaction using Adabas Transaction Manager.

8

The current user is not authorized to issue an ET/BT command.9

The C2 command is no longer permitted.10

The C3 command can only be issued by EXU users.11

The L1/4 command with the option "F" is not valid for expanded files.12

The call issued is not permitted when the database is in a suspend state.13
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Invalid privileged command.14

An L1/L4 command specified the multifetch option ("M" or "O") was not
combined with either the "I" or "N" option.

15

The user does not have "privileged" command authorization.16

A refresh file (E1 command with ISN zero) is not permitted during online
save database or file.

17

Applications using theADALNKX'48' call logic receive this responsewhen
the logic has been suppressed.

18

Onmainframe systems, a special utility commandwas issued for an obsolete
subfunction.

On open systems, an ET or BTwith commandoption "S"was issuedwithout
subtransactions being enabled for the current Adabas user session by
specifying command option "S" in the OP command.

19

One of the following occurred:21

■ A BT command was issued by a non-ET logic user.
■ An ET command was issued for a distributed transaction managed by
Adabas TransactionManager; ET commands are invalid for a distributed
transaction managed by Adabas Transaction Manager.

The current transaction has already been heuristically terminated or the
command is not allowed within an MC sequence.

22

One of the following occurred:23

■ The last MC subcommand is not ET.
■ A BT command was issued for a distributed transaction managed by
Adabas TransactionManager; BT commands are invalid for a distributed
transaction managed by Adabas Transaction Manager.

One of the following occurred:24

■ An ET or CL commandwith user data is not allowed for read-only access
to a database.

■ CL is invalid because the user has a transaction in progress that ismanaged
by Adabas Transaction Manager.

A commandwas sent from an Event Replicator Server to anAdabas nucleus,
but theAdabas nucleus is not runningwithADARUNREPLICATION=YES.

25

An attempt was made by an Adabas nucleus to connect to an Event
Replicator Serverwhen the target of themessage is actually anotherAdabas
nucleus, not an Event Replicator Server.

26

A replicated utilitymay not be executed for a replicated filewhen theAdabas
nucleus is running in single-user mode.

28
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MeaningSubcode

Anerror occurredduring a connection attempt by an Event Replicator Server
database. Ensure that you are trying to connect to another Adabas nucleus
and not an Event Replicator Server and try again.

29

API file delete not permitted: not API loaded.31

An attempt was made to update a replicated file in single-user-mode.
Replicated files can be updated only in multi-mode; replication is not

32

supported in single-mode. However, a nucleus with replication support
can be started in single-mode for maintenance purposes.

A shared hold status request (with command option 3 set to "C", "Q", or "S")
is not allowed for a command with prefetch (command option 1 set to "P").

On open systems, the commandoption "S" is not allowed for an S9 command
with a non-blank Additions 4 field.

33

On open systems, the command was rejected by user exit 11.34

The command cannot be executed with the nucleus parameter NT=1.35

The descending option "D" is not allowed for the command.36

On mainframe systems, a shared hold status request (command option 3 is
set to "C", "Q", or "S") is not allowed for a non-ET user.

On open systems, a shared hold status request (command option 3 is set to
'C', 'Q', or 'S') is not allowed for a non-ET user.

37

A shared hold status request for a sequential read command (command
option 3 is set to "Q") is not allowed for an L4 command without the

38

N-option, nor is it allowed for an S4 commandwithout a command ID (CID)
or with an ISN buffer length other than 4 bytes.

A shared hold status request for a sequential read command (command
option 3 is set to "Q") is not allowed for a command with a multifetch

39

(command option 1 is set to "M" or "O"). Also, a shared hold status request
(with command option 3 set to "C", "Q", or "S") is not allowed for a read
command with prefetch (command option 1 is set to "P").

A keep-in-shared-hold-status request (with command option 3 set to "H")
is not allowed for an ET or BT command with multifetch or prefetch
(command option 1 is set to "M" or "P").

40

A request to read the next portion of a LOB value (command option 2 is set
to "L") is not allowed for an L1/L4 command with multifetch (command
option 1 is set to "M" or "O") or prefetch (command option 1 is set to "P").

41

On open systems, for an A1 command with command option 2 = 'T', the
current time is still the same as the value of the field with SY=TIME in the
database.

42

An obsolete internal request to shut downAdabas, supposedly coming from
Entire Net-Work, has been issued and rejected.

48

The Router (LCC) detected an invalid command code. This may also arise
when a new ACBX-type call is presented to a back-level router.

50
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MeaningSubcode

A client call with the ADARUN parameter PREFETCH=OLD has multiple
APLX buffers or the contents of APLX+4(chained APLX) is non-zero. To
resolve this,. use the ADARUN parameter setting PREFETCH=YES.

51

A non-Adabas target was called.52

Invalid file specified for an Adabas Online System function.53

The user was stopped with STOPUR or STOPSUR.54

The command is returned because the command queue timeout time
specifiedby theDELCQoperator commandor theAUTOCQTIMEADARUN
parameter was reached or exceeded for the command.

55

The command code is invalid.1005

The ACBX is invalid (not first buffer).1006

The ABD is invalid.1007

The ABD type is invalid.1008

More than one search buffer specified.1009

More than one value buffer specified.1010

More than one ISN buffer specified.1011

The number of search and value buffers do not match.1012

The number of format and record buffers do not match.1013

A streaming logic error occurred.1015

Correct the command code or command option or the previous OP command, and
rerun the program.

Action

Response 23

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

An invalid starting ISN was specified for an L2/L5 command sequence:Explanation

■ The ISN was not assigned to a record in the file; or
■ The ISN was greater than the MAXISN in effect for the file.

Open Systems

On open systems the following subcodes may occur:
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MeaningSubcode

An invalid ISN was detected by Adabas Vista (open systems). The
starting ISN specified for anL2/L5 command sequence is not consistent
with the definitions for the partitioned file.

Action: Review the program logic.

249 (0x00F9)

Correct the ISN.Action

Response 24

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

For an S9 command:

■ The ISN list in the ISN buffer was already sorted; or
■ The ISN list in the ISN buffer contained an invalid ISN; or
■ The "D" option was specified when trying to sort an ISN list by ISN.

Open Systems

An ISN is equal to "0" or is greater than or equal to the first free ISN found in the ISN
buffer. The Additions 2 field contains the value of the invalid ISN in 4 byte binary
format.

Correct the ISN buffer.Action

Response 25

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The ISN specified in ISN lower limit field for an S1/S4 or S2/S9 command was not
found.

Explanation

Open Systems

On open systems the following subcodes may occur:
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MeaningSubcode

An invalid ISNwas detected byAdabas Vista (open systems). The ISN
specified in the ISN Lower Limit field for an S2 command when
retrieving a group of ISNs from a saved ISN list was not found.

Action: Review the program logic.

249 (0x00F9)

Correct the ISN lower limit.Action

Response 26

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

An invalid ISN buffer length for an S9 command was detected. The number of ISNs
to be sorted as provided in ISN quantity is equal to "0".

Explanation

Depending on the subcode in the rightmost two bytes of the ACB's Additions 2 field
or the ACBX's Error Subcode (ACBXERRC) field, one of the following has occurred:

MeaningSubcode

An S9 command with an ISN buffer contains ISNs that are higher than the
TOP-ISN of the file.

2

Correct the ISN buffer length.Action

Response 27

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Sufficient work space was not available to accommodate the combined sizes of the
search and value buffers as indicated in the search buffer length and value buffer
length fields.

Explanation

MeaningSubcode

Sufficient work space was not available to generate the format translation.1

Response 28

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The first two bytes of the Additions 1 field contained an invalid descriptor for an
L3/L6 or S2/S9 command.

Explanation

Depending on the subcode in the rightmost two bytes of the ACB's Additions 2 field
or the ACBX's Error Subcode (ACBXERRC) field, one of the following has occurred:
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MeaningSubcode

The field was not a descriptor.1

The use of the descriptor is not supported (for example, phonetic descriptors
or the descriptor is contained within a periodic group).

2

The descriptor was changed between successive calls.3

There is a mismatch of the descriptor names in the Additions 1 field and
the search buffer.

4

An initial L3 or L6 call contains no trailing blanks in the Additions 1 field.5

ADAINV is inverting the file and using the descriptor.7

The descriptor is missing in the file index.8

An internal error occurred during SB interpretation.9

Correct the Additions 1 field.Action

Response 29

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

In an L3 or L6 command, a value repositioning was attempted (bytes 3-8 of the
Additions 1 field contain spaces) and the Command Option 2 field did not contain
the value "A", "D", or "V". The command ID is released.

Explanation

Correct the Additions 1 or Command Option 2 field.Action

Response 34

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An invalid command option has been detected.Explanation

Depending on the subcode in the rightmost two bytes of the ACB's Additions 2 field
or the ACBX's Error Subcode (ACBXERRC) field, one of the following has occurred:

MeaningSubcode

An invalid command option has been specified in one of the command
option fields.

1

The R option has been specified for the C5 command, but replication is not
active.

2

A record buffer must be specified for this command but is missing (not
specified of length zero).

9

Either remove the invalid command option or replace it with a valid option.Action
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Response 35

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The user/DBA attempted to perform a function for a noncluster Adabas nucleus that
is available only for an Adabas cluster database.

Explanation

Either perform the function against a cluster database or change the function.Action

Response 39

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

A logically deleted descriptor was used as a search criterion or was specified in the
first two bytes of the Additions 1 field for an L3, L6, L9, S2, or S9 command.

Explanation

Remove the use of the logically deleted descriptor and inform your database
administrator about the problem.

Action

Response 40

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

A syntax error was detected in the format buffer.Explanation

Mainframe Systems

On mainframe systems, one of the following subcodes may be used:

MeaningSubcode

Syntax error in format buffer; possible premature end of buffer segment.1

Syntax error in the format buffer -- bad first or second character of field
name or missing "/".

2

Text literal has no ending quote or is too long (more than 255 characters).3

Text literal is empty.4

Expected delimiter missing.5

Conditional format criterion has no closing parentheses ")".6

The conditional format criterion is empty.7

Invalid field name, format, or search operator.8

One of the following occurred:9

■ An invalid edit mask number (greater than 15) was specified.
■ A syntax error in the conditional format criteron was found.
■ Multiple format buffer segments are specified with conditional format
criterion.

Invalid character following field name specification.10

Invalid index specification for MU field in PE group.11
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MeaningSubcode

Expected number missing or too large (>=231).12

Syntax error in LOB segment specification.13

Syntax error in L element specification.14

Syntax error in D element specification (daylight savings time indicator).15

Invalid Date-Time edit mask specification.16

MU/PE index range specification invalid for LOB segment notation.17

Onmainframe systems, the following information is returned in the Additions 2 field
of the control block:

■ The leftmost two bytes contain the two characters being inspected when the error
was detected.

■ The rightmost two bytes contain the subcode.

Open Systems

One of the following format buffer errors occurred.

■ The terminating period was missing;
■ The first position contains a period, this only applies to N1 or N2 commands;
■ Length and/or format specified with a range definition;
■ An invalid element was detected;
■ A field segment notation was not correct: it must be specified either as
(byte-number,length) or as (byte-number,length,length-2), where
byte-numbermust be either "*" or a decimal number, and length and length-2
are decimal numbers. These numbers must be less than 2,147,483,648;

■ A field segment notation was specified for a range of MU fields or for a range of
fields within a periodic group.

On open systems, the following information is returned in the Additions 2 field of
the control block:

■ The leftmost two bytes contain the number of the byte (in binary format) relative
to the beginning of the format buffer where the error was detected.

■ The rightmost two bytes contain the name of the field being processed when the
error was detected.

Correct the format buffer.Action
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Response 41

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

One or more specification errors exist in the format buffer. When possible, the short
name of the field for which the error occurred is stored at offset 2 of the ACB's
Additions 2 field or in the ACBX's Error Character Field (ACBXERRB).

The following specification errors may have been made:

Note: A collation descriptor (COLDE) can only be specified in the format buffer of
the L9 command and onlywhen the decode option has been specified in the user exit.
The value returned is not the index value but the original field value.

MeaningSubcode

Spacing element nX with n=0 or n>255 not allowed.1

An invalid sequence of format buffer elements was specified.2

Miscellaneous types of specification errors were found in the format buffer.3

A field name was undefined or not elementary.4

Format without fields.5

A group field cannot be specified if the group contains a LOB (LB) field.6

A field name is undefined.7

Invalid use of fldD, fldL, fld,* or E(date-time-mask) notation.8

Elementary field in PE group: 1-N notation not permitted with LOB (LB)
fields or fldD notations.

9

A LOB (LB) field, fldL (length indicator notation) or fld,* (asterisk
notation) are not permitted with an L9 command.

10

A length indicator (fldL) or asterisk notation (fld,*) are only permitted
for LA and LOB (LB) fields.

11

LA or LOB (LB) fields are not permitted with 1-N notation, flda-fldb
(field series) notation or old MU syntax.

12

LA or LOB (LB) fields are not permitted with fldC,* (count indicator) or
flda-fldb,* (field series notation).

13

Asterisk notation and length indicator notation combinations (fldL,*) are
not permitted.

14

SQL significance indicator and asterisk notation combinations (fldS,*) are
not permitted.

15

Length indicator (fldL), asterisk notation (fld,*) or daylight savings time
indicator notation (fldD) are not permitted for a group field.

16
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MeaningSubcode

Daylight savings time indicator notation (fldD) cannot be combined with
asterisk notation (fld,*) or a length indicator notation (fldL).

17

Daylight savings time indicator notation (fldD) is only permitted for fields
defined with the TZ option.

18

Daylight savings time indicator notation (fldD) is not permittedwith count
indicator (fldC) or field series notation (flda-fldb).

20

OldMUsyntax is not permittedwith daylight savings time indicator notation
(fldD).

21

An invalid length or format has been specified with daylight savings time
indicator notation (fldD); if specified it must be 2,F.

22

An invalid length or format has been specifiedwith length indicator notation
(fldL); if specified it must have length 4 and format B.

23

A phonetic, collation, or hyperdescriptor was specified.24

Date-time edit mask notation (E(date-time-mask)) is not permitted with
daylight saving time indicator notation (fldD), asterisk notation (fld,*),
or length indicator notation (fldL).

25

Date-time edit mask (E(date-time-mask)) notation requires format P, U,
F, or B.

26

Date-time editmask (E(date-time-mask)) notation and editmask notation
(E0-E15) are not permitted together.

27

Date-time edit mask (E(date-time-mask)) notation and count indicator
notation(fldC) are not permitted together.

28

Date-time edit mask (E(date-time-mask)) notation is only permitted for
a field defined with a date-time edit mask.

30

Daylight savings time indicator notation (fldD), length indicator notation
(fldL), and asterisk notation (fld,*) are not permitted together with LOB
segment notation.

31

LOB segment notation is permitted only for LOB (LB) fields.32

More than one LOB segment with *-position not permitted.33

Length/format override not permitted for LOB segment notation.34

Invalid byte number and length parameters in LOB segment notation.35

Invalid length-2 parameter in LOB segment notation;must be equal to length
parameter.

36

Invalid syntax with daylight saving time indicator in format buffer.37

Open Systems

An error was detected in the format buffer:

■ The field name specified is reserved for edit mask usage;
■ An index was equal to 0;
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■ A length specified or taken from the FDT standard length is greater than the
maximum length of the required format;

■ nnnX was specified with nnn greater than 253;
■ A literal with more than 253 characters was specified;
■ Asubdescriptor, superdescriptor, phonetic descriptor, hyperdescriptor or a collation
descriptor was specified;

■ A field specified was not present in the file;
■ A periodic group name appears without an index;
■ A length and/or format was used with a group notation;
■ A field in a periodic group was specified without an index;
■ A range notation with a group name or a multiple-value field as the first or last
element was specified;

■ A reference was made to the count of a multiple-value field contained in a periodic
group, and no index was included to indicate the periodic group occurrence for
which the count was to be returned;

■ A collation descriptor with the option HE was specified for an L9 command.
■ A count specificationwasmade for a field whichwas neither a multiple-value field
nor was contained within a periodic group;

■ A count for a non-multiple value field within a periodic group was specified;
■ A length and/or format specification was used with a periodic group notation;
■ A (regular or periodic) group containing a multiple-value field was specified;
■ Invalid index usage;
■ A descending index range was specified;
■ A double index was used for a non-periodic field;
■ Amultiple-value fieldwith an index specification and amultiple-value fieldwithout
an index specification were used;

■ Avalue cannot be converted to the required format (READcommand) or converted
to the FDT standard format (UPDATE command);

■ The S element was applied to a field that does not have the NC option;
■ A field with the NC option was used more than once together with its S element;
■ The add option is not compatible with the format/length;
■ The specification of a character set was invalid;
■ A field was specified with an edit mask not allowed for the field;
■ A field segment notation '(byte-number,length)' or '(byte-number,length,length-2)'
was not correct: byte-number + length must be less than or equal to the maximum
value length + 1, and length-2 must be equal to length. The maximum value for LB
fields is 2,147,483,643, for LA fields 16381, an for other values 253 bytes;

■ Segment notation is only allowed for values with the format 'A'.
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The following information is returned in the Additions 2 field of the control block:

■ The leftmost two bytes contain the number of the byte (in binary format) relative
to the beginning of the format buffer where the error was detected.

■ The rightmost two bytes contain the name of the field being processed when the
error was detected.

Correct the specification error and reissue the command or job. Formore information
about syntax rules formultiple field and periodic group indexing, refer to the Adabas
Command Reference documentation.

Action

Response 42

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

A space problem occurred. The following are the subcodes and their meanings:Explanation

MeaningSubcode

The Work pool was too small to store a user format.

Action: Increase the LWP specification and retry .

1

The internal format buffer was too small to store a user format (translated
into internal structure).

Action: Increase LFP specification and retry.

2

See the actions described in the subcodes.Action

Response 43

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

In an L9 command, the descriptor specified in the format buffer did not agree with
the descriptor specified in the search buffer.

Explanation

Correct the format buffer or the search buffer.Action

Response 44

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

One of the following format buffer errors occurred (subcodes are shown in the leftmost
column):
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MeaningSubcode

The specified format is not allowed for an update operation. A possible
reason for this is the presence of a conditional format buffer with an update
operation.

1

The L9 command's format buffer format is not allowed for other commands.2

The specified format is not allowed for an update operation. A possible
reason for this is the presence of a conditional format buffer with an update
operation.

3

The L9 command's format buffer format is not allowed for other commands.4

Format used for L9 can only contain field and an optional daylight savings
time indicator (fldD).

5

Fixed point format must have length 2, 4, or 8.6

Conditional format and more than one format buffer was specified.7

The current Adabas call provides a different number of format buffers than
the format reference by CID.

8

Number of format buffer segments (ABDs) is zero.9

AAS,AA,AA is invalid.10

L option specified but the format has no LOB segment with *-position.12

Open Systems

One of the following situations occurred:

MeaningSubcode

1 ■ The format buffer is invalid for use with an UPDATE command (A1),
ADD command (N1/N2):
■ Format buffer contains overlapping fields, e.g., GL1-3, GL2-4.;
■ Format buffer contains an 1-N element, e.g., GL1-N.;
■ There is not a 1:1 relation between an L element and the subsequent
corresponding element with '*' length;

■ AREAD command uses a format buffer from the format pool, whichwas
previously used by update or add command, and which contains an
invalid conversion.

L option is specified but the format has no LOB section with *-position.12

The format buffer for an A1 commands with command option 2='T' did not
contain a last-update-timestamp system generated field.

13

Note: Subcodes associated with response 44 are stored in the first two bytes of the
Additions 2 field (ACB) and in the error subcode field (ACBX).

Correct the format buffer or use a different read or update command.Action
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Response 45

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

The internal format buffer space has been exceeded. Either the LWPparameter setting
is too small or the internal format buffer requires more than 2 G.

Open Systems

Multiple field or periodic group overflowed when using the N suffix in the format
buffer for update.

The following information is returned in the Additions 2 field of the control block:

■ The first two bytes will contain the number of the byte (in binary format) relative
to the beginning of the record where the error was detected;

■ The third and fourth bytes will contain the name of the field being processed when
the error was detected.

Themethod of resolving the error varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Action

Mainframe Systems

Increase the size of the LWP parameter and try again. If the problem persists, contact
your Software AG technical support representative for assistance.

Open Systems

Because themultiple field or periodic group reached its absolute limit, the application
must be redesigned.

Response 46

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation
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Mainframe Systems

MeaningSubcode

Too many TBLES elements for this user.1

The maximum value for the NQCID parameter was exceeded (the number
of TBI and/or TBQ elements is greater than NQCID).

2

Open Systems

Mismatch of format buffer usage for the supplied command ID.

■ A command ID of global ID format buffer has been found in the format pool and
has a different file number to the file supplied by the caller;

■ The file number was changed in subsequent Adabas calls with the same normal or
global command ID.

Themethod of resolving the error varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Action

Mainframe Systems

Adjust the size of the NQCID parameter and try again.

Open Systems

Check the command IDs used in the call and try again.

Response 47

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The maximum value for the NISNHQ parameter was exceeded. The following
subcodes appearing in the low-order (rightmost) two bytes of the ACB's Additions 2

Explanation

field or in the ACBX's Error Subcode (ACBXERRC) field provide more detailed
information.

MeaningSubcode

An attemptwasmade to put toomany ISNs in hold. Themaximumnumber
of ISNs that can be put in hold is specified by the NISNHQ parameter and
can be overridden via the Additions-4 field (bytes 3-4) of the user's OP
command and via the user profile.

Action: Increase the value of the NISNHQ parameter or the maximum
number of ISNs that the user can put in hold specified in the Additions-4
field (bytes 3-4) of the OP command or in the user profile. Alternatively,

1

modify the application program to store fewer ISNs in hold at the same
time.

The hold queue was full. If another user has put the maximum number of
ISNs in hold, that other user is backed out and will next receive response

2
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MeaningSubcode

code 9, subcode 1. The user who is given the response code 47 is not backed
out; this user should issue an ET or BT command to release the ISNs from
hold.

Action: Increase the value of the NH parameter. Alternatively, modify the
application program to store fewer ISNs in hold at the same time.

Increase the value of the NISNHQ parameter by modifying its ADARUN parameter
value in the nucleus startup file, or (on open systems) using ADAOPR.

Action

Response 48

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

An error occurred during the processing of a command such as OP or N1. Refer to
the hexadecimal subcode that appears in the low-order (rightmost) two bytes of the
ACB's Additions 2 field or in the ACBX's Error Subcode (ACBXERRC) field.

Explanation

MeaningSubcode

File(s) not available at open time. This is the default message displayed
with this response code if another subcode is not provided.

A specified file is locked against the requested use.1

A specified file is currently in conflicting use.2

A utility cannot start because an online save operation is in progress.3

A specified file is already locked or being used by an EXU/EXF or utility
user. Use operator command DLOCKF to display file locks, DNFV to
display a summary of the current file usage.

4

Autility requiring exclusive database control cannot start because an online
save operation is in progress.

5

A utility that requires exclusive database control cannot start because the
user queue is not empty.

6

The requested file lock cannot be granted because the file is being used.
Use operator command DNFV to display a summary of the current file
usage, DFILES to display current users of the file.

7

The user ID specified in the open (OP) command is already in use by
another user.

8

An EXU/EXF/UTI lock was requested in the open command, but the file is
currently in the file list of a user in UPD/EXU/EXF/UTI status.

9

An EXF/UTI lock was requested in the open command, but the file is
currently in the file list of a user in ACC status.

10

A nonprivileged user issued an open (OP) command to a nucleus in
UTIONLY (utilities only) status.

11

Online file save attempting to run on an advance-locked file.13
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MeaningSubcode

UPD/ACC open attempted against advance-locked file.14

A file requested for an online utility (Adabas Online System or ADADBS)
or an E1 program refresh is currently being used.

15

ACODE or WCODE was specified in the record buffer on the command
but the nucleus was not activated with UES support.

16

A specified file is locked against the requested use and is advance-locked.
The data in the file is not accessible. This can happen if a utility aborts or
an autorestart fails.

17

On mainframe systems, this means that a second command was issued by
a user who is participating in a two-phase commit (preliminary ET

18

completed; final ET outstanding) orwhose transaction has been heuristically
terminated.

On open systems, this means that the index of the specified file is not
accessible. This can happen if a utility aborts or if the index has been
disabled by ADAREC REGENERATE or an autorestart.

The file number is zero or is greater than the maximum number of files
allowed for the database (based on theMAXFILES parameter settingwhen
the database was defined using the ADADEF utility).

19

A regenerate/backout with exclusive database control is rejected because
there are in-doubt transactions or heuristically terminated transactions on
Work part 4.

20

File is locked for utility usage.21

An attempt was made to release an advance-lock, but the lock was not set.22

An advance-lock operationwas attempted for a file that has not been loaded.23

An advance-lock operation was attempted for a file that is already
advance-locked.

24

This subcode is issued by Adabas Transaction Manager.

The client session has an open global transaction that could not be backed
out because it is under the control of an external transaction coordinator
and its status is “in doubt”.

25

Depending on the transaction coordinator, youmayhave a choice of actions:

■ Wait for the external transaction coordinator to complete or back out the
existing transaction.

■ Use the coordinator’s facilities to force completion or removal of the
transaction.

■ Restart the transaction coordinator to cause resynchronization of in-doubt
transactions.

■ Use ATM Online Services to force backout of the local, Adabas-related
part of the global transaction.
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MeaningSubcode

Caution: Using ATM Online Services to force backout of the local,
Adabas-related part of the global transaction could result in loss of
transaction integrity.

Reserved for Adabas TransactionManager. These subcodes are given only
when Adabas Transaction Manager is in use. Please read the Adabas
Transaction Manager documentation for more information.

26 - 30

File locked for normal usage31

A file is in use by an exclusive update (EXU) user. An update request from
another user is not permitted.

32

A file is locked for exclusive file control (EXF) or utility update (UTI) usage.
The request from a user with a different type is not permitted.

33

An advance-lock operation was performed on a read-only nucleus.34

An advance-lock operation was performed during an online save.35

Nucleus in REGENERATE/NOAUTOBACKOUT state.36

Reserved for use by Event Replicator for Adabas on open systems.257 - 260

On open systems, the corresponding file number is returned in the first two bytes of
the Additions 2 field in binary format except for value 8 in the third and fourth byte.
The value 0 means the whole database.

The following user actions are possible:Action

■ Wait for the other user or utility to finish, then retry the command.
■ Make the file available for all users (on open systems, if value 16 occurred in bytes
3 and 4).

■ Restore or unlock the file (on open systems, if value 17 occurred in bytes 3 and 4).
■ Rebuild the file's index (on open systems, if value 18 occurred in bytes 3 and 4).
■ On open systems, if the value in bytes 3 and 4 of the Additions 2 field is 8, and the
nucleus was started with the OPEN_REQUIRED option, you can reissue the OP
command immediately. This will cause the other user with the same user ID to be
stopped, unless that user is currently active.

■ On open systems, if a utility receives a response 48 because non-utility users are
still active, you can lock the file with ADAOPR LOCK. This ADAOPR command
stops all non-utility users from accessing the file and allows only utility users to
access the file until it is unlocked again.

On mainframe systems, if a utility receives a response 48 because non-utility users
are still active, you can lock the file with ADADBS MODFCB FILEREADONLY.
The FILEREADONLY command stops all non-utility users from accessing the file
and allows only utility users to access the file until it is unlocked again.
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Response 49

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The compressed recordwas too long. It exceeds themaximumpermitted compressed
record length for the file.

Explanation

On open systems, the first two bytes of the Additions 2 field contain the length of the
compressed record in binary format.

On mainframe systems, the following subcodes may be indicated:

Note: This response code always means that the compressed record is too long and
there are duplicate meanings for subcodes but the subcode can help your Software
AG technical support representative analyze where in the code we are giving the
response. This can be useful for debugging purposes. Please always provide the
subcode when communicating about this response code with your Software AG
technical support representative.

MeaningSubcode

File(s) not available at open time. This is the default message displayedwith
this response code if another subcode is not provided.

Multiple-value (MU) field.1

Periodic (PE) group field.2

MU field.3

PE group.4

PE group level.5

Remaining fields.6

Record too long for protection logging (internal error).7

A compressed record exceeds the permitted length. The error was detected
when updating a multiple field.

8

Exceeded segment length maximum.9

Long alpha or wide field.10

New compressed record too long11

Old version MU update.12

The MU field was defined with an index13

An MU update caused the compressed record to become too long.14

An MU update caused the compressed record to become too long.15

An MU update caused the compressed record to become too long.16

MU update, MU count > 117

An update to an LAfield caused the compressed record to become too long.18

LOB value too long. An attempt was made to update a LOB value segment
that ends after the maximum allowed length of LOB valus. This response

19

code/subcode combination is produced as a result of an L1/L4 command
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MeaningSubcode

with Command Option 2 set to "L" but with the ISN Lower Limit value
grater than or equal to the length of the LOB value being read.

CompressedData Sorage record too long.ALOBupdate attempted tomake
a long LOB value (greater than 253 bytes) short (less than or equal to 253

20

bytes), but the base record was too long to embed the short LOB value. This
condition was detected when the LOB value was being read from the LOB
file.

CompressedData Storage record too long.ALOBupdate attempted tomake
a long LOB value (greater than 253 bytes) short (less than or equal to 253

21

bytes), but the base record was too long to embed the short LOB value. This
condition was detected when an attempt was made to insert the short LOB
value into the base record.

Segment too long90

Compressed record too long96

Exceeded segment length maximum99

On open systems, add a new DATA extent with sufficient block size (block size >=
compressed record size + 8). Alternatively you can start the nucleus with

Action

OPTIONS=AUTO_EXPAND; then the Adabas nucleus automatically creates a new
DATA extent with sufficient block size.

Response 50

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Asyntax error in the record bufferwas detected during processing of anOP command,
an invalid character set was specified, an invalid time zonewas specified, or an invalid
file number (zero or greater than maxfiles) was specified.

Explanation

On open systems, the first two bytes of the Additions 2 field contain the number of
bytes (in binary format) relative to the beginning of the record buffer where the error
was detected. If a time zone problem occurs, the two right-most bytes of theAdditions
2 field in the ACB will contain a subcode; in an ACBX, the Error Subcode field will
contain the subcode.

MeaningSubcode

Time zone not found in ADAZON directory. The specified time zone was
not found in the ADAZON directory. Verify the time zone was specified
correctly. If it was, contact your Software AG technical support
representative for assistance.

31

Time zone pool full. No more time zone information could be loaded.
Increase the size of the ADARUN LTZ parameter and restart the nucleus.

32

Open error onDD:TZINFO(MEMBER). Contact your SoftwareAG technical
support representative for assistance.

33
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MeaningSubcode

I/O error on DD:TZINFO(MEMBER). Contact your Software AG technical
support representative for assistance.

34

Invalid data in TZ file. Contact your Software AG technical support
representative for assistance.

35

Invalid transition time in TZfile. Contact your SoftwareAG technical support
representative for assistance.

36

Correct the record buffer and try again.Action

Response 51

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

An error in the record buffer was detected during processing of an OP command.Explanation

One of the keywords EXU, UPD, ACC or WCHARSET is duplicated.

On open systems, the following information is returned in the Additions 2 field of
the control block:

■ the first two bytes contain the number of bytes (in binary format) relative to the
beginning of the record buffer where the error was detected;

■ the third and fourth bytes contain the open mode that failed (ACC =1, UPD = 2,
EXU = 4, WCHARSET = 128)

Correct the record buffer and try again.Action

Response 52

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

One of the following errors occurred while processing the record, value, or search
buffer. In anACB, the rightmost two bytes of theAdditions 2 field contain the subcode;
for subcodes 1-5, the leftmost two bytes contain the Adabas name of the field where
the error occurred. In an ACBX, the subcode is stored in the Error Subcode
(ACBXERRC) field; for subcodes 1-5, the Adabas field namewhere the error occurred
is stored in the Error Character Field (ACBXERRB).
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MeaningSubcode

Invalid packed or unpacked decimal value in record buffer.1

Invalid length for variable-length field specified in record buffer.2

Invalid null value or no value at all provided for field with NN option.3

Invalid value for S element in record buffer.4

Invalid value for S element in value buffer.5

Encoding a collation descriptor value failed: the collation descriptor exit
issued a return code.

6

Decoding a collation descriptor value failed: the collation descriptor exit
issued a return code.

7

An invalid field length was specified.99

Open Systems

■ The value of a G format field was not in floating point format;
■ The value of a P format field was not in packed decimal format;
■ The value of a U format field was not in unpacked decimal format;
■ A variable-length field was specified without a length parameter;
■ The SQL null value indicator (S element) has a value of less than -1;
■ A field with the NN option is forced to take the SQL null value;
■ The resulting value exceeds 4 bytes (longword) if the format is F, or exceeds the
maximum (format dependant) length;

■ No record with the specified ADAM key was found.

The following information is returned in the Additions 2 field of the control block:

■ The first two bytes contain the number of the byte (in binary format) relative to the
beginning of the record/value buffer where the error was detected. This value is -1
if a field with the NN option is forced to take the SQL null value.;

■ The third and fourth bytes contain the name of the field being processed when the
error was detected.

Correct the format, record, value, or search buffer and try again.Action

Response 53

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

One of the following errors occurred:
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MeaningSubcode

The record buffer is too small.

Action: If the record buffer size:

0

■ conflicts with the lengths specified in the format buffer, change either the
record buffer size or the format buffer specifications to resolve the conflict.

■ conflicts with the established global format ID (GFID), either release the
GFID or change the record buffer size to match the GFID.

■ default is too small to hold the records in the file including theDVTwhen
running the ADAULD utility, increase the size of the record buffer by
setting the ADAULD LRECL parameter. See the Adabas Utilities
documentation for more information.

The record buffer is too small. When locating a variable field in the input
record, the required buffer length exceeded the given length.

Action: Verify that the record buffer content matches the given format and
that sufficient space for variable fields is provided in the record buffer.

1

The ISN buffer is too small.

Action: Increase the size of the buffer.

2

The record buffer is too small.When locating a variable fieldwithin a group
in the input record, the required record buffer length exceeded the given
length.

Action: Verify that the record buffer content matches the given format and
that sufficient space for variable fields is provided in the record buffer.

3

The record buffer is too small. When locating a field with A,* notation in
the input record, the required record buffer length exceeded the given length.

Action: Verify that the record buffer content matches the given format and
that sufficient space for variable fields is provided in the record buffer.

4

At least one of the record buffers was too small for the data defined in the
corresponding format buffer.

7

The referenced existing format buffer requires more space than that given
in one of the record buffers.

If this subcode occurs using ADACMP DECOMPRESS, the LRECL of the
output record is too small.

8

In Adabas Vista, the record buffer provided for an L9 command with ‘I ‘
option against a partitioned file is not large enough to hold the full list of
ISNs.

249

Action: Increase the size of the record buffer.
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Open Systems

The record buffer was too small, or the ISN buffer was too small for a requested
multifetch command. The following information is returned in the Additions 2 field
of the control block:

■ The first two bytes contain the expected buffer size in binary format. This value is
-1 if the command would have exceeded the maximum record size.

■ The third and fourth bytes contain the name of the buffer that was too small. ("RB"
or "IB"). If the error occurred while using a hyperdescriptor exit, the name of the
hyperdescriptor exit is stored here.

Increase the record buffer or ISN buffer size, as appropriate.Action

Response 54

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The record buffer for a C3, C5, or ET command is too long. The maximum allowed
size is 2048 bytes. The following subcodes provide more information:

Explanation

MeaningSubcode

The record buffer for the C3 command is too long.1

The record buffer for the C5 command is too long.2

The record buffer for the ET command is too long.3

Correct the record buffer specification, then reissue the C3, C5, or ET command.Action

Response 55

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

One of the following occurred:

■ During a read-type operation, a field defined with the SQL null (NC) option
contained a null value, but the format buffer held no "S" (significant null) indicator
for the field.

In an ACB, the Additions 2 may contain the field name in the leftmost two bytes;
the rightmost two bytes may contain the offset into the record buffer. In an ACBX,
the ErrorCharacter Field (ACBXERRB)may contain the field name; the ErrorOffset
in Buffer (ACBXERRA or ACBXERRG) fieldsmay contain the offset into the record
buffer.
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■ Attempted format conversion was not possible due to incompatible data formats
or other compatibility problems.

In an ACB, the Additions 2 will contain the field name in the leftmost two bytes;
the rightmost two bytes will contain the offset into the record buffer. In an ACBX,
the ErrorCharacter Field (ACBXERRB)will contain the field name; the Error Subcode
(ACBXERRC) field will contain the subcode.

MeaningSubcode

Conversion error on record decompression.0

Invalid conversion between formats.1

Invalid length for fixed encoding. For example, user encoding Unicode
with code-point size of 2 bytes and no even length specified.

2

Conversion error of a floating-point field (underflow) when converting
to/from a non-IBM floating-point format.

4

One of the following conditions exists:5
■ Format conversion of a field with the NV option is not allowed.
■ In a read command (Lx, Sx), the format buffer of a field containing a
null value is defined with the NC option, but without the NN option,
and is missing the SQL significance indicator (S). For read-type
commands, the S indicator is required when the NC fields are defined
without the NN option. If the S indicator is not present when a read
command detects an NC-specified field and the field actually contains
a null value, this response code and subcode are returned.

An invalid length was specified ( for example, a wide character field in
Unicode encoding must have an even length).

6

Invalid conversion between formats (different case than subcode 1).7

Conversion error of a floating-point field (overflow) when converting
to/from a non-IBM floating-point format.

8

A one-byte field was provided in the record buffer for the occurrence
count of an MU field or PE group in a file with extended MU/PE limits.
A two-byte occurrence count value is expected.

9

A field using the NC field option has a null value and no S indicator was
specified in the format buffer.

10

Unsupported date-time conversion -- internal error.20

Date-time value outside valid range. The valid range depends on the
date-time edit masks being used in the format or search buffer and the
FDT.

21

Invalid local time – (non-existing local time in the gap that occurs when
switching from standard to daylight saving time or when the time zone
advances GMT offset)

22

Year outside range of 1-9999.23

Month outside range of 1-12.24
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MeaningSubcode

Day outside range of 1-n.25

Hours outside range of 0-24.26

Minutes outside range of 0-59.27

Seconds outside range of 0-59.28

Accessing a field defined with option TZ but no time zone was specified
in the user session. Issue theOP commandwith TZ='timezone' parameter
in the record buffer to set the time zone for the user session.

30

Invalid daylight saving offset given (fldD) for date-time and time zone.31

Data between user and systemdata representation could not be converted
without error and 2-byte error code from ECS.

n

Numeric field length in format shorter than the field length in the FDT.254

Field length exceeded maximum for variable fields.255

Entire Conversion Service (ECS) error codes are described in Entire Conversion
Service (ECS) Errors, elsewhere in the Adabas Messages documentation.

Open Systems

A format, length conversion, or truncation error occurredwhile processing field values
in the record buffer or value buffer.

■ The value for an FI field is too long;
■ The resulting value exceeds the border of the FI field;
■ Truncation error of numeric field;
■ Truncation of alphanumeric fields or truncation of numeric fields which are
converted to alphanumeric, except when OPTIONS=TRUNCATION is enabled in
ADANUC;

■ A value defined without LA or L4 option with variable length is larger than 253
bytes. This may happen for Unicode fields after conversion to another encoding.

■ The length specified for a Unicode field for a character set with fixed character
length is not a multiple of the character length: in particular, the length for UTF-16
based character sets must be a multiple of 2, and the length for UTF-32 based
character sets must be a multiple of 4;

■ The specified value is not a valid date/time value;
■ The field does not contain a valid date/time value. This can happen if the value was
stored without a date/time edit mask;

■ A date/time field with option TZ was specified in the format or search buffer, but
there was no time zone specified in an OP command for the current Adabas user
session;

■ The attempted format conversionwas not possible due to incompatible data formats
or other compatibility problems.
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The following information is returned in the first two bytes of the Additions 2 field,
and in the case of an ACBX, also in the field ACBXERRC:

MeaningSubcode

Conversion error.0

Truncation error.1

Internal structure error.2

Internal error.5

Unsupported DATETIME conversion.20

Date/time value outside valid range. The valid range depends on the
date-time edit masks being used in the format or search buffer and the FDT.

21

Date/time value specified in gap when switching from standard time to
daylight saving time.

22

Month not between 1 and 12.24

Day not between 1 and n, where n is the number of days of the month
specified.

25

Hours not between 0 and 24.26

Minutes not between 0 and 59.27

Seconds not between 0 and 59.28

Internal error: missing time zone element for conversion with time zone.30

Invalid daylight saving offset given (fldD) for date/time and time zone.31

The field name is returned in the third and fourth byte of the Additions 2 field, and
in the case of an ACBX in the field ACBXERRB.

In addition, the following information is returned in the case of an ACBX call:

■ The offset in the record or value buffer in ACBXERRA;
■ The type of buffer inACBXERRD (‘R’ for error in record buffer, ‘V’for error in value
buffer).

Depending on the reason:Action

■ Correct the appropriate buffer and try again;
■ If the time zone specification in theOP command ismissing, execute an appropriate
OP command;

■ On open systems, if a record structure error is indicated, run ADAVFY FIELD
against the correspondingfile. If this produces errors, then the filemust be unloaded,
decompressed, recompressed and reloaded;

■ On open systems, subcodes 2 and 5 should never occur; you should, therefore,
contact your nearest support center if you receive one of these subcodes. A copy
of the command log and an export copy or backup of the files accessed will help
us to analyze the problem.
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Response 56

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

One of the following occurred:Explanation

MeaningSubcode

The descriptor value was too large. Descriptor values are limited to 1144
bytes.

.

The collation value exceeded the maximum 253 bytes. The subcode n is the
collation descriptor exit number.

n

Store a shorter descriptor value or collation value.

On open systems, you also can specify the TR option for the descriptor,which truncates
larger descriptor values before they are stored in the index. Note that with the TR

Action

option, search results may be inaccurate: this is because values that are identical in
the first 1144 bytes are considered to be equal to each other.

Response 57

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

In an L9 command, the descriptor specified in the format or search buffer or in the
Additions 1 field was invalid or the descriptor was not specified:

Explanation

■ The field name specified may not be the name of a descriptor.
■ The descriptor specified may be a phonetic descriptor or a hyperdescriptor, which
are not allowed in an L9 command.

■ On open systems, the descriptor specified may be a collation descriptor with the
option HE.

Correct the descriptor in the format buffer, search buffer, or Additions 1 field and try
again.

Action

Response 58

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The format could not be found (as defined within format selection criteria).Explanation

Adjust the format specification and try again.Action
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Response 59

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Format conversion of a subfield is not possible. The source field has fixed point (F)
or floating point (G) format.

Explanation

Correct the field for which you are attempting format conversion and try again.Action

Response 60

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

A syntax error was detected in the format or search buffer. Generally in an ACB, the
first two bytes of the Additions 2 field contain the two characters under inspection
when the error was detected and the rightmost two bytes of the Additions 2 field in
theACB contain one of the following subcodes. In anACBX, the Error Character Field
(ACBXERRB) contains the two characters under inspectionwhen the errorwasdetected
and the Error Subcode (ACBXERRC) field contains one of the following subcodes.

MeaningSubcode

Premature end of search buffer.1

Syntax error in search buffer; possibly a bad field name.2

Text literal has no ending quote or is too long (more than 255 characters).3

Text literal is empty.4

Expected delimiter missing.5

Soft coupling criterion has not closing parenthesis (")").6

Soft coupling criterion is empty.7

Invalid field name, format, or search operator.8

Invalid edit mask number (greater than 15).9

Invalid character following field name specification.10

Invalid specification of MU field in PE group.11

Expected number missing or too large (greater than 231).12

Syntax error in LOB segment specification.13

Syntax error in length indicator notation (L) specification.14

Syntax error in daylight savings time notation (D) specification.15

Invalid date-time edit mask specification.16

MU/PE index range specification is invalid for LOB segment notation.17
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Open Systems

A syntax error was detected in the search buffer.

The following information will be returned in the Additions 2 field of the control
block:

■ The first two bytes will contain the number of the byte (in binary format) relative
to the beginning of the search buffer where the error was detected;

■ The third and fourth bytes will contain the name of the field being processed when
the error was detected.

Correct the format or search buffer and try again.Action

Response 61

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

An error was detected in the search buffer, value buffer, or during an S8 command.Explanation

Mainframe Systems

Onmainframe systems, one of the following subcodesmay also be includedwith this
response code:

MeaningSubcode

An invalid value operator was detected in the search buffer.2

An invalid logical operator was specified for an S8 command - Command
Option 2.

3

This subcode indicates that one of the following errors occurred:7

■ The length of a descriptor value was greater than 253.
■ Invalid file number specification.
■ Invalid selection criteria for an Event Replicator for Adabas initial-state
definition.

■ Invalid usage of the "S" or "N" operator.
■ The element order was invalid.
■ The specified field was not a descriptor.
■ The specified field has the "LA" option active.
■ A descriptor contained in a periodic group was specified without an
index.

■ Invalid connection of partial criteria or different indices were used for a
descriptor contained within a periodic group.

■ Invalid periodic group index.
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MeaningSubcode

■ Invalid or disallowed use of a phonetic descriptor.
■ Adescriptor derived fromor contained in a periodic group is not allowed.
■ The FROM-TO operator was specified with a phonetic descriptor.
■ Invalid FROM-TO range specification, or the FROM value was greater
than the TO value.

■ The BUT-NOT value was outside the range of the preceding FROM-TO
range.

■ An invalid command option was specified for ISN LIST processing (S8
command).

■ The search buffer "S" significant null indicator was specified with a value
operator other than "EQ" (equals), which is not allowed.

An invalid FROM-TO rangewas specified. The BUT-NOTvaluewas outside
the range of the preceding FROM-TO value.

8

An invalid search criteria was specified.9

Open Systems

On open systems, an error was detected in the search or value buffer, or during an
S8 command:

■ Invalid command option 2 specified for ISN LIST processing (S8 command);
■ Invalid element or element order;
■ The specified field was neither a descriptor, subdescriptor, superdescriptor nor a
phonetic descriptor;

■ Invalid connection of partial criteria and/or different indices used for a descriptor
contained within a periodic group;

■ Invalid use of a phonetic descriptor;
■ Invalid periodic group index;
■ Invalid index usage;
■ The length of a descriptor value was greater than 253 or greater than the permitted
length for the required format;

■ Invalid format type;
■ Invalid file number specification;
■ Invalid usage of the S operator - FROM value greater than TO value;
■ Invalid usage of the N operator - BUT NOT value was outside the range of the
preceding FROM-TO range;

■ Invalid comparator;
■ The value in the value buffer cannot be converted into the field's FDT format;
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■ The specified file name is not an ADAM key while using the V option with an A1
or E1 command;

■ Invalid value given in the value buffer while using the V option with the A1 or E1
command;

■ Invalid usage of the C option - only allowed for collation descriptors;
■ A field was specified with an edit mask that is not allowed for the field.

The following information is returned in the Additions 2 field of the control block
(not for the S8 command):

■ The first two bytes will contain the number of the byte (in binary format) relative
to the beginning of the search buffer where the error was detected;

■ If the third byte is zero, the fourth byte contains more information about the error:
■ Fourth byte 1: invalid length.

Otherwise the third and fourth bytes will contain the name of the field being
processed when the error was detected.

Correct the search or value buffer or S8 command and try again.Action

Response 62

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

One of the following has occurred:Explanation

■ The length of the search or value buffers as specified in the search and value buffer
length fields, respectively, was not sufficient to accommodate the search criteria
specified.

■ The first character in the search buffer was a period (.).
■ The search buffer does not contain a period (.).

Correct the search or value buffer and try again.Action

Response 63

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The command ID value specified in the search buffer was invalid.Explanation

On open systems, the value in the first two bytes of the Additions 2 field indicates
the reason (2 byte binary format):
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MeaningSubcode

The command ID value specified in the search buffer was not found.1

The associated ISN list is not sorted in ISN sequence (it has been generated
by an S2/S9 command).

2

The command ID was not used in the previous FIND in which the SAVE
ISN LIST option was used.

3

Correct the command ID in the search buffer and try again.Action

Response 64

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

This response code is used for communication with Adabas utilities and Adabas
Online System (AOS), and was returned because the requested function could not be

Explanation

performed on the Adabas system (including checkpoint and security) files or because
an error occurred in an AOS or utility function.

The following table shows some of the subcodes that may be returned:

MeaningSubcode

No or duplicate field(s) (see 'xx'); where xx is the first duplicate field
encountered. If no field definitions were specified an FC is returned.

61

Refer to the ADAREP output report for a list of the system files, or to the subcodes
in the job output for more information. For AOS, a subcode is displayed in the error
message, following the AOSmodule number. For utility functions, the subcodesmay
be described within the message text.

Action

If you do not understand the action to take for a response code 64 or subcode, note
the subcode and the function that caused the response code, and call your Software
AG technical support representative for assistance.

Response 65

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An internal error occurred. The nucleus detected a space calculation error.Explanation

Contact your Software AG technical support representative for assistance.Action
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Response 66

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An incompatible owner IDwas detected during an update operation on amulticlient
file. The owner ID may be blank, or too long.

Explanation

Contact your Software AG technical support representative for assistance.Action

Response 67

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

One of the following errors occurred:Explanation

MeaningSubcode

An internal error occurred while executing an Sx command..

An error occurred during superfield generation.2

Retain all related information, and contact your Software AG technical support
representative for assistance.

Action

Response 68

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

A nondescriptor field was used as a search criterion, and the non-descriptor search
facility has been set OFF (the default for this facility is ON).

Explanation

The ADARUN parameter NONDES has been set to reject non-descriptor searches;
either reset the NONDES parameter to its default value, or remove non-descriptor

Action

searches from your application. Natural provides a trace facility which locates such
Natural application characteristics. Contact Software AG for details.

Response 70

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An overflow occurred in the table of sequential commands.Explanation

The DBA may increase the value used for the LQ parameter or RC commands may
be used.

Action

Response 71

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An overflow occurred in the table of resulting ISN lists.Explanation

The DBAmay increase the value used for the LI parameter or RC commands may be
used.

Action
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Response 72

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

One of the following errors occurred:Explanation

MeaningSubcode

The NU parameter is too small for the execution of a session autorestart. It
is smaller than it was in the previous Adabas nucleus session that failed. In
a cluster nucleus, the NU parameter is smaller than in the nucleus that had
established the global lock structure.

6

An overflow occurred in the user queue.7

An overflow occurred in the user queue file list pool.8,9

The DBA may increase the value used for the NU parameter.Action

Response 73

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

An overflow occurred in the section of the Work data set (mainframe systems) or the
temporary working space (open systems) in which resulting ISN lists are stored.

Explanation

On open systems, please note that for read-only databases, temporary working space
is only created if a location for it is explicitly specified (environment variable TEMPLOCn
or entries for TEMPORARY_LOCATION in the file DBnnn.INI); otherwise only some of
the space in the Adabas buffer pool is used for storing the ISN lists.

On mainframe systems, the DBA may increase the size of the Work data set and/or
the number of saved ISN lists during an Adabas session may be decreased.

Action

Onopen systems, provide enough temporaryworking space. For read-only databases,
specify the location for the temporary working space explicitly or increase the size of
the Adabas buffer pool (ADANUC parameter LBP).

Note: The processing of ISN lists was changed for Adabas Version 5.1. If you get this
error with an Adabas Version 3 database, please refer to the Adabas Version 3
documentation.

Response 74

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

No space was available on the Work data set for complex find commands.Explanation

On open systems, increase the size of the Work data set.Action

On mainframe systems, increasing the size of the Work data set alone will not solve
this problem. Instead, set the value of LWKP2 (WORK-PART-2) to a higher value
than the calculated one (whatever that might be). Then increase the size of the Work
data set to ensure there is sufficient space for WORK-PART-3.
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Response 75

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Attempts to allocate additional Associator or Data Storage extents for a file were
issued, but the maximum number of extents that can be handled by the FCB have
already been allocated.

Explanation

On mainframe systems, BT (backout) or autorestart processing could cause the file
to be locked because of inadequate extent space (see response code 48, ADARSP048).

On open systems, the last extent is allocated only for a command which is being
backed out and for AUTORESTART and ADAREC REGENERATE. The first two
bytes of the Additions 2 field contain the highest possible extent number (in binary
format). The third and fourth bytes indicate where the overflow occurred. Possible
values are: "DS" (Data Storage), "AC" (Address Converter), "NI" (Normal Index) and
"UI" (Upper Index).

On mainframe systems, ask your DBA for assistance; Associator or Data Storage
extents may have to be reallocated.

Action

On open systems, unload the file and reload it with appropriate initial allocations.

Response 76

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

An overflow occurred in an inverted list index (the maximum is 15 levels).Explanation

Unload and reload the file with an appropriate padding factor for the Associator.Action

Response 77

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Sufficient space was not available for a required Associator or Data Storage extent.Explanation

On mainframe systems, the following subcodes further define the error:

MeaningSubcode

FST empty.1

AC START RABN not available.2

AC END RABN not available.3

FST will not fit into five ASSO blocks.4

FST exhausted trying to allocate AC extent.5

ASSO space allocation RABN not on device.6

ASSO space on required device not available.7

FROM RABN available, but contiguous space is not sufficient.8

Data Storage space of the requested size is not available.9

Data Storage space on the same device as the previous extent is not available.10
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MeaningSubcode

FST is empty, or data storage for the current MAXRECL value is not
available.

11

FST empty.12

On open systems, the third and fourth bytes of the Additions 2 field contain either
"AS" (Associator) or "DS" (Data Storage). You can also get the response 77 if you
specified an explicit RABN for anAssociator orData Storage extent and the requested
space is not available at the requested RABN. Please note that Adabas distinguishes
between small (< 16KB) and large (>= 16KB) index blocks. This means that a response
77 can be returned even though there are enough free Associator blocks, but the free
Associator blocks have the wrong size.

On mainframe systems, ask your DBA for assistance; Associator or Data Storage
extents may have to be reallocated.

Action

On open systems, add a new Associator or Data Storage extent to the database using
the ADADBM utility or specify a RABN where the requested space is available.

Note: Response 77 can sometimes be prevented by enabling database autoexpand to
execute in the online mode (specify the open systems nucleus parameter
OPTIONS=AUTO_EXPAND).

Response 78

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

The cause of this response is indicated by one of the following subcodes:

MeaningSubcode

The AC file cannot be increased; only one file extent is permitted.1

The file contains more than either 4 billion or 16 MB of ISNs, depending on
the ISN length, or if ISNREUSE is in effect, the file has reached TOPISN and
is very fragmented and too much effort would be needed to search for a
free ISN.

2

Open Systems

An overflow occurred in the free space table (FST) as a result of Associator or Data
Storage fragmentation, or the maximum number of DSST extents has already been
allocated.

Themethod of resolving the error varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Action
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Mainframe Systems

If the file has reached the 16-MB limit, you might convert it to a file with the 4-byte
ISNoption or to an expandedfile. If ISNREUSE is in effect, ADABAS ISNREUSE=ON,
RESET can be used to reset the rotating ISN pointer or the file can be reloaded to
eliminate the fragmentation.

If the file has NOACEXTENSION specified, look for alternatives to increase the file
size such as adding an additional file to the expanded file chain. If the file is not part
of an expanded file chain, you may want to reload the file to remove the restriction.

Open Systems

If it is an FST problem, reorder the database. If it is a DSST problem, which can only
occur in the context of a utility, refer to themessageDSSTALL for further information.

Response 79

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

A collation descriptor exit or hyperdescriptor exit error occurred. The following table
describes the possible subcodes for this response code and their meanings:

MeaningSubcode

Either a collation descriptor exit (subcode CDXnwhere n is the one-byte
binary collation descriptor exit number) or a hyperdescriptor exit
("hyperdescriptor exit") was not specified ADARUN.

1

The hyperdescriptor exit stub was called for an extended MU/PE file.5

Improper use of the parameter list was detected by the Hyperdescriptor
Exit Stub. The most likely reason is that a hyperdescriptor exit using the
Adabas 8 parameter structures is linked to the Hyperdescriptor Exit Stub.

6

The Hyperdescriptor Exit Stub could not resolve the HEXOLD external
reference.

7

Improper use of the parameter list was detected. The second word of the
parameter list was modified.

8

A hyperdescriptor exit did not return an output parameter area address.9

A hyperdescriptor exit rejected the call by setting a nonzero return code in
the output parameter header.

10

Open Systems

A hyperdescriptor exit is not available to the nucleus. The following information is
returned in the Additions 2 field of the control block:
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■ The first two bytes contain the number of the hyperdescriptor exit,;
■ The third and fourth bytes contain the name of the hyperdescriptor.

Themethod of resolving the error varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Action

Mainframe Systems

The following table describes the actions you should take for each possible subcode
for this response code:

User ActionSubcode

Reissue ADARUN with the CDXnn or HEXnn parameter. For more
information aboutADARUNparameters, readAdabas Initialization (ADARUN
Statement), in Adabas Operations Manual; for more information about user
exits and hyperdescriptor exits, readUser Exits and Hyperdescriptor Exits, in
Adabas User, Hyperdescriptor, and Collation Descriptor Exits Manual.

1

TheHyperdescriptor Exit Stubmay not be usedwith extendedMU/PEfiles.
For more information about hyperdescriptor exits, read User Exits and

5

Hyperdescriptor Exits, inAdabas User, Hyperdescriptor, and Collation Descriptor
Exits Manual.

Investigate the Hyperdescriptor Exit Stub link job. For more information
about hyperdescriptor exits, read User Exits and Hyperdescriptor Exits, in
Adabas User, Hyperdescriptor, and Collation Descriptor Exits Manual.

6,7

A likely cause of the error is that a pre-Adabas 8 hyperdescriptor exit was
called without a linked Hyperdescriptor Exit Stub. For more information

8

about hyperdescriptor exits, read User Exits and Hyperdescriptor Exits, in
Adabas User, Hyperdescriptor, and Collation Descriptor Exits Manual.

Hyperdescriptor exits must return an output parameter area address upon
return. For more information about hyperdescriptor exits, read User Exits

9

and Hyperdescriptor Exits, in Adabas User, Hyperdescriptor, and Collation
Descriptor Exits Manual.

Investigate the hyperdescriptor exit to determine why the call was rejected.10

Open Systems

Define the hyperdescriptor exit and restart the nucleus.

Response 81

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An MU or PE field error occurred, as described by the subcode:Explanation
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MeaningSubcode

The PE index is greater than 191 (if the maximum number of PE field
occurrences is 191).

1

The PE index is greater than 65534 (if the maximum number of PE field
occurrences is 65534).

2

The MU index is greater than 65534 (if the maximum number of MU field
occurrences is 65534).

3

The MU index is greater than 191 (if the maximum number of MU field
occurrences is 191).

4

Correct the MU or PE field problem and try again. If the problem persists, contact
your Software AG technical support representative for assistance.

Action

Response 82

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

A hyperdescriptor exit routine returned an invalid ISN.Explanation

Correct the hyperdescriptor exit routine logic and restart the nucleus.Action

Response 83

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

A hypertable overflow occurred.

Open Systems

A hyperdescriptor exit routine returned an invalid ISN.

The following information will be returned in the Additions 2 field of the control
block:

■ The first two bytes contain the offset the invalid ISN in the specified ISN buffer in
binary format;

■ The third and fourth bytes contain the name of the hyperdescriptor.

Themethod of resolving the error varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Action
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Mainframe Systems

Open Systems

Correct the hyperdescriptor exit routine and restart the nucleus.

Response 84

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Too many values were present for a subdescriptor or a superdescriptor.Explanation

Reduce the number of subdescriptor or superdescriptor values and try again.Action

Response 85

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

Too many descriptor values were present for an update or add record command.

Open Systems

The descriptor value table space cannot be allocated from the buffer pool.

Themethod of resolving the error varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Action

Mainframe Systems

Open Systems

Increase the size of the LBP parameter.

Response 86

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

A hyperdescriptor exit return error occurred for one of the following reasons:Explanation

■ An incorrect sign for a packed descriptor value was created.
■ A value with an incorrect length byte was returned.
■ The ISN was changed by an update command.

On open systems, the following information is returned in the Additions 2 field of
the control block:

■ The first two bytes contain a value. This value can be:
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the hyperdescriptor pool exceeds the nucleus buffer pool1

the hyperdescriptor exit has returned an invalid pointer, length or count
value

2

an element in the user-defined format buffer is not a parent field of the
hyperdescriptor

3

Adabas response code4 - 255

user-defined error return for hyperdescriptor exit routine>255

■ The third and fourth bytes contain the name of the hyperdescriptor or the name of
the parent field.

Response 87

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The Adabas buffer pool is locked; it is too small to accommodate all blocks needed
for (parallel) command execution.

Explanation

Check the length of the buffer pool (LBP) as follows:Action

User ActionSubcode

Check the LBP value with DPARM.1

Increase the ADARUN LBP parameter value.2

Retry the operation. If the error recurs, call your Software AG support
representative for assistance.

3

Response 88

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

This response code generally occurs when there is a workpool (LWP) shortage.
Sufficient work pool space is not available or the sort work space is too small (even
if only one user is active).

Explanation

On mainframes systems, when this response code occurs, refer to the hexadecimal
subcode that appears in the low-order (rightmost) two bytes of the ACB's Additions
2 field or in the ACBX's Error Subcode (ACBXERRC) field. This subcode describes
what kind of operation encountered the error.

The following table describes the mainframe subcodes and provides recommended
actions.
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ActionOperation Encountering the Workpool ShortageSubcode

Increase the
ADARUN LWP
setting and try
again.

Only active command is waiting for workpool space.1

Increase ADARUN
LWP and NU
parameter settings
and try again.

During session autorestart, insufficient workpool or
user queue space was encountered.

Increase the
ADARUN LWP

Only active command is waiting for workpool space.2

A command waiting for workpool space was
interrupted for transaction backout.

3
setting and try
again.

A1 command4

E1 command5

Superfield value generation7

N1 command8

OP command9

Descriptor value generation10

Hyperdescriptor value generation11

12

Subdescriptor value generation13

DTP=RM: A getmain error during Work-Part-4
initialization.

15

Hard-coupled file update processing encountered a
workpool shortage.

16

A session autorestart encountered aworkpool shortage.17

Online reorder by descriptor22

Online invert23

Open one of the Work data sets in a cluster24

Session autorestart in a cluster25

Work pool shortage during release of advanced lock
function.

79

Work pool shortage during insert (N1/N2-command)
of spanned record

80

Internal command queue full96

Cluster with DTP=RM: Recovery of distributed
transactions encountered a workpool shortage.

98

ET command with P-option99

Descriptor value generation for multi-client file

Single-user mode: Command initialization
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ActionOperation Encountering the Workpool ShortageSubcode

Replication: Setup of initial-state process

Increase the
ADARUN NU

DTP=RM: Insufficient user queue space during
Work-part-4 initialization

setting and try
again.

For mainframe systems, review the actions described in the table above.Action

For open systems, verify the parameter values for the database that relate to the
working storage allocation. Ask your DBA to increase the size of the LWP or LS
parameter, as necessary.

Response 89

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The UQE was already in use, and an attempt was made to execute two commands at
the same time for the same user.

Explanation

Response 94

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An I/O error occurred on DDWORKR4.Explanation

Response 95

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An I/O error occurred on the Work LP area.Explanation

Response 96

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An error occurred during ADARES REPAIR utility execution.Explanation

MeaningSubcode

An I/O error occurred during nucleus termination;Additions 2may contain
RABN.

2
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Response 97

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An I/O error occurred during buffer flush. Additions 2 may contain RABN.Explanation

Response 98

Open systems onlyOrigin

A uniqueness violation of a unique descriptor was detected during a store or update
processing if subtransactions are not activated, or otherwise at end of a subtransaction.

Explanation

The third and fourth bytes of the Additions 2 field contain the name of the descriptor
which caused the uniqueness conflict.

Check the descriptor values.Action

Response 99

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

An I/O error occurred.Explanation

On open systems, the first 2 bytes of the Additions 2 field ( in binary format) contain
the extent number. The third and fourth bytes contain the container type ("AS" for
ASSO, or "DS" for DATA or "WO" for WORK).

On open systems, checkwhether any disk devices have gone offline or check the error
log for hardware errors.

Action

Response 101

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

An error has occurred using one of the client-based Adabas add-on products such as
Adabas System Coordinator or Adabas Fastpath.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

Onmainframe systems, one of the following subcodesmay also be includedwith this
response code:

■ Subcodes of 20 or less are produced by Adabas Fastpath when an error occurs
during the processing of an Adabas command..

■ Subcodes of 21 or greater are produced by Adabas System Coordinator.

Refer to the hexadecimal subcode that appears in the command's Adabas control
block, Additions 2 field, low-order (rightmost) two bytes. The subcodes are described
in the table below:
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MeaningSubcode

L3/L9 direct optimization internal error. This is an Adabas Fastpath error.
The hexadecimal representation for this subcode is "2".

2

L3direction change error. This is anAdabas Fastpath error. The hexadecimal
representation for this subcode is "6".

6

Direction change integrity check error.This is anAdabas Fastpath error. The
hexadecimal representation for this subcode is "7".

7

Default response to internal service commands in the database. This is an
Adabas Fastpath error. The hexadecimal representation for this subcode is
"8".

8

Optional response for Read Ahead Update warning messages. This is an
Adabas Fastpath error. The hexadecimal representation for this subcode is
"9".

9

Error following a PLEX move. This is an Adabas Fastpath error. The
hexadecimal representation for this subcode is "A".

10

Session cleanup error. This is an internal error in Adabas System
Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

21

You are using the CORS09 client component in a zIIP enabler for Natural
environment and Natural zap NA97065 is not applied.

Action: Apply Natural zap NA97065.

22

Session create error. This is probably due to insufficient memory.

Action: Increase the job region size. If the problem persists, contact your
Software AG technical support representative.

23

CAB: Allocation failed. Insufficient memory was available for CAB. This is
an Adabas System Coordinator error.

Action: Increase the job region size.

25

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

Incorrect use of asynchronous Adabas calls.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

26

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

Internal thread concurrency error.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

28

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

Internal command error: Value buffer is not present.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

29
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MeaningSubcode

Internal command error: Illegal function.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

30

Error allocating the internal job-structure.

Action: Increase the job region size. If the problem persists, contact your
Software AG technical support representative.

31

Internal command error: Insufficient record buffer.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

32

Internal command error: Record buffer is not present.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

33

Internal command error: Incorrect value buffer format.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

34

Memory allocation failure. Insufficientmemorywas available for an internal
area needed for NIM support. This is an Adabas System Coordinator error.

Action: Increase the job region size.

35

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

Internal command error: Unsupported memory function

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

38

Initialization Error. An error occurred during job initialization in Adabas
System Coordinator.

Action: Ensure that correct runtime controls were defined for the job. If
problem persists, contact Software AG Support.

43

CAS: No group header record. This error appears if Adabas System
Coordinator fails to find a header record for the required SystemCoordinator
group.

Action: First check that you have a valid CORCFGmodule pointing to the
correct database and file number for your configuration file. Ensure that

46

the load library containing CORCFG is included in the load library
concatenation of the job. If CORCFG is present and correct, logon to SYSCOR
and verify that you have valid Daemon Group parameters for the job you
are running. If all parameters are correct, contact your SoftwareAG technical
support representative for assistance.

Internal eventing error: Illegal request.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

49

Internal error processing add-on products.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

50
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MeaningSubcode

This job is not defined to use the daemon.

Action: Review and correct the installation for this job.

53

Internal services error.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

54

Latency processing error. This is an internal error in Adabas System
Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

55

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

Latency processing error. This is an internal error in Adabas System
Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

56

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

CORSnn: Critical products. One or more products have been defined as
"Critical" in the Corrdinator configuration file, and one of the following
errors was detected:

59

■ The Adabas System Coordinator Kernel module (CORKRN) was not
found.

■ Adabas System Coordinator initialization has failed. There will be a
Coordinator message indicating the cause of the initialization failure.

Action: Determine the cause of the concurrent command and modify the
application to remove it.

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

CORKRN: Critical Products. One or more products have been defined as
"Critical" in the Adabas System Coordinator configuration file, and the
product has indicated a critical error during initialization.

Action: Determine the cause of the concurrent command and modify the
application to remove it.

60

CORS02/CORS12: Subsystemstorageprotect facility not activated. Com-plete
has been customised to operate with mixed thread keys, but the IBM

62

subsystemStorage Protection override facility is not enabled.Adabas System
Coordinator requires this facility to supportmixed thread keys inCom-plete.

Action: Either activate the Subsystem Storage Protection override facility
in this system OR change the Com-plete thread groups to operate in
Com-plete's key only (see the description of the THREAD-GROUPparameter
in the Com-plete documentation).
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MeaningSubcode

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

Net-Work Clustering: Node not member of Group. This is an internal error
in Adabas System Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

64

Net-Work Clustering: Message segment protocol error. This is an internal
error in Adabas System Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

65

Net-Work Clustering: Message sequence error. This is an internal error in
Adabas System Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

66

z/OS only: Invalid SVC is being used for the execution of an Adabas call.

Action:Review and correct the installation. If the problempersists, contact
your Software AG technical support representative.

67

z/OS only: The batch Adabas System Coordinator client component
(CORS01) is being incorrectly used for a Multi-TCB job.

Action: Refer to installation step “Add the System Coordinator to the
Adabas Client” in the Installation Procedure section of the Adabas System

68

Coordinator Installation documentation for information regarding the
available CORS0n client components and their applicability to different job
types.

If the problem persists, contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Insufficient memory to initialize runtime controls. There is insufficient
memory for COR to initialize. This is an Adabas System Coordinator error.

Action: Increase the memory available to the job.

69

Internal UB Getmain error. This is an internal error in Adabas System
Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

81

Invalid session pointer. This is an internal error in Adabas System
Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

82

Internal session UB not found. This is an internal error.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

83
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MeaningSubcode

Internal error in Adabas buffer analysis. This is an internal error in Adabas
System Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

84

Internal thread getmain error. This is an internal error in Adabas System
Coordinator.

Action: Increase the job region size and rerun the job. If the problem
persists, contact your Software AG technical support representative.

85

Invalid command block pointer. This is an internal error in Adabas System
Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

86

Client versioning has not been installed correctly.

Action: Check the job for any console messages and ensure that client
versioning is installed correctly.

87

Adabas CICS link module and TRUE have not been installed correctly.

Action: Ensure that the Adabas CICS linkmodule and TRUE are installed
correctly. Thismust be done to enableAdabas SystemCoordinator to operate
in a CICS job.

88

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

The NIM subtask is in the process of being detached.

Action:None, this subcode simply indicates that a NIM subtask was still
issuing Adabas commands when it was terminated by the main NIM task.

89

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

Internal handshake token validation error.90

Latency processing error (no facility). This is an internal error in Adabas
System Coordinator. Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

91

Asynchronous call with no CAB. This is an internal error in Adabas System
Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

92

Latency processing error (memory). This is an internal error in Adabas
System Coordinator.

Action: Increase the job region size. If the problem persists, contact your
Software AG technical support representative.

93

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.
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Latency processing lock error. This is an internal error in Adabas System
Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

94

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

Daemon latency processing error. This is an internal error in Adabas System
Coordinator.

Action: Ensure that the System Coordinator daemon is available.

95

If the client that receives this error is using the COLAT daemon latency disk
file to manage their session-related information, then this subcode may be
indicative that the disk file is full. If so, check the daemon job log for any
accompanying error messages.

If the problem persists, contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

Latency processing error (facility deleted). This is an internal error inAdabas
System Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

96

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

Latency processing lock error when using daemon latency.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

97

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

Latency processing unlock error. This is an internal error in Adabas System
Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

102

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

Latency processing error for IMS.

Action: Increase the size of the Daemon latency /pulse services shared
memory area size in the COR daemon parameters.

103

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

When runningMulti-systemdynamic transaction routing (z/OS only), there
was an error writing to the Coupling Facility Cache structure.

Action: Refer to the accompanying COR010S message in the daemon.

200
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Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

When runningMulti-systemdynamic transaction routing (z/OS only), there
was an error reading from the Coupling Facility Cache structure.

Action: Refer to the accompanying COR009S message in the daemon.

201

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

When running Multi-system dynamic transaction routing (z/OS only), an
incorrect record was read from the Coupling Facility Cache structure.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

202

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

When runningMulti-systemdynamic transaction routing (z/OS only), there
was a memory shortage in the local daemon when attempting
communications with a peer daemon.

Action: Increase the region size for the daemon. If the problem persists,
contact your Software AG technical support representative.

203

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

When runningMulti-systemdynamic transaction routing (z/OS only), there
was a protocol error in the local daemonwhen attempting communications
with a peer daemon.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

204

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

When running Multi-system dynamic transaction routing (z/OS only), a
peer daemon returned an error when contacted by the local daemon.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

205

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

When running Multi-system dynamic transaction routing (z/OS only) and
attempting to move a facility across the Sysplex, there was an internal
problem identifying the correct facility.

Action:Contact your SoftwareAG technical support representative.Note:
This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

206

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.
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When running Multi-system dynamic transaction routing (z/OS only) and
attempting to move a facility across the Sysplex, there was a memory
shortage in the local daemon.

Action: Increase the region size for the daemon. If the problem persists,
contact your Software AG technical support representative.

207

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

When running Multi-system dynamic transaction routing (z/OS only) and
attempting to move a facility across the Sysplex, there was a protocol error
in the local daemonwhen attempting communicationswith a peer daemon.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

208

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

When running Multi-system dynamic transaction routing (z/OS only) and
attempting to move a facility across the Sysplex, a peer daemon returned
an error.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

209

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

When running Multi-system dynamic transaction routing (z/OS only) and
attempting to move a facility across the Sysplex, there was an internal error
with the facility size.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

210

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

When running Multi-system dynamic transaction routing (z/OS only) and
attempting to move a facility across the Sysplex, the facility could not be

211

moved into daemon managed shared memory in the local daemon due to
a lack of space.

Action: Refer to the daemon group member parameter Daemon
latency/pulse services and increase the size of the dataspace. If the problem
persists, contact your Software AG technical support representative.

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

When running Multi-system dynamic transaction routing (z/OS only) and
attempting to move a facility across the Sysplex, there was an internal error
writing to daemon managed shared memory.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

212

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.
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When running Multi-system dynamic transaction routing (z/OS only) and
attempting to move a facility across the Sysplex, there was a protocol error

213

in the local daemon when attempting to remove the facility from a peer
daemon.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

When running Multi-system dynamic transaction routing (z/OS only) and
attempting to move a facility across the Sysplex, a peer daemon returned
an error when instructed to remove a facility.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

214

Note: This subcode is not subject to COR Debug.

Open Systems

On open systems, one of the following Adabas System Coordinator subcodes may
also be included with this response code:

MeaningSubcode

The standard Adabas or Entire Net-Work ADALNKX library
could not be loaded.

Action:Check that the ADALNKXparameter in the Initialisation
File (cor.cfg) is set correctly and that the library exists.

1 (0x0001)

The standard Adabas or Entire Net-Work ADALNKX library
could not be loaded.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

2 (0x0002)

The standard Adabas or Entire Net-Work ADALNKX library
does not export all expected functions.

Action:Check that the ADALNKXparameter in the Initialisation
File refers to an ADALNKX library and not an ADALNK or
ADALNK32 library.

3 (0x0003)

Adabas did not return the database architecture information
in the ISN lower limit field when an OP command was issued
to the Configuration File.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

4 (0x0004)
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The path to the Initialisation File (cor.cfg) could not be
determined.

Action:Check theHKLM\SOFTWARE\SoftwareAG\Adabas
System Coordinator registry key and ensure the Path value is
set correctly (Windows).

5 (0x0005)

Check that the $CORDIR and $CORVERS environment
variables are set correctly (Unix).

The ADALNKX parameter could not be read from the
Initialization File (cor.cfg).

Action: Check that the Initialization File exists and that the
ADALNKX parameter is set correctly.

6 (0x0006)

The LFILE parameter could not be read from the Initialization
File.

Action: Check that the Initialization File (cor.cfg) exists and
that the LFILE parameter is set correctly.

7 (0x0007)

An incompatible version of an Adabas add-on product is
installed.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

8 (0x0008)

An incompatible version of an Adabas add-on product is
installed.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

9 (0x0009)

The library for anAdabas add-on product could not be loaded.

Action: Check that the Adabas add-on product is installed
correctly.

10 (0x000A)

The library for an Adabas add-on product could not be
unloaded.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

11 (0x000B)

The address or length of the format, record, search, value or
ISN buffer appears to be invalid.

Action: Check the buffer addresses passed to the adabas()
function and the lengths specified for the buffers in theAdabas
control block.

12 (0x000C)
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The CORADC loadmodule could not be fetched (Mainframe).

Action:Check that $STEPLIB environment variable is correct
and that the CORADC loadmodule exists in the specified data
set.

13 (0x000D)

Port range exhausted (there are not enough allocated to this
computer).

Action:Configure a larger port range for the Adabas System
Coordinator Computer using System Management Hub.

14 (0x000E)

Port conflict (the allocated port is in use by another application).

Action: Assign a different port to the Adabas System
Coordinator daemon or change the port range for the Adabas
SystemCoordinator computer using SystemManagementHub.

15 (0x000F)

Computer name could not be generated.

Action: The Adabas System Coordinator Launch Control
could not generate a unique computer name for the machine.

16 (0x0010)

Create an Adabas System Coordinator computer for this
machine manually using System Management Hub.

The FDT of the Configuration File is not compatible with
Adabas System Coordinator.

Action:Check that the database and file numbers are correct.

17 (0x0011)

The version of Adabas is not compatible with Adabas System
Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

18 (0x0012)

The SAGABS library could not be loaded.

Action: Check that the SAGABS library is installed.

19 (0x0013)

The SAGABS library could not be unloaded.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

20 (0x0014)

The SAGABS library is not compatible with Adabas System
Coordinator.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

21 (0x0015)
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Port conflict (the allocated port is in use by another Adabas
System Coordinator Group).

Action:Assign a different Group Services port to the Adabas
System Coordinator Computer using System Management
Hub.

22 (0x0016)

Unable to spawn process (the command line parameters
specified for the process are invalid).

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

23 (0x0017)

Length of compressed record buffer length exceeds limit.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

24 (0x0018)

Length of compressed record buffer could not be determined.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

25 (0x0019)

Product not installed or not configured correctly.

Action: Check that the Adabas add-on product is installed
correctly.

26 (0x001A)

Configuration file version does notmatch the running version.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

27 (0x001B)

Configuration file layout is not as expected for a configuration
file.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

28 (0x001C)

The installed Adabas version does not correctly process LF 'S'
commands (Adabas 6.1.9 or earlier).

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

29 (0x001D)

The installedAdabas version does not support LF 'I' commands
(unzapped Adabas 8.2.2 or earlier).

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

30 (0x001E)

Migration of the Configuration File was unsuccessful.

Action: Check the output of the migration process for erros.
If the reason for an unsuccessful migration cannot be

31 (0x001F)
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determined, contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Exception reading/writing pointer.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

52 (0x0034)

A TCP/IP error occurred.

Action: The left-hand side of the subcode contains the
operating system error code.

0000A001-FFFFA001

A DNS error occurred.

Action: The left-hand side of the subcode contains the
operating system error code.

0000A002-FFFFA002

Response 102

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Space calculation error.Explanation

Retry the open operation.Action

Response 105

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An ADAECS error occurred. Please check for an accompanying ADAN7A message
with further information.

Explanation

Response 106

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The prefetch table record buffer specified in the UDB is too small.Explanation

Response 107

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Either a GETMAIN error occurred or there was insufficient space when performing
prefetch. Prefetch is switched off.

Explanation
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Response 109

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The specified command ID is already active on another database for this user.Explanation

Response 110

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The command ID pool is full.Explanation

Increase the size of either or both the ADARUN NQCID or NU parameters.Action

Response 113

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The specified ISN was invalid for one of the following reasons:Explanation

■ An HI command was issued with ISN less than MINISN or with an ISN equal to
zero (0).

■ An N2 command was issued with ISN equal to 0 or larger than the MAXISN in
effect for the file.

■ AnN2 command was issued and the specified ISNwas assigned to another record
in the file.

■ AnA1, L1/L4, or S1/S2/S4 (with FB) commandwas issued for a nonexistent ISN, or
an E1 command for a nonexistent ISN other than zero.

■ An L3/L6 command found an ISN in the index which did not exist in the address
converter.

■ An N1/N2 command tried to access a file protected by security-by-value, but the
command user is not authorized to access the file.

■ A read or update command tried to access a multiclient file's record using either a
blank or incorrect-length owner ID, or an owner ID that does not apply to the record.

■ An RI command was issued for a record that has been updated earlier in the same
transaction. The record cannot be released from hold status prior to transaction
end. Subcode 5 is issued for this reason.

■ Subcode 19 is given when a base file record is not found in the address converter
(AC). At the end of a LOB update in the LOBfile, the associated base file record no
longer existed.

■ Subcode 249 is given only when Adabas Vista is in use. Refer to the Adabas Vista
documentation for more information.

Open Systems

On open systems, the following subcodes may occur:
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An invalid ISNwas detected by Adabas Vista (open systems). The ISN
specified for an E1, HI or L1 command is not consistent with the
definitions for the partitioned file.

Action: Review the program logic

249 (0x00F9)

Correct the ISN problem and try again.Action

Response 114

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

A refresh file function using the E1 command was issued (E1 with ISN=0), and one
of the following situations has occurred.

Explanation

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Mainframe Systems

One of the following subcodes may be present:

DescriptionSubcode

A file refresh is not permitted for the file because either1

■ the file parameter setting is PGMREFRESH=NO (can be checked with
ADAREP or via Adabas Online Services (AOS) Display File )

■ or the command ID field (ACBCID or ACBXCID) is not all blanks.

The user has not completed transactions to the file. Updates have been
performed or records are still in hold, but the user has not issued an ET or
BT command to commit or back out the updates.

2

Other users are accessing or updating the file. This is determined by the
user access or update counts available internally to Adabas.

3

The file is a multiclient file and the user is not a superuser.4

Open Systems

One of the following situations has occurred:

■ PGM_REFRESH is not specified for the file.
■ The user session is not at ET status.

Themethod of resolving the error varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Action
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Mainframe Systems

If you forgot to specify the ISN for the E1 command, the CID setting is incorrect, the
commandwas not issued at ET status or the user is no superuser: correct your program
accordingly.

If other users are accessing or updating the file STOP these users.

If PGMREFRESH=YES was not specified for the file in question, specify
PGMREFRESH=YES for the file with ADADBS or Adabas Online Services (AOS) or
load the file with the appropiate ADALOD parameter.

Open Systems

If you forgot to specify the ISN for the E1 command, or the command was not issued
at ET status, correct your program. If PGM_REFRESH was not specified for the file
in question, specify PGM_REFRESH for the file with ADADBM.

Response 123

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An error was reported by the Adabas cluster messaging service on the sender's side.
The message was not sent. One of the following subcodes may be present:

Explanation

MeaningSubcode

No valid destination(s)4

Too many destinations8

Invalid message type12

Invalid environment16

Send buffer length exceeded20

Receive buffer length exceeded24

No replies or acknowledgment(s) before the message timed out. For more
information about the timeout value, refer to descriptions of the ADARUN
MXMSG parameter.

28

Unable to allocate AXMCB32

Timed out on originating system36

Timed out on destination system40

Canceled on destination system44

Receive error on destination system48

Unable to allocate buffer52

Too many buffer elements56

Messaging is inactive80

Terminate member unsuccessful96

Other Trans-port service error128
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If you are unable to resolve the problem, contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Action

Response 124

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An error was reported by the Adabas cluster messaging service on the receiver's side.
The message was sent. One of the subcodes described for response code 123
(ADARSP123) may be present.

Explanation

If you are unable to resolve the problem, contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Action

Response 125

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An internal error occurredwhen one cluster nucleus attempted to issue an internucleus
command to one or more of the other cluster nuclei. This condition usually leads to
abnormal termination.

Explanation

Contact your Software AG technical support representative.Action

Response 126

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

A messaging error occurred during internucleus communication:Explanation

■ The nucleus did not respond within the allotted time (see the ADARUNMXMSG
parameter); or

■ One or more problems occurred in what could be a broadcast; that is, a
communication with multiple targets. In this case, each individual ACB contains
either response code 0 (ADARSP000) or 123 (ADARSP123) or 124 (ADARSP124).

If you are unable to resolve the problem, contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Action

Response 129

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

In anAdabas cluster environment, the user attempted to perform anAdabas function
that is not yet supported by Adabas cluster nuclei.

Explanation
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Response 130

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An error identified by one of the following subcodes occurred in an Adabas cluster
environment:

Explanation

DescriptionSubcode

A user table entry (UTE/PLXUSER) was not found in the MPM 8 call. This
may indicate that a command was directed to an Adabas Cluster Services
or Adabas Parallel Services nucleus ID (NUCID), not the DBID.

1

A user table entry (UTE/PLXUSER) was not found in the MPM 12 call.2

The associated PLXUSER(UTE) was unsuitable at command initiation. One
possibility is that the UQE of the user was deleted between the time the
user's command was routed to one nucleus in the cluster and the time that

9

nucleus selected the command for processing. Another possibility is that
the PLXUSER and UQE UID string did not match because the PLXUSER
may have been released and possibly reassigned to another user.

The associated PLXUSER(UTE) was unsuitable at command completion.
The PLXUSER and UQE UID string did not match because the PLXUSER
may have been released and possibly reassigned to another user.

10

No Work data set entry in active PPT block (bad PPT block).11

Invalid internal NUCID (internal error).12

Invalid external NUCID (bad PPT block, internal error).13

Workdata set already open for same internalNUCID, other externalNUCID.14

Workdata set already open for same externalNUCID, other internalNUCID.15

Different Work data set already open for same peer nucleus.16

Work data set of peer nucleus could not be opened.17

I/O error when trying to read Work data set of peer nucleus.18

Unexpected (invalid) data in Work data set of peer nucleus.19

Mismatching DBID in Work data set.20

Mismatching Adabas version indicator in Work data set.21

Work data set written by non-cluster nucleus.22

Partially written block in Work data set protection data extension area.23

For subcode 1, correct the application program attempting to issue commands using
the NUCID. If that is not the case, or for other subcodes, contact your Software AG
technical support representative for assistance.

Action
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Response 131

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

In most cases this response code will be given to the user in the URBRRSP field of the
URBR block with the subcode in the URBRSUB field. The subcode appears either in

Explanation

the low-order (rightmost) two bytes of the additions 2 field or in the URBRSUB field.
It indicates the specific cause and action for this response code. The following are the
subcodes and their meanings:

MeaningSubcode

The combination of URBD plus payload data does not fit in the output
buffer.

Action: Change the subscription definition to make the record shorter.

1

The subscription user exit set a value in URBRERRC.

Action: Check the URBRERRC field and correct the error if appropriate.

2

There is insufficient space in the nucleus replication pool. In other words,
the value specified by LRPL has been exceeded.

Action: Increase the LRPL size of the nucleus and try again.

3

There is insufficient space in the Event Replicator Server replication pool.
In other words, the value specified by LRPL has been exceeded.

Action: Increase the size of the LRPL parameter and try again.

4

The subscription user exit modified data length (URBDLEND) to an invalid
value.

Action: Check the subscription user exit.

5

The response destination (URBIRNAM) specified in a client request is
undefined or not usable for sending the response.

Action: Correct the status request to specify the name of an existing
destination definition.

6

Both the subscription (URBISNAM) and the destination (URBIDNAM) to
be specified in a status request are missing. At least one of them must be
specified.

Action: Correct the status request.

7

The subscription (URBISNAM) specified in a status request is undefined.

Action: Correct the status request.

8

The initial state name specified was not found.

Action: Correct the initial-state request.

9
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The destination for response in URBI following URBI 1 is not equal to those
of URBI 1.

Action: Correct the initial-state request.

10

The initial state name in URBI following URBI 1 is not equal to that of URBI
1.

Action: Correct the initial-state request.

11

The combination of DBID and file specified in the initial-state request is not
found in the initial-state definition.

Action: Correct the initial-state request.

12

Not all combinations ofDBID andfile are specified in the initial-state request.
A URBI must be sent for each DBID/file specified in the initial-state
definition.

Action: Correct the initial-state request.

14

Field URBILEND is invalid.

Action: Correct the initial-state request.

15

The specified ISNLIST is invalid.

Action: Correct the initial-state request.

16

The initial-state process has been stopped by an operator request.

Action:No action is required.

17

Different request tokens have been specified in different URBI elements in
the same message.

Action: Correct the initial-state request.

18

Selection data is not allowed for an initial-state definition for all records or
for destination open/close client requests.

Action: Correct the initial-state or destination open/close client request.

19

Invalid input data for decompression was found during the subscription
phase.

Action: Check the index of the replicated file.

20

The file/DBID supplied for the initial-state process is deactivated for
replication.

Action: Check the cause of deactivation and repeat the request after
reactivation.

22
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Invalid UES parameter in URBI . URBIARC, URBIACOD, andURBIWCOD
must contain invalid values and must not be all blanks.

Action: Verify that the URBIARC, URBIACOD, and URBIWCOD elements
are not all blanks.

23

Invalid UES parameter in URBI.

URBIARC, URBIACOD and URBIWCODmust be zero for input requests
where encoding and architecture is not evaluated -- that is, for status

24

requests, destination open/close requests, "initial state all records" or "initial
state ISN list" requests.

Action: The URBIARC, URBIACOD, and URBIWCOD elements must be
zeros for "initial state all records" requests, "initial state ISN list" requests,
status requests, or destination open/close requests. Verify that this is the
case.

The unused URBIRES1 and URBIRES2 fields must contain binary zeros for
all requests.

Action: Verify that these fields contain binary zeros.

25

Thedestination (URBIDNAM) specified in a client request is either undefined
or not usable for sending the response.

Action: Correct the client request.

26

No active destinations for status request.

Action:No action is required.

27

An initial-state request was issued to an Event Replicator Server address
space that was terminating as a result of an ADAEND or HALT command.

28

An initial-state requestmay only be issuedwhen the Event Replicator Server
is active.

Action: Reissue the initial-state request when the Event Replicator Server
has been restarted.

Unknown response destination name inURBIRNAMfor a prior-transaction
request.

Action: Correct the prior-transaction request.

30

Unknown destination name in URBIDNAM for a prior-transaction request.

Action: Correct the prior-transaction request.

31

Unknown or omitted subscription name in URBISNAM for a
prior-transaction request.

Action: Correct the prior-transaction request.

32
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Destination in URBIDNAM is not related to subscription in URBISNAM
for a prior-transaction request.

Action: Correct the prior-transaction request.

33

Subscription in URBISNAM has no resend buffer defined for a
prior-transaction request.

Action: Correct the prior-transaction request.

34

Transaction in URBITSNR for subscription in URBISNAMwas not found
in the resend buffer. The transaction may have been overwritten in the
circular resend buffer.

Action: Check the source of the transaction number.

35

The subscription in URBISNAM is not active.

Action:No action is required.

36

An invalid transaction was found in the resend buffer. This is an internal
error.

Action:Notify your Software AG technical support representative.

37

There are no active destinations for a prior-transaction request.

Action:No action is required.

38

URBILEND must be zero for prior-transaction requests.

Action: Correct the prior-transaction request.

39

URBIDBID andURBIFNRmaynot be specified for this type of client request.

Action: Correct the client request.

40

URBIINAMmay not be specified for prior-transaction requests.

Action: Correct the prior-transaction request.

41

UES parameters URBIARC, URBIACOD and URBIWCODmay not be
specified for prior-transaction requests.

Action: Correct the prior-transaction request.

42

Reserved fieldsURBIRES1 andURBIRES2must be zero for prior-transaction
requests.

Action: Correct the prior-transaction request.

43

Number of active concurrent initial-state requests exceeded IMAXREQ.

Action: Increase the IMAXREQ setting or reduce the number of active
concurrent initial-state requests.

44
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Input request URBH eyecatcher is invalid.

Action: Correct the input information and try again. For more information,
read Event Replicator Client Requests in the Event Replicator for Adabas
Application Programmer's Reference .

45

Input request URBHLEN is invalid.

Action: Correct the input information and try again. For more information,
read Event Replicator Client Requests in the Event Replicator for Adabas
Application Programmer's Reference .

46

Input request URBHBORD is invalid.

Action: Correct the input information and try again. For more information,
read Event Replicator Client Requests in the Event Replicator for Adabas
Application Programmer's Reference .

47

Input request URBHVERS is invalid.

Action: Correct the input information and try again. For more information,
read Event Replicator Client Requests in the Event Replicator for Adabas
Application Programmer's Reference .

48

Input request message truncated.

Action: Correct the input information and try again. For more information,
read Event Replicator Client Requests in the Event Replicator for Adabas
Application Programmer's Reference .

49

Input request URBHLENT is invalid.

Action: Correct the input information and try again. For more information,
read Event Replicator Client Requests in the Event Replicator for Adabas
Application Programmer's Reference .

50

Input request URBILENH is invalid.

Action: Correct the input information and try again. For more information,
read Event Replicator Client Requests in the Event Replicator for Adabas
Application Programmer's Reference .

51

Input request URBILEND is invalid.

Action: Correct the input information and try again. For more information,
read Event Replicator Client Requests in the Event Replicator for Adabas
Application Programmer's Reference .

52

Input request URBILEN is invalid.

Action: Correct the input information and try again. For more information,
read Event Replicator Client Requests in the Event Replicator for Adabas
Application Programmer's Reference .

53
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MeaningSubcode

Input request reserved area is not zero.

Action: Correct the input information and try again. For more information,
read Event Replicator Client Requests in the Event Replicator for Adabas
Application Programmer's Reference .

54

Input request more than one status received.

Action: Correct the input information and try again. For more information,
read Event Replicator Client Requests in the Event Replicator for Adabas
Application Programmer's Reference .

55

Input request invalid URBI request received.

Action: Correct the input information and try again. For more information,
read Event Replicator Client Requests in the Event Replicator for Adabas
Application Programmer's Reference .

56

Input request different interleaved requests received.

Action: Verify that you are submitting only one kind of request to the Event
Replicator Server. Only one type can be submitted at a time (for example,

57

you cannot request initial-state processing and transaction status information
requests in the same message).

Correct the input information and try again. For more information, read
Event Replicator Client Requests in Event Replicator for Adabas Application
Programmer's Reference .

Invalid destination for response.

Action: Correct the input information and try again. For more information,
read Event Replicator Client Requests in the Event Replicator for Adabas
Application Programmer's Reference .

58

A replay request was issued for a database not defined to the Event
Replicator Server.

Action: Correct the DBID in the replay request or define the database to the
Event Replicator Server.

59

Invalid replay token. The replay token is not defined or is outdated.

Action: Specify a valid replay token.

60

Invalid request sent to Event Replicator Server. RBL is insufficient, no FB
provided on Init handshake or other such errors.

Action:Notify your Software AG technical support representative.

61

After an Adabas failure and session autorestart, replication data was
recovered for which a matching FDTwas no longer available. The FDT had

62

been changed or deleted by a utility operation. Adabas suppressed the
record images of the replicated records, because without a matching FDT,
the Event Replicator Server could not process them.
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Action: Use application-specific means to bring the replicated data in sync
again, if necessary.

The file specified in a C5 command with R-option is not replicated.

Action: Specify the file number of a replicated file.

63

The filter defines a comparison between two field types for which a
comparison is invalid.

Action: Correct the filter definition.

64

The filter refers to a field that is not defined in the internal format buffer.

Action: Correct the filter definition or define the field in the database.

65

The filter defines a comparison against a field that is not selectable as it has
no type (for example, a superdescriptor).

Action: Correct the filter definition.

66

The filter uses values in an FLIST specification that are invalid or out of
range.

Action: Correct the filter definition.

67

Replay for same DBID/FNR already running.69

Date/time format or value incorrect for replay.

Action:Check the syntax of the specified date and time values. Do not specify
future date and time values.

71

Incorrect replay parameters.

Action: Check and correct the specified replay parameters.

72

A subscription involved in the replaywas inactive at the beginning of replay
processing or was deactivated while the replay was running.

Action:Reactivate the deactivated subscription and rerun the replay process
for the subscription.

73

A destination involved in the replay was inactive at the beginning of replay
processing or was deactivated while the replay was running.

Action: Reactivate the deactivated destination and rerun the replay process
for the destination.

74

A replay destination that was defined without SLOG was closed at the
beginning of replay processing or while the replay was running.

Action: Reopen the closed destination and rerun the replay process for the
destination.

75
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ADARPL terminated abnormally.

Action: Investigate the cause of the error, correct it, and run a new replay
job.

76

Invalid replay status transition. Events that change the status of a replay
process occurred in an unexpected order.

Action:Notify your Software AG technical support representative.

77

New transactions from Adabas could not be kept on hold during a replay
in synchronized mode.

Action: Run a new replay process involving the same subscriptions and
destinations as the previous replay process to recover the replication data
that Adabas produced while the first replay was running.

78

A replay process was canceled by a user (RPLCLEANUP operator
command).

Action: If appropriate, run another replay job with corrected parameters.

79

A timeout occurred while the Event Replicator Server was waiting for the
end of a synchronization process after reactivating replication for a file in

80

Adabas. The synchronization process ends when all transactions have
finished that had updated the file before it was reactivated.

Action:Wait until the Event Replicator Server reports the activation of the
file (ADAF2L message). Then run a new replay job.

A utility other than ADARPL specified a replay token when connecting to
the Event Replicator Server.

Action:Notify your Software AG technical support representative.

81

The Event Replicator Server is not connected to Adabas at the start of a
replay process with the TOKEN parameter.

Action: Start Adabas and let it connect to the Event Replicator Server. When
running a replay with the TOKEN parameter, Adabas must be active.

82

Neither a subscription nor a destination was specified in a replay request.

Action: Specify at least one subscription or destination.

83

A replay in replay-only mode was requested, but replication data from
Adabaswould flow through an active subscription-destinationpair involved

84

in the replay. For a replay in replay-only mode, some subscriptions and
destinations must be inactive such that no data from Adabas can flow
through the same subscription-destination pairs as the replay data from
ADARPL.

Action: Change the replay parameters or the activation status of the
subscriptions or destinations involved in the replay.
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A file involved in the replay was inactive at the beginning of the replay or
deactivated while the replay was running.

Action: Reactivate the deactivated file and rerun the replay process for the
subscriptions involved in the replay that get data from the file.

85

Invalid format buffer was specified for destination-type Adabas update
commands.

Action: Correct the format buffer.

86

An unexpected message sequence number was encountered.

Action: Contact your Software AG support representative.

87

An unrecognized eye-catcher was encountered in control block following
the URBH.

Action: Contact your Software AG support representative.

88

The same subscription name was specified more than once for an Adabas
automated replay (defined using the Adabas Event Replicator Subsystem).

Action: Verify that a subscription is specified only once in an automated
replay, and try again.

89

The same destination name was specified more than once for an Adabas
automated replay (defined using the Adabas Event Replicator Subsystem).

Action: Verify that a destination is specified only once in an automated
replay, and try again.

90

The replay start date and time were not supplied for an automated replay
(defined using the Adabas Event Replicator Subsystem) or for multiple
destination open/close client requests.

Action: Verify that a destination is specified only once in an automated
replay or in multiple destination open/close client requests and try again.

91

The timeout parameter specified for an automated replay was too high.

Action: Reduce the timeout parameter value and try again.

92

PLOG information was not recorded in the Event Replicator Server system
file.

Action: Contact your Software AG support representative.

93

The AI/BI format buffer was used also for the key. An attempt was made
to decompress a key value, but the related format buffer is for data storage
and not for a key.

Action: Contact your Software AG support representative.

94
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An attempt to set user/Event Replicator Server encoding 01-RPEQU * failed.
This might occur if you are using enhanced filtering logic and UES
SACODE/SWCODE/SARC values are set for a subscription.

Action: Contact your Software AG support representative.

95

The Adabas nucleus that was the target of an initial-state request returned
response code 148 (ADARSP148), indicating it is not available.

Action: Start the targeted Adabas nucleus and retry the initial-state request.

96

A format buffer was specified which contains a LOB field, which is not
supported.

Action: Correct the format buffer.

97

The subscription name (URBISNAM) specified in the destination open/close
client request contains a value other than spaces.

Action:Correct the destination open/close client request by setting this field
to spaces.

99

The transaction sequence number (URBITSNR) specified in a destination
open/close client request contains a value other than binary zeroes.

Action:Correct the destination open/close client request by setting this field
to binary zeroes.

100

The destination open/close request failed on some tasks.

Action: Investigate the cause of the error.

101

The destination open/close request failed.

Action: Investigate the cause of the error.

102

The destination open/close request was not performed because the
destination's statuswas already in the state being requested. In otherwords,
the destination was already opened or closed.

Action:No action is required.

103

Begin byte in field filter is longer than the field length.

Action: Adjust the specifications for the beginning byte or length and try
again.

104

Begin byte plus the portion length in the field filter is longer than the field
length.

Action:Adust the specifications for the beginning byte or the portion length
and try again.

105
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Begin byte or length not supported for field with format U, P, F, G, or W.

Action: Specifying a beginning byte or length is only supported for
alphanumeric and binary fields. Change the field onwhich you areworking
or abandon this attempt.

106

Length value invalid for field.

Action: Adjust the length specification and try again.

107

Input request URBI eyecatcher is invalid.

Action:Correct the input information and try again. For more information,
read Event Replicator Client Requests in the Event Replicator for Adabas
Application Programmer's Reference.

108

An Adabas security (ADASCR) function has been invalidly replicated to a
subscription file defined with SFSECURITYFILE=NO.

Action: Ensure the subscription file definition used for the security file is
defined with SFSECURITYFILE=YES.

109

An invalid Adabas security (ADASCR) pseudo transaction has been
replicated to the Event Replicator Server.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative for
assistance.

110

A replicated record (e.g., delete, insert, refresh, or update) has been invalidly
replicated to a subscription file defined with SFSECURITYFILE=YES.

Action: Ensure that the subscription file definitions for a file, other than a
security file, is defined with SFSECURITYFILE=NO.

111

Replay-Only Replay is not allowed if one ormore destinations involved are
closed.

Action: Ensure that the destination(s) selected for replay-only mode replay
processing are not closed.

118

Perform the action provided for the appropriate subcode in the subcode table.Action

Response 132

Mainframe and open systemOrigin

The exact meaning of this response code varies, depending on whether you are using
Adabas on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

This response code indicates that an error occurred while Adabas was reading or
updating a LOB file. The subcode indicates the kind of error.
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If the subcode is less than 256, it is the same as the original response code that occurred
during LOB file processing. The most likely subcodes are listed in the table below.
For subcodes not listed, see the description of the Adabas response code with the
same value.

If the subcode is greater than 256, it signals an error condition unique to the processing
of LOB files. These subcodes are listed in the table below.

DescriptionSubcode

A LOB file operation was aborted due to a pending backout of the user's
command or transaction. One reason for this backoutmay be that the user's
transaction occupied too much space on the protection area on the Work
data set (see response code 9 (ADARSP009), subcode 15).

8

The LOB file is not loaded.17

The LOB file is locked for exclusive read or update by another user.48

An internal error in the work pool space calculation occurred for LOB file
processing.

65

ALOBfile segment recordwas not found in theAddress Converter element
referred to by the LOBfile index. Either the LOBfile is physically inconsistent

113

or an illegal concurrent LOB file update occurred during the LOB file read
operation.

An attempt failed to put a LOB file segment record on hold for a user,
because it was already held by another user. This subcode indicates illegal

145

update contention for the same large object field value. The base file-LOB
file pair is possibly inconsistent.

The LOB file descriptor is not found in the index; The LOB file index is bad.165

An ISN in the LOB file index is bad. The LOB file may be physically
inconsistent.

172

The descriptor value in a LOBfile segment record differs from the descriptor
value in the LOB file index. Either the LOB file is physically inconsistent or

175

an illegal concurrent LOB file update occurred during the LOB file read
operation.

A LOB file segment recordwas not found in the Data Storage block referred
to by the Address Converter. Either the LOB file is physically inconsistent

177

or an illegal concurrent LOB file update occurred during the LOB read
operation.

An error in the base file-LOB file linkage exists; a file with LB fields is not
really the base file of the LOB group.

257

An error in the base file-LOB file linkage exists; the file linked to the base
file of a LOB group is not really a LOB file.

258

An error in the base file-LOB file linkage exists; the LOB file linked to a base
file of a LOB group refers back to a different base file (or none at all).

259

An error in the base file-LOBfile linkage exists; either no LOBfilewas linked
to a base file or the LOB file number is invalid.

260
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DescriptionSubcode

The LOB file has been left in an inconsistent state by an aborted utility
execution.

261

An LB field length element specification error occurred in the format buffer
('xxL,4,B'was expected).

262

An invalid LOB file segment descriptor was encountered. The set of LOB
file segment records associatedwith one LB field value is inconsistent. Either

263

the LOB file is bad or an illegal concurrent LOB file update occurred during
the LOB file read operation.

An invalid LOB file segment record was encountered. The contents of a
LOB file record are inconsistent. The LOB file is bad.

264

The length of an LB field value in the LOB file differs from the length stored
in the associated base file record. Either the base file and the LOB file are

265

out-of-sync or an illegal concurrent LOB file update occurred during the
LOB file read operation.

A bad LB field value reference was encountered in a base file record. The
base file is bad.

266

An LB field value referred to in a base file record is not present in the LOB
file. Probably, the base file and the LOB file are out-of-sync.

267

Internal LOB update error. At the end of a LOB update in the LOB file, the
LOB value reference or placeholder was not found in the associated base

268

file recordwhere it was expected. Possibly, the base file recordwas changed
in parallel.

Internal LOB update error. At the end of a LOB update in the LOB file, the
base record was not in exclusive hold status anymore.

270

A planned feature for large object (LB) fields (for example, character code
conversion of LB field values) is not yet supported.

297

Too many (more than 32,767) LB field occurrences were specified in the
format buffer.

298

An internal error occurred due to LOB file processing.299

Open Systems

LOB data processing may fail because of concurrent updates. If a new attempt to
process the LOB data also fails, this response code is returned. The subcode (field
ACBXERRC in the ACBX) provides more information:

DescriptionSubcode

A planned feature for large object (LB) fields (for example, character code
conversion of LB field values) is not yet supported.

297

The referential integrity and uniqueness checks done by subtransactions
are currently not compatible with commands that modify LOB values.

300
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Themethod of resolving the error varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Action

Mainframe Systems

Resolve the problem described in the subcode list in the explanation.

Open Systems

If one of the subcodes above occurs, youmust change the program that is making the
Adabas calls.

If the subcode (field ACBXERRC in the ACBX) is not one of the subcodes mentioned
above, and if the response code 132 is reproducible even though the accessed LOB
fields are not being updated, contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Response 133

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An error was detected when an attempt was made to replicate a compressed record.
The subcode identifies the kind of error.

Explanation

DescriptionSubcode

The function is not permitted for this type of file. The file is a LOB-file.1

The compressed input record length is invalid .2

The record structure is invalid.11

An invalid elementary empty field was encountered. The structure does
not agree with the FDT definition.

12

An invalid multiple-field count was encountered.13

An invalid periodic group count was encountered.14

An invalid structure of an elementary field was encountered.15

A space calculation error occurred.65

Response 134

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An error was detected when creating system fields. The subcode identifies the kind
of error.

Explanation
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DescriptionSubcode

An invalid update parameter was encountered (logic error).1

The field is not a system field.2

The file does not support a setting ofMUPEX=2 (number ofMUoccurrences
greater than 191.

4

Response 136

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

This response code is used for communicationwithAdabas utilities andAdabasAudit
Administration (SYSALAA) orAdabasOnline System (AOS). The system returns this

Explanation

error because the requested function could not be performed on the Adabas system
and its files, or because an error occurred in a SYSALAA/AOS or utility function.

For SYSALAA/AOS, a subcode is displayed in the error message or a descriptive
message indicates the error that occurred. For utility functions, the subcodes may be

Action

described within the message text or a descriptive message indicates the error that
occurred. If youdo not understand the action to take, note the subcode and the function
that caused the response code and call your Software AG technical support
representative for assistance.

Response 144

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

One of the following occurred:Explanation

■ The ISN specifiedwith an update (A1) commandwas not in hold status for the user
and command option H was not specified.

■ An ET or BT command specifying theM (multifetch) option specified an ISN in the
ISN buffer that is not in hold status for the user. All currently held ISNs are released
from hold status.

In this case on open systems, the first 2 bytes of the Additions 2 field (in binary
format) contain the offset of that ISN in the ISN buffer.

Put the ISN in hold status before using the A1 command or the multifetch ET or BT
commands.

Action

If Adabas Transaction Manager is in use, verify that the setting for the Transaction
Model parameter is appropriate for the program that was executing and is also
appropriate for the runtime environment in use.
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Response 145

Mainframe and open systemOrigin

The exact meaning of this response code varies, depending on whether you are using
Adabas on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

On mainframe systems, one of the following situations occurred:

■ An N1/N2 command was issued, but no hold queue entry was available.
■ A command was issued with the return option specified that attempted to hold an
ISN already in the hold queue for another user. The command is not placed in wait
status.

Use the subcode associatedwith this response code to further clarifywhy this response
occurred.

MeaningSubcode

N2 command for an existing ISN was issued.0

Hold queue space problem detected. The user is the only active user and is
running with the -R option.

1

The ISNwas held by someone else. The read request is running with the -R
option.

2

The hold status of a record could not be upgraded from shared to exclusive
because another user was already waiting to do the same. The two users
became deadlocked.

8

Two or more users became deadlocked while holding ISNs and attempting
to put more ISNs in hold status.

9

Open Systems

On open systems, one of the following situations occurred:

■ An attempt was made to insert a record using an N2 command with an ISN that is
in hold status.

■ An attempt was made to hold an ISN which was in hold status for another user
and the R option is specified. In this case, the Additions 2 field contains the binary
value 0;

■ Hold queue overflow. In this case, the Additions 2 field contains a value not equal
to 0.

Note: This hold queue overflow error can only occur with Adabas versions < 5.1.
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Response 146

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The exact meaning of this response code varies, depending on whether you are using
Adabas on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

An invalid buffer lengthwas detected by theAdabas interface routine. If the command
uses a classic ACB, the buffer is larger than 32,767. If the command uses an ACBX,
the buffer is greater than 2,147,483,647, or the send length in the ABD is greater than
the buffer length. The subcode identifies the buffer type:

Buffer TypeSubcode

Format buffer1

Record buffer2

Search buffer3

Value buffer4

ISN buffer5

User information buffer6

Performance buffer7

Multifetch buffer8

Open Systems

An invalid buffer length was detected by the Adabas interface routine, in anMC call,
or one of the following errors occurred for a multifetch command:

■ the buffer header was invalid (both offsets are set)
■ at least one ISN buffer offset was not divisible by 4
■ the start offset was outside the multicall buffer range
■ the record buffer was not large enough to contain all subcommand control blocks.

The value in the Additions 2 field identifies the buffer: the first 2 bytes contain the
buffer number in binary format, the last two bytes contain the buffer name, as shown
in the following table:

Bytes 1-2 Bytes 3-4
1 FB (format buffer)
2 RB (record buffer)
3 SB (search buffer)
4 VB (value buffer)
5 IB (ISN buffer)

Correct the buffer length and try again.Action
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Response 147

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The exact meaning of this response code varies, depending on whether you are using
Adabas on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

The ISN was invalid. The ISN transformation resulted in a negative ISN or an ISN
greater than the maximum ISN permitted for the file.

Open Systems

A user buffer is not accessible by the Adabas interface routine.

Themethod of resolving the error varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Action

Mainframe Systems

Open Systems

Check whether the control block, format buffer, value buffer, record buffer and ISN
buffer have valid addresses and lengths. Check whether the control block, ISN buffer
and record buffer are write-protected.

Response 148

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The Adabas nucleus was either not active or not accessible (a call could not be sent
to the Adabas nucleus when the command was issued). In an ACB, refer to the

Explanation

hexadecimal subcode that appears in the low-order (rightmost) two bytes of the
Additions 2 field; in an ACBX, refer to the binary subcode that appears in the Error
Subcode (ACBXERRC) field.

Note: If you are runningwith EntireNet-Work, the leftmost two bytes of theAdditions
2 field (in the ACB) or the ACBXERRC field (in the ACBX) may contain the ID of the
Entire Net-Work node that issued this response code.

The following are the decimal equivalents of the subcodes and their meanings:

ActionDescriptionOccurrence
Location

Subcode

Start the nucleus and reissue
the command.

No active database server was
found, either local or remote.

open
systems

0

Remove the
READONLY=YESparameter
setting for the nucleus and
restart it.

Exclusive database control
requirement conflicts with
read-only nucleus status.

mainframe
systems

1
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ActionDescriptionOccurrence
Location

Subcode

Remove the UTIONLY=YES
parameter setting for the
nucleus and restart it.

A nonprivileged call was made
to the nucleus while it was in
utility-only (UTI) mode.

mainframe
systems

2

Wait for the nucleus to shut
down, restart it, and reissue
the command.

The nucleus is performing
shutdown processing (an
ADAEND operation) and will

mainframe
and open
systems

3

not accept new users or new
transactions. Either a new user
is attempting to begin operation
or an existing user in ET status
is trying to continue operation.

Either stop the utility orwait
for its processing to

Autilitywith exclusive database
control is running.

mainframe
systems

4

complete (this is preferred)
and try again.

Verify that single-usermode
has been set up correctly and
restart the nucleus.

A single-user nucleus could not
start operation due to an error
that could not be corrected.

mainframe
systems

5

On BS2000 systems, check
the setting of the parameter

A user is performing a logical
ADALNK call. The IDT for the
call has not been allocated.

mainframe
systems

8

accessed by the link name
DDLNKPAR or DDCARD,
or in the macro B2CONFIG
of the module SSFB2C. Also
check the IDTNAME
parameter of the database to
be accessed.

Refer to your Entire
Net-Work documentation
for further information.

Entire Net-Work access
communication has failed. The
first two bytes of the Additions
2 field contain an error number.

open
systems

21

Shut down the nucleus, if it
is still active, and restart it.

There is a problem with the
Adabas IPC (Interprocess

open
systems

22

If the error still occurs, trycommunication) driver. The first
issuing the commandtwo bytes of the Additions 2

field contain an error number. showipc -kd <dbid>, then
restart the nucleus and
reissue the command.

Shut down the nucleus, if it
is still active, and restart it.

There is a problem attaching the
Adabas IPC (Interprocess

Adabasopen
systems

23

If the error still occurs, trycommunication) driver's shared
memory

version 3.1
only issuing the command

showipc -kd <dbid>, then
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ActionDescriptionOccurrence
Location

Subcode

restart the nucleus and
reissue the command.

Check the locations and
permissions of theADALNK
shared library.

The ADALNK shared library
cannot be loaded correctly.

open
systems

24

One reason for these
messages may be that

An IPC (Interprocess
communication) problem

open
systems

26

someone has deleted an IPCoccurred during open
resource. If this is the case,processing, e.g. the shared

memory could not be attached. shut down the nucleus, if it
is still active, and restart it.An IPC (Interprocess

communication) problem
open
systems

27
If the error still occurs, try
issuing the commandoccurred during a read in the

message queue. showipc -kd <dbid>, then
restart the nucleus and
reissue the command.

Another reason these
messagesmay occurmay be

An IPC (Interprocess
communication) problem
occurred during a write in the
message queue.

open
systems

28

that the IPC resources are
not sufficient. In this case,
increase the IPC resources,
or decrease the values of
some nucleus parameters on
which the required amount
of IPC resources depends.,
or stop some other process
that also consumes IPC
resources. For more
information about IPC
resources, refer to the section
Increasing System V IPC
Resources in theAdabas open
systems installation
documentation.

Issue the commandshowipc
-kd <dbid>, restart the

IPC (Interprocess
communication) resources exist,

UNIX
platforms
only

29

nucleus, and reissue the
command.

but the database server was not
active.

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

At commandcompletionRSP148
was set but without a subcode.
This subcode is set to indicate

mainframe
systems

50

the command was processed by
the target. This often occurs in a
Cluster or Parallel Services
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ActionDescriptionOccurrence
Location

Subcode

environment when one of the
targets is no longer active.

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

The command router found no
suitable target. The target was
determined not to be an Adabas

mainframe
systems

51

Cluster Services or Adabas
Parallel Services database.

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

The command router found no
suitable target. The target was
determined to be an Adabas

mainframe
systems

52

Cluster Services or Adabas
Parallel Services database.

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

The command router found a
suitable target but the target
became inactive while queuing
the command.

mainframe
systems

53

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

When the caller attempted to
retrieve the results of a
completed command the target
was no longer active.

mainframe
systems

54

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

The target became inactivewhile
the caller was attempting to
retrieve the results of a
completed command.

mainframe
systems

55

This may be seen if the
nucleus is terminating.

An error occurred while
POSTing the Adabas nucleus
ECB after queuing a command.

mainframe
systems

58

Otherwise contact your
Software AG support
representative for assistance.

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

This subcode is set as a default
in the first stage of command
routing.

mainframe
systems

59

This may be seen if the
target nucleus is

A command sent froma nucleus
to another nucleus caused an

mainframe
systems

61

terminating. OtherwiseABEND while the caller was
contact your Software AGattempting to initiate the
support representative for
assistance.

command. The target may have
become inactive. The ABEND
was intercepted and recovered.

This may be seen if the
target nucleus is

A command sent froma nucleus
to another nucleus caused an

mainframe
systems

64

terminating. OtherwiseABEND while the caller was
contact your Software AGattempting to retrieve the results
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ActionDescriptionOccurrence
Location

Subcode

of a completed command. The
target may have become

support representative for
assistance.

inactive. The ABEND was
recovered by ADAMPM.

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

Set in SVCCLU when a
specifically designated local
nucleus is not available for a

mainframe
systems

101/201

physical call. The 201 subcode
appearswhen this subcode is set
on a remote node.

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

Set in SVCCLU when a
specifically designated remote
nucleus is not available for a

mainframe
systems

102/202

physical call. The 202 subcode
appearswhen this subcode is set
on a remote node.

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

Target IDdisagreement between
IDTE and PLXNUC. The 203
subcode appears when this
subcode is set on a remote node.

mainframe
systems

103/203

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

Unable to find PLXMAP
matching an existing PLXUSER.
The 204 subcode appears when

mainframe
systems

104/204

this subcode is set on a remote
node.

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

Entire Net-Work unavailable,
cannot route existing user to
remote nucleus. The 205 subcode

mainframe
systems

105/205

appearswhen this subcode is set
on a remote node.

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

Entire Net-Work unavailable,
cannot route newuser to remote
nucleus. The 206 subcode

mainframe
systems

106/206

appearswhen this subcode is set
on a remote node.

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

No nucleus available for remote
user. The 207 subcode appears
when this subcode is set on a
remote node.

mainframe
systems

107/207

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

Incorrect PLXMAP update
received by LOCAL=YES
nucleus. The 208 subcode

mainframe
systems

108/208

appearswhen this subcode is set
on a remote node.
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ActionDescriptionOccurrence
Location

Subcode

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

An internal command used to
synchronize across multiple
nodes was received for an

mainframe
systems

109/209

Adabas Parallel Services
database. Such databases may
execute on only one node.
Depending on intersystem
communications timing thismay
occur as a database is changed
fromAdabas Cluster Services to
Adabas Parallel Services.
Otherwise this is a logic error.

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

Unable to assign specified
nucleus to remote user. The
physical command arrived via

mainframe
systems

110/210

Entire Net-Work for a specific
nucleus, but the specified
nucleus is on another system.
Only one Entire Net-Work
transmission is allowed. The 210
subcode appears when this
subcode is set on a remote node.

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

No active database found.open
systems

1019

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

The Entire Net-Work relay
failed.

open
systems

1020

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

EC: Not XTS directory
information available.

open
systems

1021

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

No context found.open
systems

1022

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

No local database found.open
systems

1023

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

Invalid context found.open
systems

1024

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

General logic error; no XTS
found.

open
systems

1025
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ActionDescriptionOccurrence
Location

Subcode

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

A server shutdown occurred.open
systems

1026

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

A server overload occurred.open
systems

1027

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

The server rejected a call.open
systems

1028

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

No such DBID.open
systems

1029

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

The database is inactive.open
systems

1030

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

No response.open
systems

1031

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

An invalid protocol was found.open
systems

1032

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

Anunknown response occurred.open
systems

1033

Contact your Software AG
support representative for
assistance.

Remote communication is not
allowed.

open
systems

1034

Review the user actions provided in the explanation above.Action

Response 149

Open systems onlyOrigin

Acommunication errorwas detected. TheAdditions 2 field contains the system service
completion code which caused the error response.

Explanation
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DescriptionSubcode

Context allocation failed.1035

Inconsistent architecture encountered.1036

XTS error 149/224 occurred.1037

Contact your Software AG technical support representative for assistance.Action

Response 150

Open systems onlyOrigin

Too many database nuclei have been used in parallel. The Additions 2 field contains
the maximum number of nuclei allowed in parallel.

Explanation

Donot usemore database IDs in a single program than the value given in theAdditions
2 field.

Action

Response 151

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

A command queue overflow occurred.Explanation

Note: If you are runningwith EntireNet-Work, the leftmost two bytes of theAdditions
2 field (in the ACB) or the ACBXERRC field (in the ACBX) may contain the ID of the
Entire Net-Work node that issued this response code.

The DBAmay increase the value of theNC parameter or the commandmay be issued
when there is a lower level of command activity.

Action

If you are running Entire System Server and receive this response code, your database
administrator should increase the size of theNCQEparameter. Formore information,
refer to the startup parameter documentation included in your Entire System Server
administration documentation.

Response 152

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The internal user buffer was not large enough to contain the user buffer areas.Explanation

Onmainframe systems, the DBA should increase the value of the LU parameter used
by the Entire Net-Work nucleus.

Action

If you are running Entire System Server and receive this response code, your database
administrator should increase the size of the IUBL parameter. For more information,
refer to the startup parameter documentation included in your Entire System Server
administration documentation.

On open systems, contact your Software AG technical support representative.
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Response 153

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

A second Adabas call was issued while the first one was still being processed.Explanation

DescriptionSubcode

A thread is pending.1050

A user ID is pending.1051

Issue only one call at a time.Action

Response 154

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

One of the following occurred:Explanation

■ The Adabas call was canceled by the user (open systems).
■ The commandwas rejected because it resulted in a trigger being fired, but the queue
is full at this time. (mainframe)

On open systems, no action is required for this informationalmessage. Onmainframe
systems, retry the command.

Action

Response 155

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

A command resulted in a pre-command trigger being fired. The triggered procedure
returned a nonzero command, so the command was not executed.

Explanation

Check the Additions 4 field for the error returned from the procedure.Action

Response 156

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

A command resulted in a post-command trigger being fired. The triggered procedure
returned a nonzero command, indicating an unsuccessful execution of the procedure.

Explanation

Check the Additions 4 field for the error returned from the procedure.Action

Response 157

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

A command resulted in either a pre- or post-command trigger being fired; however,
Adabas Triggers has been shut down with the option to reject all commands that
result in a trigger being fired.

Explanation
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Determine the cause of the shut-down and resolve the problem. If rejection of
commands is not the required action in such a situation, then set the error action field
in the Adabas Triggers profile to halt or ignore.

Action

Response 159

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The Adabas link module is missing or invalid. One of the following occurred:Explanation

■ NoAdabas linkmodule is linked to theNatural nucleus and theAdabas linkmodule
specified in the Natural profile parameter ADANAME could not be loaded.

■ (CICS only) The loaded Adabas link module is macro-level in a command-level
only environment.

Check the setting of the Natural profile parameter ADANAME and/or provide the
correct version of the Adabas link module in one of the current STEPLIBs.

Action

Response 160

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Too many Associator and Data Storage blocks were marked as active in the buffer
pool for a single command.

Explanation

Response 161

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The RABN chain in the header list of the Adabas buffer pool is invalid.Explanation

Response 162

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

No additional space is available for the Adabas buffer pool.Explanation

Increase the value of the ADARUN LBP parameter.Action

On open systems, because the buffer pool overflow is normally caused by too many
blocks in the buffer pool waiting to be written to disk, specifying a low value for the
WRITE_LIMIT parameter is recommended.
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Response 163

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The RABN to be linked into the RABN header chain is already in the chain.Explanation

The following table shows some of the subcodes that may be returned:

DescriptionSubcode

The RABN to be linked into the RABN header chain is already in the chain.1

A file extent overlap exists such that the same data storage RABN has been
assigned to two different files.

2

A supposedly unused data storage RABN is already in use.3

A file extent overlap exists such that the same Associator RABN has been
assigned to two different files.

4

A supposedly unused Associator RABN is already in use.5

Contact your Software AG technical support representative for assistance.Action

Response 164

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Too many work areas were allocated for the command.Explanation

Response 165

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

A descriptor name was either invalid or did not exist in the descriptor value table
(DVT). For expanded files: the descriptor does not exist on all component files.

Explanation

On open systems, this error may occur during ADAREC generate if one of the
following occurs:

■ A file was loaded with an incorrect FDT.
■ ADAINV was not reexecuted following a stop at a SYNP checkpoint.

In an ACB, the leftmost two bytes of Additions 2 may contain the descriptor name;
in anACBX, the Error Character Field (ACBXERRB)may contain the descriptor name.
If this occurred for an expanded file, check to see if there is an FDTmismatch between
the components of the file.

On open systems, bytes 3 and 4 of the Additions 2 field contains the name of the
descriptor that caused the error.

On open systems, if the error is not a handling error, run the INDEX option of
ADAVFY and contact your Software AG technical support representative.

Action
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Response 166

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

An error was detected in an inverted list index; a descriptor value was not found
during a delete operation. The cause may be damage in the Associator.

Explanation

On open systems, bytes 3 and 4 of the Additions 2 field contains the name of the
descriptor that caused the error.

On open systems perform the following steps:Action

1. Locate the descriptor that caused the error in the Additions 2 field of the user
control block;

2. Run the VERIFY option of ADAINV for this descriptor and save the output;

3. Reinvert the descriptor;

4. If necessary, restart the database (if this is possible);

5. Send the following information to your Software AG technical support
representative:
■ The output of the VERIFY option of ADAINV;
■ All available PLOGs;
■ The FDT of the file containing the error;
■ If the nucleus crashed, the crash directory.

Response 167

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Themeaning of this response code varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

The field in a coupled file does not exist or the coupled list is invalid.

Open Systems

An errorwas detected in an inverted list index; a descriptor valuewas already present
during an insert operation.

Bytes 3 and 4 of the Additions 2 field contains the name of the descriptor that caused
the error.

Themethod of resolving the error varies, depending onwhether you are usingAdabas
on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Action

Mainframe Systems

Open Systems

Complete the following steps:
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1. Locate the descriptor that caused the error in the Additions 2 field of the user
control block;

2. Run the VERIFY option of ADAINV for this descriptor and save the output;

3. Reinvert the descriptor;

4. If necessary, restart the database (if this is possible);

5. Send the following information to your nearest support center:
■ The output of the VERIFY option of ADAINV;
■ All available PLOGs;
■ The FDT of the file containing the error;
■ If the nucleus crashed, the crash directory.

Response 168

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An internal command ID required during coupling processing was not found.Explanation

Response 170

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The Adabas RABN required for the command could not be located for one of the
following reasons:

Explanation

■ The buffer segment was called with a RABN of zero.
■ The specified RABN does not belong to this database and is invalid.

On open systems, the Additions 2 field contains the invalid RABN in 4 byte binary
format.

On open systems, run the LOST, INDEX and DATA options of ADAVFY for the file
in question and contact your Software AG technical support representative.

Action

Response 171

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The constant set used by Adabas could not be located.Explanation
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Response 172

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Onmainframe systems, an ISNwas less than theMINISNor greater than theMAXISN
setting in effect for the file.

Explanation

On open systems, the maximum possible ISN of the file was reached and no more
can be allocated.

On open systems, if the file contains significantly less than 232 records, you should
unload the file with ADAULD and reload it with ADAMUP without USERISN.

Action

However, you must be aware that problems may arise if the ISNs have semantics for
you - if, for example, you use the ISNs to reference records in this file, additional
reorganization of these references will be necessary. The alternative to unloading and
reloading the data is to split up your data into more than one file, and to adapt your
application accordingly.

Response 173

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

An invalid Data Storage RABN was detected.Explanation

On open systems, the Additions 2 field contains the invalid RABN in 4 byte binary
format.

On open systems, run the DATA option of ADAVFY for the file in question and
contact your Software AG technical support representative.

Action

Response 174

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

For an L2/L5 command with start ISN, the Data Storage RABN stored in the address
converter for the file is invalid.

Explanation

Response 175

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An inconsistency was detected between the index and Data Storage.Explanation

This response code can be expected when reading a descriptor value for a ciphered
file if an incorrect cipher code was used.
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MeaningSubcode

On logical reads and simple searches without hold, the index value is
compared with the value from the data record to ensure consistency. When
the values do not match, the read or search is repeated in order to avoid the
effects of a possible parallel update. If the values still do notmatch, response
175 is given.

99

Run the ADACHK utility against the file, and contact your Software AG technical
support representative.

Action

Response 176

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Either an inconsistency was detected in an inverted list or an internal error occurred
during inverted list processing.

Explanation

On open systems, the Additions 2 field contains the inconsistent RABN in 4-byte
binary format.

On mainframe systems, the following possible subcodes are associated with this
response code:

MeaningSubcode

Bad index2

Invalid search request3

Invalid format indicator or field not found in FDT/SDT4

Invalid search request11

Bad index block12

Bad UI block13

Mismatch block length14

Bad MI block15

Mismatching block length16

Bad NI block17

Bad ISN count18

Bad index block21

Mismatching block length22

Invalid ISN count23

Inactive index block29

Bad index block31

Mismatching block length32

Invalid ISN count33
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MeaningSubcode

Inactive index block39

Bad index block41

Mismatching block length42

Bad MI block43

Bad NI block44

Invalid level indicator81

Bad element position in block82

Position in block did not match element lengths83

Bad MI block84

Bad NI block85

Bad NI block86

Invalid ISN count87

Position in block did not match element lengths88

Index block not active89

Wrong level91

Mismatching block length92

On mainframe systems, run an appropriate ADACHK utility function to determine
whether an inconsistency exists in an inverted list. If not, contact your local Software

Action

AG technical support representative.Make sure to report the subcode to your Software
AG technical support representative.

On open systems, check if an autorestart or anADARECREGENERATEhave disabled
the index. If not, run the INDEX option of ADAVFY for the file in question. If the
INDEX option signaled errors, you should recreate the entire inverted list with
ADAINV REINVERT ALL or contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Response 177

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

A record could not be found in the Data Storage block in which it should have been
contained as indicated by the address converter. On mainframe systems, if this

Explanation

response code is returned to the ADAULD UNLOAD utility function with the
parameter SORTSEQ, the file might be inconsistent and data lost.

Subcode 19 is issued because the base file record was not found in Data Storage. At
the end of a LOB update in the LOB file, the associated base file record was no longer
present in the data storage block.

Onmainframe systems, check the file with the ADACHKACCHECK utility function
and contact your Software AG technical support representative.

Action
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On open systems, run the AC option of ADAVFY for the file in question and contact
your Software AG technical support representative.

Response 178

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An internal error occurred when updating a multiple-value field:Explanation

MeaningSubcode

Inconsistency in descriptor value table (DVT).1

An inconsistencywas detected between the field definition table (FDT) and
the internal format buffer.

2

Inconsistency when updating a phonetic descriptor.3

Response 179

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Internal error; identifier could not be found in Work part 3.Explanation

Response 181

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Autobackout was executed and the start of a transaction could not be located.Explanation

Response 182

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Necessary ET data was not found in the appropriate Work block.Explanation

On open systems, save WORK1 and send it to your nearest Software AG technical
support representative together with a description of what caused the pending

Action

autorestart and, if possible, the dump directory and the PLOG. Then restore and
regenerate the database.

Response 183

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An internally assigned number for a database I/O operation was detected as invalid.Explanation
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Response 184

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

A phonetic field name could not be found.Explanation

Response 185

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The ADAM field could not be found in the compressed record.Explanation

Response 186

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Awrong cipher code has been specified or a compressed data record is bad (does not
conform to the Field Description Table).

Explanation

The leftmost two bytes of the ACB's Additions 2 field or the ACBX's Error Subcode
(ACBXERRC) field contain the field or descriptor namewhere the error was detected.
The rightmost two bytes of the same ACB or ACBX field contain an internal code
identifying the routine that detected the error.

If the file that was accessed when this response code occurred is ciphered, check
whether the correct cipher code has been specified. Correct the cipher code, if
necessary.

Action

If the error is not due to an incorrect cipher code, run the ADACMP DECOMPRESS
INFILE utility function to unload and decompress all records of the file. ADACMP
will write recordswhere it detects errors to its error dataset (DD/FEHL). Contact your
Software AG technical support representative for assistance.

Response 187

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The response indicates that an invalid Data Storage blockwas detectedwhile locating
a record by ISN. One of the following error conditions occurred:

Explanation

■ An invalid block length (negative) was encountered.
■ An invalid record length (not positive) was encountered.
■ The sum of the record lengths is not equal to the block length plus 4.

The Additions 2 field contains the Data Storage block number where the error was
detected.

Contact your Software AG technical support representative for assistance.Action
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Response 196

Open systems onlyOrigin

Referential integrity has been violated. Bytes 3 and 4 of the Additions 2 field contain
the name of the violated constraint. Bytes 1 and 2 of the Additions 2 field contain the
reason as a two-byte binary number:

Explanation

MeaningSubcode

Required ISN in hold by another user1

Maximum number of ISNs held by one user is reached3

Check integrity mismatch, required value not found during check5

Double update to a record within a cascade detected7

Limit of stacked commands reached8

Handle the referential integrity violation, for example, write an error message.Action

Response 197

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The DEUQ pool is too small.Explanation

Increase the ADARUN LDEUQP parameter.Action

Response 198

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An attempt was made to duplicate a descriptor value for a unique descriptor. In an
ACB, the leftmost two bytes of the Additions 2 fieldmay contain the descriptor name;

Explanation

in anACBX, the Error Character Field (ACBXERRB)may contain the descriptor name.
The following subcodes may accompany this response code:

MeaningSubcode

Unique descriptor insert failed; value already exists in the index.1

Unique descriptor insert failed; value in use by another user on this nucleus.2

Unique descriptor insert failed; value in use by another user on another
cluster nucleus.

3

Unique descriptor insert failed; the value we are attempting to insert in the
NI block is already there.

4
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Response 199

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An inconsistency in the inverted list index was found during an update operation. In
an ACB, the leftmost two bytes of Additions 2 may contain the descriptor name; in

Explanation

an ACBX, the Error Character Field (ACBXERRB) may contain the descriptor name.
This response code can also occur if UTYPE=EXU was specified for an ADARES
BACKOUT operation that uses the sequential (SIBA) log.

Response 200

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Either an invalid cipher code or an Adabas SAF Security or Adabas security violation
was detected.

Explanation

The command could not satisfy the necessary security checks. This response code
may be accompanied by one of the following subcodes:

MeaningSubcode

A standard user check failed.0

There is no free user file cache entry for a workstation user.1

A cross-level security check failed.2

No security information is available for the command.3

A timeout occurred during a workstation logon.4

An internal SAF Kernel error occurred.5

A failure occurred during a newcopy/restart operation. The nucleus
terminates.

6

A request to make an ABS security check was not of the correct format.7

A security violation occurred while a file was being loaded into an existing
expanded file chain.

8

User is not permitted to do a SEARCH command.11

User is not permitted to do a SEARCH command.12

User is not permitted to do a SEARCH command.13

An invalid cipher code was encountered during update.14

User is not permitted to read FDT (LF command).15

Remote non-mainframe client has supplied a new password or passphrase
but there is a mismatch with the old:

16

■ old password with new passphrase
■ old passphrase with new password

Passwords and passphrases should not be mixed.
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MeaningSubcode

Remote non-mainframe client has supplied a password phrase but the
detected version of SAFPSEC does not support password phrases.

17

Either:

■ SAFPSEC is an old version that does not support password phrases

or
■ SAFPSEC is capable of supporting passphrases but has been assembled
with an incorrect REL= parameter (see the installation documentation for
more details)

User´s SAF ID is unknown.21

User´s SAF ID has changed.22

Remote non-mainframe client authentication failure; user ID is not defined.24

Remote non-mainframe client authentication failure; invalid password /
password phrase.

25

Remote non-mainframe client authentication failure; invalid newpassword
/ new password phrase.

26

Remote non-mainframe client authentication failure; user ID is revoked.27

Remote non-mainframe client authentication failure; logon not allowed at
this time/date.

28

User does not have permission to perform the administration function.29

Autility function-level authorization check failed. The user is not permitted
to perform this utility function.

30

Open systems ADASAF phase 1 failed.1060

Open systems ADASAF phase 1 failed with response.1061

Open systems ADASAF phase 2 failed.1062

For more information about Adabas SAF Security, read the Adabas SAF Security
documentation.

Resolve the security error, perhaps by simply supplying the correct password.Action

Response 201

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The specified password was not found.Explanation

Supply the correct password.Action
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Response 202

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

An attempt was made to use a file for which the user is not authorized, or the file
password is being changed, or, if Adabas Security is being used, the file has attached
Security By Value on this field.

Explanation

Either correct the authorization, or retry the operation with the new password, or, if
Adabas Security is being used, remove the Security By Value on the field before the
operation on the file can be retried.

Action

Response 203

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

An attempt was made to delete a record in a file for which the user is not authorized.Explanation

Response 204

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

On mainframe systems, a password pool overflow occurred.Explanation

On open systems, the password supplied is already in use.

On open systems, change the password to one that is not already existing.Action

Onmainframe systems, check and possibly increase the value specified forADARUN
LCP parameter in the Adabas nucleus.

Response 207

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Adabas SAF Security completed phase 1 of logon and requested phase 2. This is an
internal Adabas SAF Security and ADALNK two-phase response code for a remote
workstation logon. This code is normally not displayed or presented.

Explanation

For more information, read your Adabas SAF Security documentation.

Send a phase 2 logon request to Adabas SAF Security.Action

Response 208

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

A remote non-mainframe client is required to perform authentication before they can
access an Adabas SAF Security protected resource. This response code is related to
this requirement.

Explanation
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MeaningSubcode

A remote non-mainframe client has attempted to access an Adabas SAF
Security protected resource without first authenticating.

2

Open systems ADASAF phase 1 error exit.1066

Open systems ADASAF phase 2 error exit.1067

If this response code is reported by a customer’s application, then it indicates that the
appropriate Adabas link routine is not installed. Formore information, refer toRemote
Workstation Logon in the Adabas SAF Security Operations documentation.

Action

If this response code is reported by Adabas Manager, ensure Adabas Manager is
prompting the client for theirmainframe credentials and, if not, contact your Software
AG support representative.

Response 209

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Adabas SAF Security detected an expired password on the server. The workstation
user’s password has expired. This code is normally not returned to the application.
Instead the workstation user is prompted to enter a new password.

Explanation

Create a valid password on the server for ACF2, RACF, or Top Secret. EntireNet-Work
users may use the Adabas SAF Security feature.

Action

Response 210

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

On mainframe systems, a logical ID was greater than 255 (internal error).Explanation

Note: If you are runningwith EntireNet-Work, the leftmost two bytes of theAdditions
2 field (in the ACB) or the ACBXERRC field (in the ACBX) may contain the ID of the
Entire Net-Work node that issued this response code.

On open systems, a receive buffer was lost in NETRDI.

On open systems, the DBA may increase the value of the NAB or NC parameters in
the NETRDI in the target node.

Action

Response 211

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Onmainframe systems, an invalid ID table index in the UB (internal error) occurred.Explanation

Note: If you are runningwith EntireNet-Work, the leftmost two bytes of theAdditions
2 field (in the ACB) or the ACBXERRC field (in the ACBX) may contain the ID of the
Entire Net-Work node that issued this response code.
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On open systems, a remote utility cannot be executed because OPTIONS =
LOCAL_UTILITIES is set for the database.

On open systems, contact the DBA of the remote database.Action

Response 212

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Onmainframe systems, an invalid input/output bufferwas encountered for an internal
command.

Explanation

On open systems, a requested function is not implemented in the target architecture.

On open systems, execute the utility on the target node.Action

Response 213

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

ID table not found (SVC not properly installed).Explanation

Note: If you are runningwith EntireNet-Work, the leftmost two bytes of theAdditions
2 field (in the ACB) or the ACBXERRC field (in the ACBX) may contain the ID of the
Entire Net-Work node that issued this response code.

The following table describes the possible subcodes that might occur if an Adabas
DBID/SVC routing table error occurs:

MeaningSubcode

The specified SVCnumber does not correspond to a currently installed SVC
on the z/OS or z/VSE system.Check to be sure that the specified SVCnumber
is correct and, if it is, ensure that an Adabas SVC is installed using that SVC
number.

16

The specified SVC number corresponds to an installed SVC on the z/OS or
z/VSE system, but the SVC is not an Adabas SVC. Ensure that the provided
SVC number is correct and, if it is, determinewhy the SVC installed for that
number is not an Adabas SVC for z/OS or z/VSE.

20

Inform the DBA. The Adabas installation procedure was not properly executed.Action

Response 214

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Internal command issued from Adabas version 4 ADALNK.Explanation
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Response 215

Open systems onlyOrigin

The Adabas interface (adalnkx, adalnk, adalnknc) used by the application program,
or the Entire Net-Work version used is not supported by the Adabas nucleus. For

Explanation

example, the Adabas nucleus Version 6.1 does not support the Adabas interface of
Version 5.1. If a 32-bit version and a 64-bit version of Adabas exists for an operating
system, the 64-bit nucleus does not support the Adabas interface of the 32-bit version
- 32-bit applications must use the 32-bit mode Adabas interface of the 64-bit version.

Note: The compatible EntireNet-Work versions supported by anAdabas open systems
version are documented in the Adabas open systems Release Notes.

If you are using an incompatible version of EntireNet-Work, upgrade it to a compatible
version. Check the definition of the environment variable PATH (Windows) or

Action

LD_LIBRARY_PATH (UNIX). If the application has been linked with the s-bit on
UNIX, it is necessary that the correct Adabas interface has been installed with $SAG
= /opt/softwareag.

Response 216

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Command rejected by user exit.Explanation

Note: If you are runningwith EntireNet-Work, the leftmost two bytes of theAdditions
2 field (in the ACB) or the ACBXERRC field (in the ACBX) may contain the ID of the
Entire Net-Work node that issued this response code.

MeaningSubcode

UEX_ACBX_0 command rejected.1070

Response 217

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Command rejected by user exit.Explanation

Note: If you are runningwith EntireNet-Work, the leftmost two bytes of theAdditions
2 field (in the ACB) or the ACBXERRC field (in the ACBX) may contain the ID of the
Entire Net-Work node that issued this response code.
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Response 218

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The following table describes the subcodes that appear with this response code,
clarifying why the response was received.

Explanation

MeaningSubcode

The UB (TPmonitor user block) pool is too small. There must be at least
one user block for each concurrent user. This is controlled by the TP
monitor link routines. The GETMAIN for the UB failed.

00 or 01 or
02

An error has occured during the freeing of the UB and Work areas for
a TL call. This may indicate an internal product error or a TP monitor
storage overlay. Contact Software AG technical support for assistance.

13 or 15 or
17

An IPC (Interprocess communication) message call parameter error
occurred. This may indicate an internal product error or a TP-monitor
storage overlay. Contact Software AG technical support for assistance.

72

The IPC message caller did not provide a pointer to the extended user
ID block. This is probably an internal product error. Contact Software
AG technical support.

73

An IPC message internal work area is corrupted. This may indicate an
internal product error or a TPmonitor storage overlay. Contact Software
AG technical support for assistance.

74

An IPC message call parameter error occurred. This is probably an
internal product problem. Contact Software AG technical support for
assistance.

75

The extended user ID data provided to the IPC Message Call is either
binary zeroes or blank. This is probably and internal product error.
Contact Software AG technical support.

76

A getmain failed for the work area used in an IPC Message Call.
Determine why the TP monitor is running short of storage. The storage

77

will be acquired in the AMODE of the calling program, usually 31-bit
for Natural transactions.

An invalid IPC work area has been provided by the caller for a TS call.
This is probably and internal product error. Contact Software AG
technical support.

78

An error occured during freemain done for a TS call. This may indicate
an internal product error or a TP monitor storage overlay. Contact
Software AG technical support for assistance.

79

Unable to communicate with the Adabas Directory Server. Check the
LTCPSET parameters ADIHOST and ADIPORT.

100

An error occurredwhen closing a socket. Contact SoftwareAG technical
support for assistance.

101

A socket could not be allocated. Contact Software AG technical support
for assistance.

102
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MeaningSubcode

The TCP/IP socket could not connect to the database. Check that the
database is active.

103

Unable to establish a context on the database. Contact Software AG
technical support for assistance.

104

Internal error processing a parameter list. Contact SoftwareAG technical
support for assistance.

110

An error occurredwhen sending data on a socket. Contact Software AG
technical support for assistance.

111

Unable to receive results due to no database context. Contact Software
AG technical support for assistance.

120

An attempt has been made to receive results from a database which has
not previously been contacted. Contact Software AG technical support
for assistance.

121

Unable to receive results due to no client context on the database. Contact
Software AG technical support for assistance.

122

An error occurred when receiving data on a socket. Contact Software
AG technical support for assistance.

123

The RCVTIME has been exceeded whilst waiting to receive data on a
socket.

130

In the case of subcode zero, 01 or 02 increase the UB pool by respecifying the NUBS
parameter in the link routines. See the LGBLSET macro information in the Adabas
Installation documentation.

Action

In all other cases, either the program executing the IPC (Interprocess communication)
message has provided invalid parameters, or there are internal product problems
such as storage overlay conditions. Contact Software AG technical support for
assistance.

Response 219

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

This response code should only occur when Adabas Transaction Manager is being
used.

Explanation

MeaningSubcode

The global transaction is not in the status that allows the call.2

Two transaction ID (XID) entries exist.3

The "R" and "J" options are not supported; or this is not a global transaction.
The transaction ID (XID) does not exist or cannot be found (or example,
when the given XID does not belong to the UQE).

4
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MeaningSubcode

The record or value buffer definitionmay be invalid; for example, the length
size may be invalid (less than or equal to 144 bytes); or the value buffer

5

content may be invalid; for example, it may not contain a valid transaction
ID (XID).

The user is not an update or ET user or is already involved in a global
transaction or the user is already on PET (preliminary end-of-transaction)
status.

6

A protocol error occurred: The user has been copied to Work 4 or the
transaction was backed out.

7

A protocol error occurred: The transaction was terminated or the user has
no transaction ID (XID) or the recover call for an active user is not permitted.

8

The system is currently lockeddue to a pendingWork area 4 orDDWORKR4
overflow.

9

The call is not permitted; either ADAEND or an ET-sync point is in process
for the nucleus. Force the ATM nucleus to backout (BT) the transaction.

10

The user has notmade any updates. A preliminary ET command, therefore,
is not permitted.

11

A logic error occurred.12

The transaction ID (XID) is unknown. This error occurs only in a cluster
environment.

20

Response 220

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The request was rejected by Entire Net-Work due to a shortage of short term buffers.Explanation

Note: If you are runningwith EntireNet-Work, the leftmost two bytes of theAdditions
2 field (in the ACB) or the ACBXERRC field (in the ACBX) may contain the ID of the
Entire Net-Work node that issued this response code.

For BS2000 systems running Sockets 2.2 or later, check the address space limit using
the SHOW-USER-ATTRIBUTES command in the field ADDRESS-SPACE-LIMIT (the

Action

value is in megabytes). If necessary, increase it using the MODIFY-USER-ATTRIBUTES
command from a privileged user ID.

For BS2000 systems running Sockets 2.1 or earlier, increase the CMSIZE parameter
to enlarge the commonmemory pool, as long as there is enough room in the address
space. Then restart Entire Net-Work.

For z/OS and z/VSE, increase the region size.
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Response 221

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The LU size of the remote partner is smaller than the size required for the Adabas
request.

Explanation

Either increase the size specified for the LU= parameter on the remote system, or
modify the application to reduce its buffer sizes.

Action

Response 222 - 223 (reserved)

Response 224

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

An Adabas command has been timed out by Entire Net-Work. The request waited
for a reply for a longer time period than specified by the REPLYTIM parameter in

Explanation

either the EntireNet-WorkNODE statement or the SET operator command. The reply
may be delayed or lost due to a target malfunction, or because of a connecting link
failure. If you are usingNatural, and all connections are verified, check theADAMODE
setting. The ADAMODE=0 setting is the only option Entire Net-Work supports.

Note: If you are running with Entire Net-Work, the leftmost two bytes of the ACB
Additions 2 field (ACBADD2) or the ACBX Error Subcode field (ACBXERRC) may
contain the ID of the Entire Net-Work node that issued this response code.

MeaningSubcode

If the message was compressed using zEDC compression services and the
attempt to decompress the message failed, subcode 1 is placed in the
rightmost two bytes of the ACBAdditions 2 field (ACBADD2) or the ACBX
Subcomponent Response Code field (ACBXSUBR).

1

An XTS timeout error occurred.1076

Check the node and remote database or contact your database administrator for
assistance.

Action

Response 225

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

A command was issued from a server, such as an Adabas nucleus, to another server,
such as Entire Net-Work. The command did not complete within a prescribed time
period. The issuer proceeds and no longer expects a response to the command.

Explanation

Note that the command may still execute in the target. There will be no notification
to the issuer if it does. The target may display message ADAM92, User Gone, if the
target attempts to notify the issuer of command completion.

The subcode identifies the environment from which the command was issued.
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IssuerSubcode

ADAMPM1

Adabas nucleus, thread-synchronous command2

Adabas nucleus, not thread-synchronous. Under z/OS, the command was
TCB-synchronous.

3

Contact your SoftwareAG technical support representative for assistance if the reason
for the command's failure to complete cannot be identified.

Action

Response 226 - 227 (reserved)

Response 228

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

This response is issued by anAdabas link routine. It indicates that anASCII-formatted
user request has been issued against an EBCDIC-formatted database that is not
properly configured to handle the translation:

Explanation

The SVC is not a valid Adabas version 7 SVC.1

The database is not UES-enabled.2

Ensure that your Adabas installation is for a supported version and that the database
is UES-enabled. Refer to the UES information.

Action

Response 229

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

The Entire Net-Work 5 convertor detected an inconsistency or error in the application
format buffer or search buffer and is unable to correctly translate the user's data.

Explanation

Response 230

Open systems onlyOrigin

The protocol defined by the X/Open XA specification is violated. This happens, for
example, if a user tries to issue an ET call for an XA transaction.

Explanation

Follow the XA specification.Action
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Response 231-239

These response codes are assigned in some Adabas user exits, and have meanings as
defined by the user. One example is the response code in the ADALOG log data field
issued by user exit 4.

Explanation

Refer to the description of user exits in theAdabas user, hyperdescriptor, and collation
descriptor exits documentation for more information.

Action

Response 240

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Adabas Transaction Manager encountered an error. The error code can be found in
the Adabas control block Additions 2 field, in the low-order (rightmost) two bytes.
A response code may occur in the first two bytes of the Additions 2 field.

Explanation

Check the meaning of the Adabas TransactionManager error code. If the cause of the
problem is not apparent, contact your Software AG technical support representative.

Action

Response 241

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The explanation for this response code varies, depending on whether you are using
Adabas on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

Adabas Transaction Manager (ATM) received an unexpected Adabas response code.
The subcode and response code can be found, in that order, in the Adabas control
block Additions 2 field. If a positive response code value appears in the Additions 2
field, the response code was detected by the ATM transaction manager. If a negative
response code value appears in the Additions 2 field, take its complement: this is the
response code received by the client proxy’s attempt to communicate with the ATM
transaction manager.

Open Systems

The system cannot load the specified user exit shared library or dynamic load library,
or the specified function does not exist in this shared library or dynamic load library.
If the function does not exist in the shared library or dynamic load library, bytes 1
and 2 of the Additions 2 field contain the system's error number in binary format,
otherwise these two bytes contain 0. Bytes 3 and 4 of the Additions 2 field contains
the number of the ADALNK user exit which failed in binary format.
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MeaningSubcode

UEX_ACBX_0 load failed.1080

UEX_ACBX_1 load failed.1081

Mainframe Systems

Check the meaning of the Adabas response code and subcode. If the cause of the
problem is not apparent, contact your Software AG technical support representative.

Action

Open Systems

Make sure that you use the correct environment variable for the user exit.

Response 242

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The explanation for this response code varies, depending on whether you are using
Adabas on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

The Adabase Transaction Manager (ATM) or ATM client proxy was unable to
determine the status of the caller’s transaction. There might be an ATM error code in
the Adabas control block Additions 2 field, in the low-order (rightmost) two bytes.

Open Systems

A double allocation has been detected between two or more files or a file and the free
space table.

Mainframe Systems

Check the meaning of the Adabas Transaction Manager error code, if one is present.
Otherwise, determine the status of the global transaction using Online Services. If the

Action

required action is not apparent, contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Open Systems

RunADAVFYwithout any options to find out which parts of which files are affected.
Contact your nearest support center with the output from ADAVFY.
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Response 243

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

The explanation for this response code varies, depending on whether you are using
Adabas on mainframe systems or Adabas on open systems.

Explanation

Mainframe Systems

The Adabas Transaction Manager (ATM) or client proxy received an unsolicited
syncpoint request. The action taken or the status of the global transaction that was
open is indicated by a subcode in the Adabas control block Additions 2 field, in the
low-order (rightmost) two bytes.

Explanation and Recommended ActionSubcode

The unsolicited syncpoint request was accepted. The status of the current
global transaction is not known.

Use Online Services to determine the status of the global transaction.

1

The unsolicited syncpoint request was accepted. The client session’s global
transaction has been committed.

2

The unsolicited syncpoint request was accepted. The client session’s global
transaction has been backed out.

3

The unsolicited syncpoint request was accepted. The client session’s global
transaction had mixed completion (partially backed out, partially
committed).

4

The unsolicited syncpoint request was accepted. The client session’s global
transaction is in backout.

5

The unsolicited syncpoint request was accepted. The client session’s global
transaction is in commit.

6

The unsolicited syncpoint request was accepted. The client session had no
global transaction open.

7

The unsolicited syncpoint was attempted, but ATM returned response code
148 (ADARSP148) so the outcome is not known.

12

The unsolicited syncpoint request was rejected.16

Open Systems

An invalid FCB extent has been detected for a file.

Mainframe Systems

Review the Adabas Transaction Manager’s TMSYNCMGR parameter and the
TransactionControl, Client-sideTransactionManager, and
HostSystemTransactionManager client runtime controls for the failing job.

Action

Open Systems

Contact your nearest support center.
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Response 245

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

On mainframe systems, this response code is issued for communication problems
between add-on products that use the system coordinator (COR) interface to Adabas;

Explanation

that is, Adabas Fastpath, Adabas Vista, Adabas SAF Security, andAdabas Transaction
Manager.

MeaningSubcode

Internal error.1

A required module could not be loaded. This is probably an installation
error.

2

On open systems, pending utility entries exist in the UCB.

On mainframe systems, for subcode 1, contact your Software AG technical support
representative. For subcode 2, consult the installation instructions for the add-on
product.

Action

On open systems, delete the entries with RESET = UCB before executing RECOVER,
but ensure that the utilities which own the UCB entries are no longer running.

Response 246

Open systems onlyOrigin

Utility communication block (UCB) overflow.Explanation

Execute the RESET function of ADADBM to remove unused entries from the utility
communication block if the utilities that own them are no longer running.

Action

Response 247

Open systems onlyOrigin

Correct ID not found in the utility communication block.Explanation

The utility cannot be restarted. Delete the utility communication block entry and rerun
the utility.

Action

Response 248

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

This response code is returned by Data Archiving for Adabas processing. Subcodes
are returned in big-endian byte order in the Additions-2 field of the Adabas control

Explanation

block and conform to the format 0xhhhhChhh where C is the subcode category. The
subcodes below are listed in Category order.

Category 0 subcodes:
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MeaningSubcode

No architecture/version information returned by Adabas in the
response to the OP command.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

1 (0x00000001)

Cannot recall archived data because the architecture of the target
database is not compatible with the architecture to the original
database.

2 (0x00000002)

Action: Choose a different mixture.

Either the Extractor/Accumulator versions are not compatible or
theAdabas version of the database being archived fromor recalled
to is not supported.

3 (0x00000003)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

The FDT of the file into which data is being recalled or archived
is not compatible with the FDT of the original file.

4 (0x00000004)

Action: Check that FDTs of the files are compatible.

Cannot coerce a value specified for the extraction criteria to the
specified type.

5 (0x00000005)

Action:Check that the values and types defined for the extraction
criteria are correct.

Date specified for the extraction criteria is prior to the earliest
supported data.

6 (0x00000006)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Unsupported date/time pattern in extraction critiera.7 (0x00000007)

Action: Set a correct pattern in the extraction criteria. Contact
Software AG Support.

Database from which data is being archived or recalled into is
not on the local machine.

8 (0x00000008)

Action:Check the action is correctly configured. The source
database must be local to the Extractor and target database local
to the Accumulator.

Cannot load the Adabas System Coordinator library.9 (0x00000009)

Action: Check that Adabas System Coordinator is installed
correctly.

An incompatible version of Adabas System Coordinator is
installed.

10 (0x0000000A)
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MeaningSubcode

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

An incompatible version of Adabas System Coordinator is
installed.

11 (0x0000000B)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Cannot parse FDT.12 (0x0000000C)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Cannot generate FDU from FDT.13 (0x0000000D)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Cannot create format buffer for the whole FDT.14 (0x0000000E)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

PE or MU field(s) not defined correctly.15 (0x0000000F)

Action:Check that the PE/MUfields in the Extractor/Accumulator
filtering and Archive search fields are defined correctly.

Field does not exist in the FDT.16 (0x00000010)

Action:Check that the fields in the Extractor/Accumulator filtering
and Archive search fields are defined correctly.

Recall of a filtered archive using the ‘Replace duplicate unique
descriptors’ option failed because the format/record buffer could
not be parsed.

17 (0x00000011)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Recall of a filtered archive using the ‘Replace duplicate unique
descriptors’ option failed because the conflicting descriptor does
not appear in the format/record buffer.

18 (0x00000012)

Action: Choose different recall options for handling duplicate
unique descriptors or ensure that all UQ fields are included in a
filtered archive.

Internal record buffer overflow.19 (0x00000013)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Internal format buffer overflow.20 (0x00000014)
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MeaningSubcode

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Internal search buffer overflow.21 (0x00000015)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Internal value buffer overflow.22 (0x00000016)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

No extraction criteria were specified and there are no DE fields
in the FDT.

23 (0x00000017)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

No Computer record for the current Adabas SystemCoordinator
Group Leader.

24 (0x00000018)

Action: Check that the correct Repository is being used and that
the Adabas System Coordinator Computer is still defined.

No archive service definition for the Extractor/Accumulator
computer.

25 (0x00000019)

Action: Check that the correct Repository is being used and that
the Data Archiving Service is still defined for Adabas System
Coordinator Daemon.

No Computer or Daemon record for the Extractor/Accumulator
computer.

26 (0x0000001A)

Action: Check that the correct Repository is being used and that
the Adabas System Coordinator Computer and Daemon is still
defined.

No Action record found for the current archive/recall/search
operation.

27 (0x0000001B)

Action: Check that the correct Repository is being used and that
the Action record is still defined.

No Vault Validation record found.28 (0x0000001C)

Action: Check that the validation is correctly configured for this
vault.

No Vault PATH information for this computer.29 (0x0000001D)

Action: Check that a Vault Path is defined for the Extractor,
Accumulator and ADR Service computers.
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MeaningSubcode

Attempt to recall an archive using Extractor/Accumulator
computers that not sharing the same Repository.

30 (0x0000001E)

Action: Extractor/Accumulator computers for a recall must share
the same Repository.

No Plan record found for the current archive/recall/search
operation.

31 (0x0000001F)

Action: Check that the correct Repository is being used and that
the Plan record is still defined.

Archive failed due to invalid/unsupported Extractor settings.32 (0x00000020)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Archive failed due to invalid/unsupported Transfer settings.33 (0x00000021)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Archive failed due to invalid/unsupportedAccumulator settings.34 (0x00000022)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Recall failed due to invalid or unsupported Extractor settings.35 (0x00000023)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Recall failed due to invalid or unsupported Transfer settings.36 (0x00000024)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Recall failed due to invalid or unsupportedAccumulator settings.37 (0x00000025)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Extractor terminated because the Accumulator is not active.38 (0x00000026)

Action: Check the response and subcode for the Accumulator in
Current or Completed Activities.

Accumulator timed-out waiting for the Extractor.39 (0x00000027)

Action: Check the response and subcode for the Extractor in
Current or Completed Activities.

Message protocol error/incompatibility.40 (0x00000028)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.
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Message protocol error/incompatibility.41 (0x00000029)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Message protocol error/incompatibility.42 (0x0000002A)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Message protocol error/incompatibility.43 (0x0000002B)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Message protocol error/incompatibility.44 (0x0000002C)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Timeout waiting for lock on archive in Vault.45 (0x0000002D)

Action:Retry the operation and/or check for competing operations.

Version mismatch between Data Archiving for Adabas runtime
and Vault contents.

46 (0x0000002E)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Invalid/corrupt archive in Vault.47 (0x0000002F)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Archive in Vault contains data not supported by this version of
the Data Archiving for Adabas runtime.

48 (0x00000030)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Archive size would exceed limit.49 (0x00000031)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Invalid/unsupported Vault operation.50 (0x00000032)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Archive does not exist in Vault.51 (0x00000033)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Vault path does not exist.52 (0x00000034)
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Action: Check that the Vault Path defined for the Extractor,
Accumulator and ADR Service computers is correct.

Access denied to Vault Path.53 (0x00000035)

Action: Check that the Extractor, Accumulator and ADR Service
computers have the correct filesystem permissions for the Vault
Path.

Logical error manipulating Vault contents.54 (0x00000036)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Extractor/Accumulator failed to load.55 (0x00000037)

Action: Check the response and subcode for the
Extractor/Accumulator in Pending, Current and Completed
Activities.

Extractor/Accumulator failed to load.56 (0x00000038)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Length of compressed record exceeds limit.57 (0x00000039)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Length of decompressed record exceeds limit.58 (0x0000003A)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Cannot determine the default codepage for the system.59 (0x0000003B)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Invalid/unsupported codepage specified for archive or recall.60 (0x0000003C)

Action: Check that the codepage specified for in the
Extractor/Accumulator settings in the Action or recall request.

‘Use default’ codepage specified for archive or recall and there
is no default UES AMODE= setting for the database.

61 (0x0000003D)

Action: Specify the codepage explicitly or configure the default
AMODE= setting for the database.

No Search record found.62 (0x0000003E)

Action: Check that the correct Repository is being used and that
the Search Record is still defined for the Action.
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Cannot search archive because the data was not archived in
compressed format.

63 (0x0000003F)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Invalid search (search buffer).64 (0x00000040)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Invalid search (value buffer).65 (0x00000041)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Value buffer for search could not be converted from the UI
codepage to the codepage of the archived data.

66 (0x00000042)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

‘Use default’ codepage specified for archive or recall and there
is no default UES WMODE=setting for the database.

67 (0x00000043)

Action: Specify the codepage explicitly or configure the default
WMODE= setting for the database.

Task already locked.68 (0x00000044)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

License file is missing.69 (0x00000045)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

License key is invalid.70 (0x00000046)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

License has expired.71 (0x00000047)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

License is for a different operating system.72 (0x00000048)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

License is for a different product.73 (0x00000049)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.
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License is for a different version.74 (0x0000004A)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Functionality restricted, Community edition.75 (0x0000004B)

Action: License file required for full functionality.

No license file found.76 (0x0000004C)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Duplicate archive identifier detected in the Vault.77 (0x0000004D)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Filename conflict detected in the Vault.78 (0x0000004E)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Some or all of the data for an archive is missing from the Vault.79 (0x0000004F)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Vault or archive damaged.80 (0x00000050)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

ADR plug-in library could not be loaded.81 (0x00000051)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Incompatible ADR plug-in library.82 (0x00000052)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Occurrence 'N' cannot be specified for a PE/MU LOB field in an
Extractor Filter (Open Systems only).

83 (0x00000053)

Action: Correct the format buffer in the Extractor Filter Settings.

An Extractor Filter must contain at least one non-LOB field.84 (0x00000054)

Action: Correct the format buffer in the Extractor Filter Settings.

The data being archived or recalled contains LOB fields but no
LOB file number has been specified.

85 (0x00000055)
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Action: Specify a LOB file number, for recalls set in the recall
settings and for archive set in the Accumulator settings in the
Action.

License file does not provide the Price Units required by the
system.

86 (0x00000056)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

License file does not provide the Price Quantity required by the
system.

87 (0x00000057)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

License file does not provide Extended Rights.88 (0x00000058)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

The file size of the archive file checked by the validation process
is incorrect.

89 (0x00000059)

Action: Restore the archive file from a backup and rerun the
validation to check the integrity of the data.

The number of records in the archive file checked by the validation
process in incorrect.

90 (0x0000005A)

Action: Restore the archive file from a backup and rerun the
validation to check the integrity of the data.

The check sum for the archive file checked by the validation
process is incorrect.

91 (0x0000005B)

Action: Restore the archive file from a backup and rerun the
validation to check the integrity of the data.

The lengths of the records in the archive file checked by the
validation process are incorrect.

92 (0x0000005C)

Action: Restore the archive file from a backup and rerun the
validation to check the integrity of the data.

License file does not provide Archive to Vault required by the
system.

93 (0x0000005D)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

License file does not provide Transfer to Adabas required by the
system.

94 (0x0000005E)
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Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

License file does not provideDelete fromAdabas required by the
system.

95 (0x0000005F)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Inconsistency in join data for archive.96 (0x00000060)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Inconsistent object/archive identifiers for archive.97 (0x00000061)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

File list for action does not match the archive data.98 (0x00000062)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Archive identifier does not match API data.99 (0x00000063)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Group, plan or name of action does not match API data.100 (0x00000064)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

File list for action does not match API data.101 (0x00000065)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Duplicate activity encountered.102 (0x00000066)

Action: Delete activity from Activities List and rerun.

Related file record is missing.103 (0x00000067)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Recall target record is missing.104 (0x00000068)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Recall target information is not valid.105 (x00000069)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.
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Maximum number of related files exceeded.106 (x0000006A)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Maximum number of transfer destinations exceeded.107 (x0000006B)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Transfer destination not defined.108 (x0000006C)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Maximum number of related files or transfer destinations
exceeded.

109 (x0000006D)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Invalid related file.110 (x0000006E)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Invalid transger destination.111 (x0000006F)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Archive, recall or search failed.112 (0x00000070)

Action: Check the response and subcode for the
Extractor/Accumulator in Completed Activities.

Archive, recall or search incomplete.113 (0x00000071)

Action: Records have been skipped due to contention or errors.

Invalid settings specified for file in action.114 (0x00000072)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Recall configuration records inconsistent.115 (0x00000073)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Recall configuration records inconsistent.116 (0x00000074)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

API library is not installed.117 (0x00000075)
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Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

API library could not be loaded.118 (0x00000076)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Entry-point symbol missing from API library.119 (0x00000077)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Wrong version of API library.120 (0x00000078)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Fault detected in API library.121 (0x00000079)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

API library is missing.122 (0x0000007A)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

No data returned by API.123 (0x0000007B)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Incorrect API parameters specified by user.124 (0x0000007C)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Memory allocation failed in API.125 (0x0000007D)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Internal API error.126 (0x0000007E)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Incorrect parameter passed to API.128 (0x00000080)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

API notification failed (state inconsistent).129 (0x00000081)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.
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API library name is too long.130 (0x00000082)

Action: Reduce the length of the API library name.

Error occurred while processing the Extraction Syntax. An
extended error code (identified by hhhh) may also be reported
for subcode 131.

131 (0xhhhh0083)

Action: Check the Extraction Syntax and if the error persists
contact your Software AG technical support representative
providing the full subcode value and the Extraction Syntax being
used.

No dynamic extraction object code exists132 (0x00000084)

Action: Ensure that you have successfully saved and compiled
your dynamic extraction syntax.

Duplicate Related file record with differing scopes.133 (0x00000085)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

API To-Do list locked, it is already in use by another process.134 (0x00000086)

Action: Ensure that only one application/process accesses a To-Do
list at any one time.

Extractor data targets do not match those in the Repository.135 (0x00000087)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Extractor/Accumulatorwas terminated unexpectedly or cancelled
by the user.

136 (0x00000088)

Action:Check the response and subcode for the
Extractor/Accumulator in Pending, Current and Completed
Activities.

Accumulator terminated because the Extractor is not active.137 (0x00000089)

Action:Check the response and subcode for the Extractor in
Current Activities or Recently Completed.

An archive activity could not be resumed/restarted because the
FDT of one of the Source Files has been changed since the activity
was paused/failed.

138 (0x0000008A)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

An archive activity could not be resumed/restarted because the
Codepage setting for a Source File or the AMODE/WMODE

139 (0x0000008B)
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settings for the associated database have been changed since the
activity was paused/failed.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

An archive activity could not be resumed/restarted because the
Computer defined for the Extractor or Accumulator has been
changed since the activity was paused/failed.

140 (0x0000008C)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

An archive activity could not be resumed/restarted because the
Source or Target File definitions for theAction have been changed
since the activity was paused/failed.

141 (0x0000008D)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

The Extractor was unable to read the FCB of one of the Source
Files.

142 (0x0000008E)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

The FCB of the Source Files is in a format not recognised by the
Extractor.

143 (0x0000008F)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

An archive activity could not be resumed/restarted because one
of the Source Files has been reloaded since the activity was
paused/failed.

144 (0x00000090)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

An archive activity could not be restarted because the archive
could not be validated, the repair was unsuccessful.

145 (0x00000091)

Action: Review the meaning of any log messages written at the
time of the failure and, if necessary, contact your Software AG
technical support representative.

An archive activity could not be validated/restarted because one
of the archive file segments is missing.

146 (0x00000092)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Invalid archive identifier.147 (0x00000093)
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Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Length mismatch detected whilst updating archive file record.148 (0x00000094)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

No Vault record found.149 (0x00000095)

Action:Check that the Vault defined for the Plan or Action exists.

The ADR Service does not support the granularity setting
configured for the Vault.

150 (0x00000096)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Vault path does not exist.151 (0x00000097)

Action: Check that the Vault Path defined for the Extractor,
Accumulator and ADR Service computers are correct.

An archive activity could not be validated/restarted because too
many archive file segments exist.

152 (0x00000098)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Timed-out whilst caching Vault content on local Computer.153 (0x00000099)

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

Vault path does not exist.154 (0x0000009A)

Action: Check that the Vault Path defined for the Extractor,
Accumulator and ADR Service computers are correct.

Category 7 subcodes:

MeaningSubcode

An error has occurred whilst accessing a Vault where hhhh is the
operating system error code.

Refer to your operating system documentation for an explanation of
hhhh (z/OS customers should refer to z/OS UNIX System Services
Messages and Codes).

If the cause of the error is not apparent, contact your Software AG
technical support representative.

0xhhhh7004

An error has occurred whilst writing to a Vault where hhhh is the
operating system error code.

0xhhhh700B
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Refer to your operating system documentation for an explanation of
hhhh (z/OS customers should refer to z/OS UNIX System Services
Messages and Codes).

If the cause of the error is not apparent, contact your Software AG
technical support representative.

Category A subcodes:

MeaningSubcode

ATCP/IP error has occurredwhere hhhh is the operating system error
code.

Refer to your operating system documentation for an explanation of
hhhh (z/OS customers should refer to z/OS UNIX System Services
Messages and Codes).

If the cause of the error is not apparent, contact your Software AG
technical support representative.

0xhhhhA001

A DNS error has occurred where hhhh is the operating system error
code.

0xhhhhA002

Refer to your operating system documentation for an explanation of
hhhh (z/OS customers should refer to z/OS UNIX System Services
Messages and Codes).

If the cause of the error is not apparent, contact your Software AG
technical support representative.

Response 249

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Mainframe Systems

Adabas Vista uses a default Adabas response code 249 for all processing errors. This
response code can be changed by using the Job Parameter function of Adabas Vista
Online Services.

Explanation

The following table describes each of the subcodes possible for response code 249.
Adabas Vista issues these subcodes as well to provide additional information.
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The partitioned file concurrency limit has been reached.

Action: Increase the partitioned file concurrency limit using the File
Partitioning function of Adabas Vista Online Services.

1

The job parameter Enable Multiple Updates is set toNO.After updating
one database, the user attempted to update a second database in the same
transaction.

6

Action: Review the job parameter Enable Multiple Updates in the Job
Parameter function of Adabas Vista Online Services.

This partitioned file has been defined with an unsupported Partitioning
Field. The Partitioning Field may not be:

8

■ A multiple value field
■ An item in a periodic group
■ A field with format F, G, or W
■ A variable length field
■ A field with the long alphanumeric (LA) attribute
■ A SUPDE or SUPFN of format Alphanumeric with at least one parent of
format W

Action: Review the partitioning criteria.

One of the following errorswas detectedwhile processing a partitioned file:9

■ A distributed access can not be successfully processed due to the client
encoding being incompatible with Vista’s record collating process.

■ A command can not be successfully processed due to the client encoding
being incompatible with the defined partition criteria.

Action: Review the use of client encodings.

One of the following errors was detected in the Adabas search buffer while
processing a partitioned file:

10

■ the specified field is not in the Adabas FDT.
■ an S or N operator is used incorrectly.
■ a superdescriptor with a variable-length parent field is not allowed.
■ coupled file syntax is not allowed.
■ the value1 operator (EQ, GE, GT, etc.) is unknown.
■ a connecting operator (D, O, R, etc.) is unknown.
■ a command ID enclosed in parentheses is not allowed
■ a memory request failed.
■ collation descriptors are not supported.
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Action: Review and correct the application program.

Runtime controls have been changed dynamically without the client
previously resetting all Adabas context to null. In this situation Vista is

12

forced to discard all Adabas context and alert the application with this
response.

Action: Avoid this response by ensuring the client has no Adabas context
prior to the runtime controls being changed.

One of the following errors was detected in the Adabas format or record
buffer while processing a update/store for a partitioned file:

14

■ The partitioning field specified in the format buffer could not be located
in the Adabas FDT (N1 and N2).

■ AnAdabas field specified in the format buffer could not be located in the
Adabas FDT (N1, N2 and A1).

■ The partitioning field value specified in the record buffer is inconsistent
with the defined partitioning criteria for the file (N1 and N2).

■ The partitioning field value specified in the record buffer is inconsistent
with the partition criteria defined to the partition identified by the ISN
in the Adabas control block (N2 only).

■ The partitioning field value specified in the record buffer is null and the
Store Control Option is set to 2 (N1 only).

■ The partitioning field/value has not been specified and no target partition
has been identified (N1 and N2).

Action: Review application program and partitioning criteria.

The partitioning field value specified in the record buffer of the A1 command
is inconsistent with the partition criteria defined to the partition identified
by the ISN in the Adabas control block.

15

Such an update requires the relocation of the ISN to another partition, which
is not allowed.

Action: Review the application program. Use a delete and store as an
alternative.

An ISN has been detected that is invalid for one of the following reasons:16

■ The partition identifier extracted from the Adabas Vista ISN is not
consistent with any partition defined to the partitioned file.

■ The Adabas ISN read from a partition is greater than the TOPISN value
defined for the partition.

■ An attempt to store a record has resulted in an Adabas ISN greater than
the TOPISN value defined for the partition.
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■ (Extreme partitioned files only) The number of partitions is greater than
the limit of 255.

■ (Extreme partitioned files only) The application-supplied ISN is no longer
associated with this partitioned file.

Action: For Standard partitioned files, review the application program, the
partition definitions, and check TOPISN setting. For Extreme partitioned
files, review the application’s use of the supplied ISN.

One of the following errors occurred while processing Distributed Lock
Mode (DLM) against a partitioned file:

21

■ Prefetch/multifetch options on a distributed access L6command are not
allowed for DLM options 2 and 3.

■ DLMoption 4 is specified and a distributed accessS4 or L6 commandwas
issued.

■ DLM option 3 is specified and the distributed access data integrity check
failed.

Action: Review the application and use of the DLM option.

The client runtime control for CL convergence is set to reject when your
Vista rules used during runtime result in activity for multiple source

22

databases converging into a single target database. With this setting the CL
command cannot be processed by Vista because it would result in the loss
of cursor/transaction activity in the target database for source database(s)
beyond the one indicated in this CL command which would result in
unpredictable results and errors if those other source databases are used
further.

Action: Review the application program and the convergent
translation/partitioning rules or alter the CL convergence runtime control
setting.

One of the following unsupported commands has been issued:25

■ an S5 command (partitioned files only)
■ a C5 command
■ a BT command with Command Option 2 set to F (any transaction will
have been backed out)

■ an L1 command with Command Option 1 or 2 set to F

Action: Review application program.

An update command has been issued to a partitioned file; however, the
target partition does not have the option ACCESS=FULL.

28

Action: Review application program and partition ACCESS options.
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An existing Command ID has been reused after the client’s translation
context has been modified but this now references a different file, which is
an illegal situation and is therefore rejected.

31

Action: Review programming practices for changing client contexts.

Partitioned files can not be subjected to a change in client context32

Action: Review programming practices for changing client contexts.

A session-relatedmemory allocation failed during an inter-systemdynamic
transaction routing operation, the client session is unable to continue. This

36

sub-code may not indicate an error on this current Adabas command, but
it indicates that an internal error has prevented the Vista session continuing
successfully.

Action: Increase the shared memory available.

A file-related memory allocation failed during an inter-system dynamic
transaction routing operation, the client session is unable to continue using

37

the file. This sub-code may not indicate an error on this current Adabas
command, but it indicates that an internal error has prevented the Vista
session continuing successfully with one of the files currently being used
so Vista is alerting you immediately.

Action: Increase the shared memory available.

An L1 (get next) commandwas issued but the supplied command ID is not
currently active.

39

Action: Review application program.

An error has occurred during the processing of a distributed L3/L9
command against a partitioned file.

45

Action:Contact your Software AG technical support representative and use
the COR Debug Event Monitor controls specifying Response 249 and this
subcode to provide diagnostic information.

An A1 command was issued without the H option and the DLM option is
set to 1. However, the ISN to be updated has not been previously read by
a hold command.

50

Action: Review application program and use of DLM option.

The number of segmented buffers used by this ACBX call against a
Partitioned File is greater than the maximum allowed.

51

Action: Reduce the number of segmented buffers.

The file parameter Enable ISN Positioning is set to NO and one of the
following commands was issued:

52

■ L1with Command Option 2 set to I
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■ L2/5with starting ISN
■ L3/6with starting ISN
■ Sxwith the ISN Lower Limit field specified

Action: Review application program and the file parameter Enable ISN
Positioning.

A memory request failed.60

Action: Review the memory availability of the

■ host TP system;
■ host operating system; and
■ global commonmemorypool (BS2000 only; specified in theAdabas System
Coordinator group definition).

One of the following invalid values was used for a command ID value:65

■ X'00000000'
■ X'40404040'

Action: Do not use the above command ID values.

Support for the use of this API has been withdrawn.70

Action: Please refer to the currently supportedAPIs or, alternatively, contact
your Software AG technical support representative to discuss your
requirements.

An ETData related command has been issued, but the runtime control ( see
Database Number for ET Data, in the Adabas Vista Parametersmanual) is not

72

set to a specific database number and Vista has been unable to establish a
target database to satisfy the command.

Action:Review the runtime controlDatabaseNumber for ETData, in theAdabas
Vista Parametersmanual, to specifically identify the database number to be
used.

A sequence direction change has been detected during an L3 or L9 command
against a Partitioned FilewhoseCommand ID sequence has been previously
subjected to multifetch.

74

Action: Review the program logic.

An error has occurred during the processing of an L1 ‘get next’ command
against a partitioned file.

81

Action:Contact your Software AG technical support representative and use
the COR Debug Event Monitor controls specifying Response 249 and this
subcode to provide diagnostic information.
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The Adabas Vista database process is not installed. It must be installed on
all Adabas databases which contain Adabas Vista partitions. This subcode
indicates that a database

86

■ is not running with ADARUN VISTA=YES; or
■ is not running Adabas version 7 or above.

Action: Refer to the Adabas Vista installation procedures.

An error has occurred during the parsing of the Format Buffer during the
processing of an Ax or Nx command against a partitioned file.

96

Action:Contact your Software AG technical support representative and use
the COR Debug Event Monitor controls specifying Response 249 and this
subcode to provide diagnostic information.

The configuration for the first-level null definition policy for this target
category (mode) is set to reject “null” as the outcome of translation
processing.

106

Action:Review the null definition policy for the target category (mode) used
if you do not wish to receive this error.

Translation processing has been configured to disallow redirection to a
different target category (mode).

107

Action: Remove the redirection rule(s) or review the category adjustment
policy for the target category (mode) in use.

The configuration for the first-level null definition policy redirects to another
target category (mode) which in turn has resulted in a “null” outcome. The
second-level null definition policy is set to reject such an outcome.

108

Action: Review the translation rules in use to avoid a null result or alter the
null definition policies.

Translation processing has detected a recursive redirection.109

Action: Review the translation rules in use.

An error has occurred during the processing of the current command.112

Action:Contact your Software AG technical support representative and use
the COR Debug Event Monitor controls specifying Response 249 and this
subcode to provide diagnostic information.

A command has been issued against a partitioned filewhich has the Shared
Partition option set to YES for one or more of its partitions. However,
the partitioning field defined does not exist in the Adabas FDT.

116

Action:Contact your Software AG technical support representative and use
the COR Debug Event Monitor controls specifying Response 249 and this
subcode to provide diagnostic information.
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MeaningSubcode

One of the following errors occurred while processing the record, value, or
search buffer:

117

■ A P format field value was not in packed decimal format.
■ A U format field value was not in unpacked decimal format.
■ The attempted format conversionwas not possible because of incompatible
data formats or other compatibility problems.

■ The field length was zero or not consistent with the field format.

Action: Check field values for correct formats and lengths.

One of the following has occurred:119

■ Runtime configuration on behalf of this client was unsuccessful and
Adabas Vista has been defined as “critical” using the Critical Product
Support feature of the Adabas System Coordinator.

■ The Adabas Vista configuration file was not available during an attempt
to satisfy an Adabas Vista API request.

Action: Check the availability of the configuration file.

If the client runtime control Error Reporting WTO option is set to YES, this
error may be accompanied by an AVI-0017-10 console message.

The client previously issued a command to a source file for which Vista was
unable to determine the existence of any translation rules due to the

120

configuration file not being available at the time. Subsequently, Vista has
detected the availability of the configuration file and has determined the
existence of a transation rule for this source file. This subcode is returned
the next time the client attempts to access the source file.

Action: Review the availability of the configuration file.

An invalid partitioned file definition has been found in the Adabas Vista
configuration file.

122

Action: Check the file definition using Adabas Vista Online Services.

An invalid translation rule has been found in theAdabasVista configuration
file.

123

Action: Check the rule using Adabas Vista Online Services.

An error in the record buffer was detected during processing of an OP
command.

124

One of the following errors occurred while processing an S8 command:126

■ An invalid command ID was specified in the Additions 1 field.
■ Different file numbers were detected for ISN lists.
■ An error occurred while processing a subsequent S8 call.
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MeaningSubcode

Action: Review the application program.

One of the following errors occurred while processing an S2 command:127

■ An invalid sort sequence was specified.
■ An invalid ISN was detected during processing.
■ An error was detected during ISN processing.

Action: Review the application program.

One of the following errors occurred while processing an S9 command:128

■ The command ID value specified was assigned to another command.
■ An invalid sort sequence was specified.
■ An invalid ISN buffer length was detected.
■ The number of ISNs to be sorted as provided in ISN quantity is equal to
0.

■ The command ID value specified in Additions 4 was not found.
■ An invalid ISN was detected during processing.
■ An error was detected during ISN processing.

Action: Review the application program.

The command limit defined for this source file has been exceeded.129

Action: Review the command limit.

A requested file refresh of a partitioned file has failed due to an unexpected
Adabas response code. The partitioned file is in a partially refreshed state.

131

Action: Review the Adabas response code.

One of the following errors occurred whilst processing a direction change
during an L9 command sequence:

133

■ A second direction change for this sequence was attempted.
■ A format override cannot be processed.
■ A length override greater than specified in the FDT cannot be processed.
■ A length override has been specified with complex search criteria.

Action:Review the use of the L9 command and theAdabasVista restrictions.

An S2 command to continue a sequence has been received. The sequence
was not started by an S2 command.

134

Action: Amend the command sequence to process either all S1 commands,
or all S2commands, as appropriate.

ISN quantity is too high on this Sx command.200
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MeaningSubcode

Action: Perform a more specific Sx .

One of the following errors occurred while initializing AVIKRN:201

■ The dynamic load failed.
■ The version is not compatible.

Action: Check the Adabas Vista installation procedures.

ISN error when issuing ACBX style RI shared-hold calls with ACBXCOP3
set to “S”.

250

Action: Check ISN usage on shared-hold commands.

An error has occurred while attempting to access an Extreme partitioned
file.

305

Action:Contact your Software AG technical support representative and use
the COR Debug Event Monitor controls specifying Response 249 and this
subcode to provide diagnostic information.

The session is not compliantwith correct distributed transaction processing.
Read Transaction Directives, in Adabas Vista Programming Guidelines for a
more detailed explanation of this subcode.

496

Action: Adhere to correct distributed transaction processing.

This session has not complied with the correct transactional processing
behavior when using the discrete file setting.

532

Action: Review the discrete file setting and ensure correct transactional
processing.

For ACBX calls, a conflict with shared hold status option “H” has been
detected. The client session is using this option in a conflicting manner

588

during an ET or BT sequence after a commit/backout process has been
performed. The transaction outcome is unaffected but recordsmay no longer
be in shared hold status.

Action: Review usage of this option.

Open Systems

In Adabas Vista (open systems) an error occurred during command execution. One
of the following subcodes may occur:
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MeaningSubcode

An inconsistency in an internal data structure was detected. This may
indicate a code fault within Adabas Vista.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

1 (0x0001)

An inconsistency in an internal data structure was detected. This may
indicate a logic error within Adabas Vista.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

2 (0x0002)

The S9 command is not supported on partitioned files.

Action: Review the program logic.

3 (0x0003)

The F option for an L1 command is not supported on partitioned files

Action: Review the program logic.

4 (0x0004)

The F option for a BT command is not supported.

Action: Review the program logic.

5 (0x0005)

The ISN buffer for a BT or ET command with the M option is not
consistent with ISN Buffer Length in the Adabas control block.

Action: Review the program logic.

6 (0x0006)

Themaximumnumber of active command ID values has been reached.

Action: Review the program logic.

7 (0x0007)

The command ID value specified for TBLES/TBQ (sequential) or TBI
(ISN list) command is already in use by a different TBLES/TBQ or TBI
command.

Action: Review the program logic.

8 (0x0008)

Adabas Vista is not compatible with the installed version of Natural,
Adabas or Entire Net-Work.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

9 (0x0009)

The definitions for partitioned file do not exist.

Action: Review the partition definitions in SYSAVI.

10 (0x000A)

The parititioning field does not exist in the FDT.

Action: Review the partition definitions in SYSAVI.

11 (0x000B)

The field type in the partition definition does not match the field type
in the FDT.

Action: Review the partition definitions in SYSAVI.

12 (0x000C)

The type for the parititioning field is not suitable.

Action: Review the partition definitions in SYSAVI.

13 (0x000D)
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The format buffer specified for an N1 or N2 command does not contain
the partitioning field.

Action: Review the program logic.

14 (0x000E)

The value of the partitioning field in the record buffer specified for an
N1 or N2 command could not be converted to the standard field length
and format.

Action: Review the program logic.

15 (0x000F)

The value of the partitioning field in the record buffer specified for an
A1, N1 or N2 command does not correspond to any partition defined
for the file.

Action: Review the partition definitions in SYSAVI.

16 (0x0010)

The value of the partitioning field in the record buffer specified for an
A1 command would require the ISN to be relocated to a different
partition.

Action: Review the program logic.

17 (0x00011)

The ISN and the value of the partitioning field in the record buffer
specified for an N2 command do not correspond to the same partition.

Action: Review the program logic.

18 (0x00012)

The license is not valid for this operating system.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

19 (0x00013)

The license has expired.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

20 (0x00014)

The license file could not be found.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

21 (0x00015)

The license key is invalid.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

22 (0x00016)

The license is for a different version of the product.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

23 (0x00017)

The license is not for this product.

Action: Contact your Software AG technical support representative.

24 (0x00018)

The ISN of a record read from a partition or the ISN of a record stored
using an N1 command is too large.

Action: Check the settings for the Adabas file to ensure that the ISN
values cannot exceed the highest value defined for the partition in
SYSAVI.

25 (0x00019)
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Response 250

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Onmainframe systems, the ACBX (ACBX) failed validation. The following subcodes
are possible:

Explanation

MeaningSubcode

Unsupported ACBX version1

ADACBX provided without UBE.2

ACBX file number > 65,535.3

Reserved field not zero.4

ACBX length incorrect5

On open systems, a requested function is not yet implemented.

Onmainframe systems, if subcode 3 occurs, notify your SoftwareAG technical support
representative. If any of the other subcodes occur, correct the ACBX specification and
rerun.

Action

On open systems, wait for a later version of Adabas.

Response 251

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Onmainframe systems, an error occurred inAdabas cluster processing. Under certain
conditions, the Adabas cluster SVC (SVCCLU) component of the ADASVC returns

Explanation

response code 251 in theACB's response code field, alongwith a hexadecimal subcode
(listed below in decimal) in the low-order (rightmost) two bytes of the Additions 2
field. In the case of an ACBX, the ADASVC returns response code 251 in the ACBX's
Response Code (ACBXRSP) field and the subcode in the Error Subcode (ACBXERRC)
field.

■ If the local SVCCLU detects the condition, the subcode will range from 2 through
30.

■ If a remote SVCCLU detects the condition, it will range from 102 through 130.

Note: If you are runningwith EntireNet-Work, the leftmost two bytes of theAdditions
2 field (in the ACB) or the ACBXERRC field (in the ACBX) may contain the ID of the
Entire Net-Work node that issued this response code.
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MeaningSubcode

The remote cluster nucleus towhich the user is assigned cannot be accessed.2

There are no user table entries (UTEs) available for use.4

Internal error. The nucleus specified by an internal commandwas not found.5

Internal error. The userwas assigned to a remote nucleus by the local system
but the remote system found that the nucleus was not active.

7

Internal error. The 28-byte user ID is all zeros.9

Entire Net-Work is not active.17

Internal error. Invalid internal command code.19

Remote nuclei are active; command must be assigned remotely but the
remote nuclei are not accepting commands.

20

The remote image to which the user is assigned has no usable nuclei.21

An attempt was made to assign a user remotely but Entire Net-Work is not
active.

22

No system image target25

System image target changed26

Internal error.27

Version mismatch between the PLXCB and the SVCCLU part of the
ADASVC.

28

Probably, you used a NUCID value from a restricted range. Otherwise, this
is an internal error.

Action: Ensure that the NUCID assignments are valid.

29

More than 32 NUCIDs were detected for the same SVC/DBID combination.

Action: Reduce the number of NUCIDs on the SVC/DBID to 32.

30

An invalid PLXCBdataspaceALETwasdetectedduring command initiation.
The PLXCB is unusable. TheALEThas been removed from the IDTHprefix.

41

An invalid PLXCB dataspace ALET was detected during command
completion. The PLXCB is unusable. The ALET has been removed from the
IDTH prefix.

45

An invalid PLXCB dataspace header was detected. The PLXCB is unusable.
The ALET has been removed from the IDTH prefix.

43

A program check occurred while using the PLXCB dataspace ALET. The
PLXCB is unusable. The ALET has been removed from the IDTH prefix.
Under z/OS a software LOGREC (EREP) record was created.

44

On open systems, an invalid utility call - versions conflict occurred.

For internal errors onmainframe systems, contact your SoftwareAG technical support
representative. For all other mainframe errors except as noted, contact your systems
administrator.

Action
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On open systems, check whether the utilities and database nuclei are of the same
version. Contact your Software AG technical support representative for assistance.

Response 252

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

Onmainframe systems, an error occurred duringAdabas SVCprocessing (post error).Explanation

Note: If you are runningwith EntireNet-Work, the leftmost two bytes of theAdditions
2 field (in the ACB) or the ACBXERRC field (in the ACBX) may contain the ID of the
Entire Net-Work node that issued this response code.

On open systems, an invalid subroutine call - coding error occurred. This response
may also be returned on setting the Entire Net-Work timeout via Adaset Timeout if
Entire Net-Work is not correctly installed.

For open systems, contact your Software AG technical support representative.Action

Response 253

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

On mainframe systems, an error occurred processing a buffer.Explanation

Note: If you are runningwith EntireNet-Work, the leftmost two bytes of theAdditions
2 field (in the ACB) or the ACBXERRC field (in the ACBX) may contain the ID of the
Entire Net-Work node that issued this response code.

The following subcodes are possible:

MeaningSubcode

Buffer length 0 (ACB user only)0

Format buffer address zero1

Record buffer address zero2

Search buffer address zero3

Value buffer address zero4

ISN buffer address zero5

User information buffer address zero6

Performance buffer address zero7

Multifetch buffer address zero8

Unsupported ABD buffer type9

Attached buffer overrun10

Unsupported ABD version11

ACBX not accepted by target12

Unable to convert ACBX to ACB13
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MeaningSubcode

ALET value not permitted14

Unable to process 64-bit buffer address15

Invalid buffer location indicator16

Logic error locating ABD17

More than 65,535 ABDs of any single type.18

Reserved field not zero19

ADABDX length incorrect20

An error occurred attempting to allocate a Pause Element. The subcode is
100 (decimal) added to the return code from the z/OS IEAVAPE service.

Action: Refer to IBM z/OS documentation for IEAVAPE for an explanation
of its return code. Contact your Software AG support representative for
assistance.

1xx

An error occurred attempting to pause using a Pause Element. The subcode
is 200 (decimal) added to the return code from the z/OS IEAVPSE service.

Action: Refer to IBM z/OS documentation for IEAVPSE for an explanation
of its return code. Contact your Software AG support representative for
assistance.

2xx

On open systems, the system file is not loaded or inconsistent.

For mainframe systems, subcodes 10 and 17 are internal logic errors; notify your
Software AG support representative. For all other subcodes, correct the buffer
specification error and rerun.

Action

On open systems, check the system files by running ADAVFY.

Response 254

Mainframe systems onlyOrigin

Avalidation error occurred during command completion processingwhile attempting
to return results to the caller.

Explanation

One of the following has occurred:

■ An internal error occurred during processing of an attached buffer (buffer overflow)
■ The CT parameter limit was exceeded. Message ADAM93 (or a similar message)
is printed or displayed on the console.

If the CT parameter limit was exceeded, the nucleus terminated the user, generated
the equivalent of a BT command internally, released the CQE and attached buffer
space, and issued ADAM93 (or a similar message).
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If the userwas not terminated, the subcode in the right-most two bytes of theACB's
Additions 2 field or the subcode in the ACBX's Error Subcode (ACBXERRC) field
describes the failed validity check.

■ If you are running with Entire System Server, the TIME parameter limit was
exceeded. Message ADAM93 (or a similar message) displays on the console.

Note: If you are runningwith EntireNet-Work, the leftmost two bytes of theAdditions
2 field (in the ACB) or the ACBXERRC field (in the ACBX) may contain the ID of the
Entire Net-Work node that issued this response code.

MeaningSubcode

UBCQEX is less than or equal to zero1

UBCQEX is greater than CQHNCQES2

CQEFLAG is not equal to CQEFAB plus CQEFW163

CQEAUB is not equal to A'UB4

CQEAUPL is not equal to A'APL5

The low-order 6 bytes of CQECKSUM does not equal UBCKSUM6

CQE was timed out7

An inconsistency in the CQE such as the following:8

■ The CQE was unexpectedly taken by another call .
■ The user buffer (UB) is not receiving expected user information.
■ The target move data length is inconsistent.

Record buffer overflow9

ISN buffer overflow10

Inconsistent format buffer length11

Inconsistent search buffer length12

Inconsistent value buffer length13

Inconsistent user buffer length14

Invalid attached buffer ABD index (internal logic error)15

Buffer overflow; see ACBXERRD and ACBXERRE16

Ensure that the caller’s control structures and parameters are not altered while the
command is being processed. If you are unable to resolve the error, notify your
Software AG support representative.

Action
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Response 255

Mainframe and open systemsOrigin

On mainframe systems, all attached buffers were allocated at the time the command
was processed. Buffer allocation "high water marks" may not reflect this condition
when no buffer allocation occurs.

Explanation

Note: A Response 255 may also be issued by Entire Net-Work and in these
circumstances the leftmost two bytes of the Additions 2 field (in the ACB) or the
ACBXERRC field (in the ACBX)may contain the ID of the Entire Net-Work node that
issued this response code.

On open systems, the Adabas command could not be processed because not enough
Adabas nucleus or operating system resources are available. The value in the first
two bytes of the Additions 2 field indicates the reason (2-byte binary format).

On open systems, perform the following actions, based on the subcode:Action

ActionSubcode

No space is available for the attached buffers. Increase the LAB (length
of attached buffers) parameter.

1

No space is available in the client ID table. Increase theNCL (number
of client threads) parameter.

2

Message queue generation failed. Increase the corresponding
operating systemparameters (please refer to theAdabas open systems
installation documentation for further information).

3

An internal error occurred; an unexpected response codewas received
from a system function. Contact your Software AG technical support
representative.

4-6

TheADAMPLNKexecutable could not be loaded.Make thismodule
available.

7 (only with
ADALNKX)

No space is available for extended attached buffers. Increase the value
of the LABX (length of extended attached buffers) parameter.

8
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6 User Abend Codes

The decimal abend (abnormal end) codes described in this chapter occur in ADAInn, ADARUN,
and in some utilitymessages or during replication or transactionmanager processing. Themessage
ADAM99 presents both system and nucleus STAE abend codes in hexadecimal; in this case, a
nucleus abend code must first be changed to decimal before the description can be located here.

Most abend codes (except 20) result from errors that normally require assistance fromyourAdabas
support technical representative. If abend codes 23 or 24 occur, save the Work data set. For all
abend codes, save any dumps and note any messages or other indications that the system issues.
Advise your Adabas technical support representative of the error.

Note: Entire Net-Work issues only the abend code 253 to indicate an abnormal termination
occurred. The abend (abnormal end) codes described in this chapter are issued primarily
byAdabasmodules operatingwith EntireNet-Work. Specific information related to an error
is given in the messages written to the print data set.

ExplanationModuleCode

Workpool too small to execute session autorestart.(nucleus)15

DTP=RM: Two-phase commit logic error.(nucleus)16

DTP=RM: Work-part-4 overflow.(nucleus)17

DTP=RM: Two-phase commit logic error.(nucleus)19

Error during system startup (refer to descriptions of nucleus startup
errors in Adabas Messages and Codes).

(nucleus)20

I/O error during asynchronous buffer flush (Asso/Data/Work/PLOG).(nucleus)21

I/O error on sequential PLOG and PLOGRQ=YES/FORCE in effect.(nucleus)22

WORK overflow.(nucleus)23

Autostart canceled - protection area inconsistent.(nucleus)24

Logical I/O error: Adabas was unable to track one or more I/O
operations).

(nucleus)25
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ExplanationModuleCode

Adabas session canceled by operator command.(nucleus)26

Session ended due to work pool space problems.(nucleus)27

Nucleus problem during an asynchronous buffer flush.(nucleus)28

Adabas Transaction Manager (ATM) initialization failed. Review the
console messages for further information about the error.

(nucleus)29

Adabas Transaction Manager (ATM) interface error.(nucleus)30

Insufficient workpool space for only active command.(nucleus)31

Internal error processing search algorithm 3 command.(nucleus)32

Logic error during file number validation.(nucleus)33

Recovery Aid logic error.ADARAC33

Abnormal termination with dump.utilities34

Abnormal termination without dump.utilities35

I/O error occurred while writing to DDDRUCK or DDPRINT. Check
JCL.

utilities36

ET post logic error.(nucleus)37

Unexpected response code for internal command.(nucleus)38

Fatal internal response code occurred during asynchronous buffer
flush.

(nucleus)39

Getmain failure early during session start.(nucleus)40

Fatal error during ADACOM processing (cluster environments).ADACOM40

Fatal error during Delta Save Facility processing.ADADSFN41

A security violation occurred at startup.(nucleus)42

Logic error in command selection (freeze table).(nucleus)43

Logic error in an FST write or an online process.(nucleus)44

Logic error in asynchronous buffer flush by volume (with
ASYTVS=YES)

(nucleus)45

Logic error in the buffer pool manager.(nucleus)46

Logic error in thread management(nucleus)47

Logic error in ADANCX (cluster environments).(nucleus)48

General internal error (various reasons)(nucleus)49

Logic error in SRB code (Adabas Cluster Services)(nucleus)50

Logic error in dynamic Work access(nucleus)51

STCK clock not running(nucleus)52

Logic error in global hold queue element lock handling(nucleus)53

Logic error in global file lock handling(nucleus)54

Fatal error during ADACLU processing (cluster environments).ADACLU55

Logic error in ET synchronization process(nucleus)56
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ExplanationModuleCode

Unexpected error during online recovery(nucleus)57

Error in protection record bookkeeping(nucleus)58

Logic error during large object (LB) processing(nucleus)59

Unique descriptor update logic error(nucleus)60

Logic error in system field update(nucleus)61

Fatal error related to replication processing.(replication)65

Logic error in initial-state processing(replication)66

Logic error in SLOG handling(replication)67

Parallel Services nucleus canceled by peer nucleus(nucleus)70

Logic error or bad data in protection data area extension onWork data
set

(nucleus)71

Logic error in protection data publishing(nucleus)72

Uncorrectable intracluster communication failure(nucleus)79

Logic error in update tracking(nucleus)80

Logic error in file activity bookkeeping(nucleus)82

Logic error in extended MU/PE handling(nucleus)83

Logic error in spanned record handling(nucleus)84

Logic error in spanned record read-lock handling(nucleus)85

Logic error in Adabas Fastpath multifetch processing(nucleus)86

Logic error in multiple buffers(nucleus)87

Logic error during global update command synchronization(nucleus)89

Logic error when updating a compressed record(nucleus)90

Internal error(nucleus)91

Logic error during increase of an address converter extent(nucleus)92

Logic error when processing an online function(nucleus)93

Logic error in special descriptor decompression(nucleus)94

Logic error during AAD,AA handling(nucleus)95

Logic error in command selection(nucleus)96

Failure to load and install the trace moduleADATRA108

Fatal error related to the execution of Adabas code on a System z
Integrated Information Processor (zIIP)

ADAZIP109

FREEVIS problemMPMVSE220

Invalid operating systemMPMVSE221

Invalid functionMPMVSE222

Wrong ADARER module foundMPMBS2227

STXIT not successfully installedMPMBS2228

Invalid function in dependent MPM callMPMBS2229
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ExplanationModuleCode

The command queue referenced in the ID table does not match the
target ID in the call

MPMBS2231

The ID table is being referenced but the MPM has a zero (0) addressMPMBS2232

Adabas canceled in BOURSE WAIT (see the ADAM82 message
description in Adabas Messages and Codes).

MPMBS2233

Enqueue to IDT failed (BS2000)MPMBS2234

Unable to acquire memory for MPM client table UTAB (BS2000)MPMBS2235

Error locating ADAIOR in ESTAE recovery routineMPMMVS245

An error occurred when writing a message to the console (WTO).RAOSSYDI (Adabas Review)246

Unsuccessful STAEMPMMVS247

Invalid operating system or RMODE; for MPMF4, invalid operating
system or RMODE; or CID GETMAIN failed The operating system

MPMMVS or MPMF4248

checkdid not recognize a "known" operating system. The known system
is z/OS. For z/OS: if the nucleus is running AMODE 31, then RMODE
24 was not set for at least one Adabas module other than ADALNK.

Invalid functionMPMMVS249

Unrecoverable abend of the Adabas Review subtask ADARST. See the
ADAM90 message description.

ADARST251

Unrecoverable subtask abend. See the ADAM90 message description.IORSUB252

Nonrecoverable abend (caused by STAE/STXIT processing program
check or nucleus abend) See the ADAM99 message description in
Adabas Messages and Codes.

MPMIND253

Invalid function in abnormal termination
Recovery exit

MPMIND254

Invalid functionMPMIND255

Return code on 24-call from FREEVISMPMVSE257

The specified subsystem name is already being used by another
ADABAS SVC. Select another subsystem name and rerun the job.

ADASIP435

The currently installed SVC is using a different subsystem.ADASIP436

There are one or more potentially active targets in the IDT of the
specified SVC.

ADASIP437

SVC 04-call buffer address errorSVCVSE454

SVC 16-call buffer address errorSVCVSE455

SVC work area allocation errorSVCVSE456

SVCMVS load errorSIPMVS470

Incorrect SVCMVSSIPMVS471

SSCT disappearedSIPMVS472

ADASIR non-zero return codeSIPMVS473

SVC table entry changedSIPMVS474
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SSCT already existsSIPMVS475

Request for user buffer memory in ADALNK failedLNKBS2476

GETMAIN errorSIPMVS

Incorrect ADASIRSIPMVS477

ADASIR load errorSIPMVS478

ADASIR or ADASVCwere not found in the load libraries provided to
the ADASIP job

SIPMVS479

Open errorSIPMVS480

EXEC PARM errorSIPMVS481

SIPMVS not authorizedSIPMVS482

Unsupported functionLNKBS2485

LNKBTO

LNKIX1

Invalid PCR04 callSVCMVS486

Caller specified an unknown or invalid target. This is possibly caused
by restarting an already active target using FORCE=YES.

SVCMVS487

Invalid PCR16 callSVCMVS488

Invalid 48-call parametersSVCMVS489

Target ID table may only be changed by a communicatorMPMBS2490

SVCMVS

SVC 12-call without 16-call requiredSVCMVS491

SVCVSE

Active dormant LXSVCMVS492

Invalid 00-call parametersSVCMVS493

Caller not authorizedSVCMVS494

No IDTSVCMVS496

Invalid functionSVCMVS497

Invalid UBLNKBTO498

LNKIX1

Length of user info less than zeroLNKBTO499

LNKIX1

Error in link initialization routineLNKBS2500

LNKBTO

LNKIX1

Incorrect router versionLNKBTO501

LNKIX1

User exit before-call increased length of user infoLNKBTO502
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LNKIX1

DEB errorIORMVS509

Invalid SVC-08 callSVCVSE513

GTALNK errorIORIND515

RWINT errorIORIND516

RWINT Cache Fast Write request errorIORIND517

UPELE errorIORIND519

FVSE errorIORSUB539

FVST errorIORSUB540

BCP storage errorIORMVS545

Initialization errorIORMVS547

BCP errorIORMVS548

DLECB errorIORMVS549

QEDIT (block) errorIORMVS550

CHKIO errorIORMVS551

Incorrect SVC versionIORMVS559

Maximum blocks/track > minimum, I/O error, global sequential
BLKSIZE too big, or invalid number (ECBS)

IORMVS560

EVENTS errorIORMVS561

Invalid TDCE found during ADAIOR INITIORBS2563

Failure to load ADAIOI or AT when trying to enable EVENT NAMEIORBS2564

ECB list overflowIORBS2565

Invalid SOLSIG return codeIORBS2566

Cannot load ADAONRIORBS2567

BCP errorIORBS2568

WTOR errorIORBS2569

CHKIO errorIORBS2570

Invalid ECB typeIORBS2571

Invalid event checksumIORBS2572

SOLSIG RC operator commands/EOCIORBS2573

No multiple RSOFEI postcode memIORBS2574

User exit before-call increased length of USER INFOLNKCX577

CHKIO errorIORVSE578

Error in link initialization routineLNKCX579

Length of user info less than 0 (greater than 32K)LNKCX580

Incorrect router versionLNKCX581
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Invalid UBLNKCX582

QEDIT (CIBCTR) errorIORMVS583

Unsupported functionLNKCX584

EVENTS errorIORVSE591

GETDVS errorIORVSE592

IVST errorIORVSE593

Invalid RMODEUSRBTO594

EXTRACT errorIORVSE595

GETLBL errorIORVSE596

TOPMSG errorIORVSE597

ADECB errorIORMVS598

ADECB errorIORVSE599

DLECB errorIORVSE600

SUBSID error, invalid version, or ADAIOI could not be loadedIORVSE601

CKTDC errorIORVSE602

Global sequential block size too big or invalid number (ECBS)IORVSE603

GETTVS errorIORVSE604

Invalid printer deviceIORVSE605

Unsupported ADALNK function codeLNKBS2606

UB flags in ADALNK asynchronous call incorrectly setLNKBS2607

Length of user info less than 0 (greater than 32K)LNKBS2608

Unable to acquire ID table common memoryLNKBS2609

User information length at ADALNK before-call too smallLNKBS2610

WAIT errorLNKBS2611

IDT (identification table) common memory not accessible in routerRERBS2612

Invalid router function codeRERBS2613

Invalid function via callerSVCVSE614

No IDT (identification table)SVCVSE615

Invalid 00-call parametersSVCVSE616

Invalid 40-callerSVCVSE617

Caller specified an unknown or invalid target. This is possibly caused
by restarting an already active target using FORCE=YES.

SVCVSE618

Invalid SVC number in link routineLNKxx619

Power job error in SVCSVCVSE

IOR fatal errorIORIND620
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Invalid SAVE area in UB (LUEXIT1). SAVE area (USERSAV) in the
Adabas link routine was less than 72 bytes and user exit 1/2 (B/A in
Adabas 7) was invoked.

LNKxx622

64-bit I/O not supported for devIORVSE627

GETMAIN error during startupIORVSE628

IORMVS

ADAOPTD could not be found, or could not be loaded into storageIORVSE629

GETVIS failed for sequential file tableIORVSE631

No more slots in sequential file tableIORVSE632

Internal error file name not foundIORVSE633

Return code from LABEL macro greater than 4IORVSE634

PFIX/PFREE issued from dynamic partitionIORVSE635

A CICS GETMAIN request failed.LNKCX639

No memory available for BS2000 LNK anchor blockLNKBS2640

No memory available for LNK anchor block (BS2000)ADALNK640

The SM6 ADALNK detected a router at 5.2 SP5 level or lower. The ID
Table must be initialized with an Adabas nucleus at level 5.2 SP6 or
higher.

LNKBS2641

The ADALNK cannot read the DDLNKPAR parameter file; the file
may be empty, or it may be an ISAM file. Use a SAM/V data set that
was created by EDT.

LNKBS2642

The ADALNK detected a syntax error in the DDLNKPAR parameters.
Correct the syntax and rerun.

LNKBS2643

The CICS macro level interface is not supported for CICS/ESA 3.2 and
above.

LNKCX645

Cannot read the SYSDTAdata set; see themessageADAI56 description.IORBS2646

Invalid reentrant work area addressLNKBTO647

LNKIX1

Invalid AIBTDLI entry addressLNKIX1648

CICS TWA not present or too shortLNKCX649

AIBTDLI INQY ENVIRON call failedLNKIX1

Invalid PALLNKBS2652

LNKBTO

LNKCX

LNKIX1

Attempted double wait on UB elementLNKCX653

ADALNK: unsupported operating system version, unsupported HSI.
Adabas version 6.1 and above requires BS2000 version 10 and above
and XS31 hardware.

ADALNK654
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Incompatible versions of ADALNK and ADAL2P. Check library
assignments; check TSOSLNK/BINDER protocols. See message
ADAK09.

ADALNK655

An internal error occurred when the IMS link routine could find the
proper IMS structures to properly set the value for the userid (the last

ADALNI656

eight bytes of the 28-byte Adabas communication ID). When this user
abend occurs, contact your Software AG support representative and
provide a dump including the registers at time of the abend so the
reason code stored in R15 can be seen and evaluated.

Dynamic SVC lookup table missingLNKBTO657

LNKCX

LNKIX1

LNKUES module not available to ADALNKLNKBTO658

LNKCX

LNKIX1

PC routine invoked by invalid caller.SVCMVS659

CICS instructed ATM to perform a single-phase commit, but the
outcome of the attempted commit could not be determined.

LNKCX660

Name/Token service error.SVCMVS661

Program cancel from UEXITRLNKBTO662

LNKCX

LNKIX1

LNCSTUB DCI initialization failedLNKCX663

SVC incompatible with install programLNKBTO664

LNKCX

LNKIX1

SVCMVS

SVCVSE

Invalid SVC callerSVCMVS665

SVCVSE

Invalid AB deallocation lengthRERBS2666

SVCMVS

SVCVSE

Unsupported z/OS release or missing CPU features. ArchLvl 2 (64-bit)
is required.

SVCMVS667

A syncpoint operation was triggered by an Adabas command, but the
user's communication ID was not known

ATMCXRMI668

LNKCX

LNKIX1
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S64 recovery routine manager error.SVCMVS669

TheCICS EXTRACT commandused to obtain theAdabas Task Related
User Exit (TRUE) global work area failed. The Adabas 8 or enhanced
Adabas 7 CICS environment is not correctly established.

To determine the cause, consult the messages associated with starting
the Adabas TRUE issued fromADAENAB (if you are running Adabas
7) or from ADACIC0 (if you are running Adabas 8).

link routines670

Attempted router call to shared 64-bit storage Recovery Routine
Manager (RRM) on BS2000. Not available on this platform.

RERBS2671

IDT extension not provided. Possible incorrect version of ADASIR
(z/OS) or ADAIPR (z/VSE).

SVCMVS672

SVCVSE

Invalid PCRCLU caller.SVCMVS673

A version 8 call using the ACBX has been made, but the link routine
did not detect a valid reentrancy token in direct call (fieldAPLXRTOK)
of the Adabas 8 parameter list.

link routines674

ADL consistency exit not linkedLNKCX675

The work area passed to an Adabas 8 link routine in the direct call
(field APLXRTOK of the APLX) was invalid, or the attempt to obtain
storage for the work area failed.

link routines676

CICS GETMAIN for a UB failedLNKCX677

The Adabas 8 link routine could not find the address of a link global
table, either because it was not linked with the Adabas 8 link routine,
or because an attempt to load the link globals table failed.

In BS2000 environments, the memory pool accessed does not contain
an Adabas ID table.

link routines678

Unable to set up the DBID/IDT Table (Get Memory error)LNKBS2679

ADATMZ invalid header providedLNKBTO

Could not get router ID table memory pool. Check the ID table name
in the parameter file/module.

LNKBS2680

ADATMZ unable to obtain work areaLNKBTO

LNKCX

There was insufficient SAF authorization to issue a CICS EXTRACT
EXIT command. Ensure that all users of the Adabas link module have

LNKCX681

UPDATE access to the EXITPROGRAM CICS command resource
identifier.

TRUE name cannot be locatedLNKCX682

Multiple ECB wait not supportedLNKBTO683

Error queuing parallel requestIOSMVS687

Fatal error during a switch from SRB to TCB mode when Adabas is
zIIP-enabled

ADAIOR688
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Fatal error during a switch from TCB to SRB mode when Adabas is
zIIP-enabled

ADAIOR689

A call has been issued in SRB mode, but Adabas is not zIIP-enabledADAIOR690

Error leaving or joining enclaveIOSMVS691

Dataset allocation errorADAIOS692

Invalid operating system detected - not MVSNETSIP/OS800

Parameter error detectedNETSIP/OS801

Addressing or residencymode, authorization error or operating system
is not a virtual machine guest

NETSIP/OS802

Error detected during program loading or validationNETSIP/OS803

Space allocation failureNETSIP/OS804

NETSIR initialization failedNETSIP/OS806
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